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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade the demographics of the international students’ population
has undergone many changes which impacts both the integration of students
and the provision of social support by Higher Education Institutions (HEI). A growing
multicultural academic community presents new challenges to many universities.

The main purpose of this part of the guide is to compile recommended and necessary
sources of support, as well as document various forms of activities aimed at the
cultural adaptation, integration and support of international students at any HEI.

The guide begins with an overview of the sources and structures of support that may
be recommended as a standard base for HEIs admitting and educating foreign
students. The types of support provided by these sources have been thoroughly
analyzed and are classified as follows: before arrival, upon arrival and during studies.
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SUPPORT STRUCTURE – Sources & Channels at HEIs

To ensure effectiveness, support in HEIs should be provided to international students on
many levels, including from the university administration, academic and counseling
services, student clubs and organizations. Supporting the development of informal
support networks is also of great importance. Such support is most successful when easily
accessible and provided by a variety of channels to suit diverse student needs. Sources
and channels of support are detailed below.

International Relations Office

The responsibilities of the International Relations Office (IRO) encompasses both issues
concerning students and scholars from abroad (incoming) and home university students
and scholars planning to study or teach abroad (outgoing), as well as coordinating
cooperation with entities from other countries.

For incoming international students, IRO provides information on:  

• The university 

– Brief history 

– Campuses 

– Faculties and departments

– Facilities.

• Studies

– Programs in English 

– International exchange program

– General program of study

– PhD opportunities 

– Application process 

– Language requirements

– Financing 

– Academic calendar. 

• Student Support Services 

– Information about the host country and city of location

– Immigration requirements – visas etc.

– Safety

– Accommodation 

– University health services 
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– Identification cards 

– Cost of living 

– Banking

– Student life.

IROs are also responsible for the organization of Orientation Week (Freshman Week)
for international students or to support coordination where other offices or student
organizations are involved. IROs also arrange cultural and integration events throughout
the academic year. 

In general, IROs provide help and advice in getting settled and adapting to life in a foreign
country.

Dean's Offices

Dean's Offices in each faculty present and provide academic information for present and
prospective students. Among other tasks, Dean's Office staff are responsible for student
recruitment, planning academic schedules, the organization and management of
teaching departments. Dean's Office staff answer student queries with regard to the
curriculum and schedules and classify the teaching and grading systems of their
respective faculties.  Additionally, in case of absence of the Enrollment office, they
maintain overall responsibility for financial and legal issues (such as tuition fees, student
IDs, credit accumulation and study progression). 

Dean's Offices are also involved in the organization of orientation days and other
integration events during the course of studies, especially official events involving the
presence of the university authorities (such as inauguration and graduation ceremonies).

Primarily, Deans' Offices help students to adjust smoothly to academic life.

Academic Departments

Academic departments are responsible for providing clear and easily accessible
information on particular courses. 

Administrative staff from the departments helps students deal with any formalities
(e.g. arranging exam dates, managing academic queries from students, obtaining
signatures for formal requests regarding exams, providing guidance on requirements
for exemptions in particular subjects). 

Academic staff provide additional educational and administrative support during
"office hours", in addition to their teaching schedule, tutoring hours and involvement
in conducted research.
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Language Schools

University language schools provide foreign language tuition. This often includes some
elements of cultural adaptation and integration (e.g. courses that are intended to familiarize
students with the holidays and customs of their host country, including organizing trips to
places of historical interest and providing cultural integration games), as well as offering
advanced or proficiency English language courses. 

Academic Supervisors

At least some of the following academic supervisors should also provide help and support
for students:

• Class/Year Supervisors – support students in a specific class group or a particular
body of students in formal or organizational issues.

• Personal Supervisors – take care of small groups of students (5 to 10) and are
responsible for a more informal monitoring of the students' academic progress
and  general well-being during their studies.

• Academic Tutors – monitor the academic performance of students.

Academic Ombudsman

An Academic Ombudsman or Academic Affairs Advocate for Equal Treatment is a person
responsible, among others, for amicable settlement of disputes and conflicts between
students and academic staff.  This person is obliged to follow the principles of confidentiality,
impartiality and neutrality to both parties.

University Counseling Services

University Counseling Services (UCS) include a team of psychologists, psychiatrists and
sexologists, who offer a wide range of services, that include: psychological workshops,
study skills advice to improve learning efficiency, quick support (i.e. drop-in sessions),
personal coaching, individual, couples' and group therapy, crisis intervention, psychiatric
assistance, confidential phone-in lines, as well as online chat sessions and advice blogs.

Student Welfare Organizations

Student welfare organizations are primarily responsible for the pastoral care of students,
i.e. student accommodation, student healthcare services and support and advice
in financial matters.
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Student Clubs, Organizations and Associations

Student clubs, organizations and associations cover a broad range of interests and activities
including science and research, cultural activities (art, music, literature and theatre groups),
popular culture interests (e.g. gaming, fashion, current trends), sports, travel, as well
as voluntary work. 

Participating in these clubs and societies also provide students with opportunities for
social interaction and integration among each other and with local and international
communities. Organizations such as the Erasmus Student Network center around the
specific objective of integrating international students, and their role in this process
should not be underestimated.

Student Peer Support 

As part of the overall student support system, the following support services are offered
by and for fellow students:

• Best Buddy (Big brother/Big sister, Student mentor) – Students from the second year
onwards are responsible for taking care of new arrivals, especially during the first
few weeks of the academic year. The buddy system may also cover subsequent years
of studying (with the exception of final year students), in which case each student
receives a senior buddy each year.

• Peer Tutor – Students provide academic tutoring and instruction in study skills
to colleagues at a more junior level.

• Peer Counseling – Provided by students trained in basic psychological support, peer
counselors offer fellow students emotional advice and support. They usually work
in association with the UCS.

Media and Channels of Support

The above-mentioned university staff, student body members and agencies work closely
together, forming a dense support network. This support is provided via various media,
which includes:

• Direct contact with a specific person (personal meetings, phone calls, email, chat,
video conferences, online forums)

• Organized group events (e.g. orientation days, university picnics)

• Group meetings (e.g. workshops, open days)

• User-friendly webpages that publish and share information on topics such as the
university, study facilities, the host country and city, living conditions, health
services, student life, etc.



• Dedicated FAQ (frequently asked questions) sections of the university website 

• Newsletters, mailing lists and news feeds promoting current events at the university

• Social media (especially Facebook, Twitter and Instagram)

• Leaflets, brochures, guides, self-help materials (both as printed content and for
download)

• Video material about the university, local city and host country.

16
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1. INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT

Choosing a university is an important life decision; both prospective students and their
parents need to have easy access to complete and comprehensive information to inform
their decision. This includes general information about the country, city and university, as
well as detailed information on admission requirements, the course of studies and teaching
methods. Furthermore, information regarding relevant formal and legal requirements
(e.g. residency permits), as well as information relating to student accommodation, relevant
safety issues and healthcare provisions and requirements and financial matters – in addition
to details of everyday student life, such as student organizations, extracurricular activities
and support provisions. 

As regards information, the content itself is equally as important as the medium with which
the information is presented media and the channel through which it is communicated.
Irrespective of generation, most people look for information of this nature online and rarely
resort to other means (with the exception of first-hand accounts from known alumni). Clearly
presented, comprehensive and exhaustive information will encourage people to
consider applying to a given HEI and make them feel secure while arriving at the university
and studying.

1.1. Information Available Before and Upon Arrival

HEIs are responsible for providing prospective students with broad information about
the university as well as the application process. 

It is advisable for HEIs to dedicate resources located in various regions of the world to
promote of the university abroad, provide information, interview candidates, develop
partnerships and build up the alumni network. 

Types of Information

HEIs should present prospective international students with detailed and highly accessible
information. It is necessary to provide dedicated websites aimed at international students
that contain all relevant information (see: Table 1). In general terms, this information allows
prospective students to form an impression of studying at the given university before arrival;
however, this information is also likely to be consulted during their studies.

It should be taken into account that some international students relocate with their
families and therefore require information on local schools, kindergartens, daycare
facilities, play areas, extracurricular education for children and summer programs, music
and art programs, language schools, and other information relevant for raising a family
abroad. Other information of interest includes places and ideas for family recreation and
entertainment in the area – such as parks for picnicking and outdoor activities, hiking
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trails, beaches, zoos, nature preserves, winter sports, aquariums, concert and theatres.
Cross-cultural sensitivity and awareness is an important factor in providing local
information of this nature (such as open spaces where dogs are allowed to run free, may
be problematic for students from certain cultures).

Table 1. Information for prospective and new incoming students provided by HEI websites

Information about
the country and city

History, culture, famous people, national holidays
Legal system, Exchange rate, average weather conditions 
City descriptions, maps and apps
Student life, student recommendations for places to go, things to see and do.

General information
about the university

University history and traditions 
Rankings, statistics on numbers of international students 
Photo galleries, promotional videos
Information package for new incoming students 
List of partner institutions that collaborate with the university for scientific
research, educational agreements 
Links to Facebook groups for incoming students to join.

Admission Registration and examination requirements, list of important dates for
applicants including term dates, tuition fees
Orientation Week schedule, available at least one month before the
commencement of the academic year
Academic schedules, reading lists for all students
Information on teaching methods and the grading system, study tips.

Getting around
campus

Virtual tours, detailed campus maps.

Success stories Written accounts of alumni careers and video interviews with alumni
USMLE and NBME performance data.

Formal and legal
issues

Assistance & advice on visa requirements, residency and work permits,
Information on opportunities for on- and off-campus work, tax information 
Information on local legislation, such as traffic violations etc. (e.g. regulations
concerning drinking in public)
Advice on when to carry a passport and how to apply for other forms
of identification – university IDs, driving license etc.

Safety Important contact numbers
Instruction on what to do, if robbed or attacked
How to avoid dangerous situations, advice on street safety (e.g. not wearing the
football jersey from a rival team)
Dangerous districts and areas to be wary of in the city.
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Money Financial support during studies: possibilities and regulations for financial aid,
relevant institutions, contact details for administrative staff who deal with student
financial matters 
Local banking system, use of credit and debit cards, money transfer services.

Cell phones
and internet 

Cell phone: available networks, financing options (pre-paid, pay-as-you-go,
contract), documents required by network providers, questions to ask, when
choosing a network

Internet: Wi-Fi provisions on campus and in dormitories, support in case of
difficulties, internet options off campus (at home and in the city), tips when signing
a contract with an internet service provider.

Everyday life Public transport: prices, types of tickets, where to buy tickets etc.
Family life: day care, babysitting, private and public schooling, recreation
and entertainment
Healthcare and health insurance, university clinics 
Shopping and entertainment: guides to local supermarkets, open-air
markets, bottle returns and recycling, university second-hand market and
"used goods" exchange, eating out guides, dining and drinking guides, etc.

Delivery of Information

HEIs need to provide up-to-date and accurate information to prospective students on
relevant issues. The necessary contact information should be made available online,
allowing candidates to clarify any issues from abroad. Staff pictures provided alongside
contact details is helpful in reducing the discomfort of initial personal contact. 

General and academic information about the HEI should be presented using websites, social
networking platforms and video sharing sites (YouTube, Vimeo). 

Short Video of students describing their experiences of studying at a given university and
alumni talking about their studies and career paths should be considered good practice.
Other good examples of multimedia promotional material include video lectures, virtual
tours around campus, and other useful pieces of information presented in a professional, yet
accessible way. 

Both official and unofficial Facebook groups and other online forums, where prospective
students can get to know one another, share information and ask questions, are a good,
student-friendly way of communicating. Staff from the Dean's Office can follow these groups
to further clarify issues and to retain an overview of which issues raise the most questions
for students, therefore providing a feedback loop on more official communication channels
such as official websites. Social media can also be used for sharing photo and video media
(Instagram and Pinterest) as well as for microblogging (e.g. Twitter). These present a more
appealing image of the university and information more accessible to a younger generation
of students.
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In addition to websites and social media, information can be also provided in printed form
(leaflets, brochures) and handed out during meetings at foreign institutions. It is advisable
to cover a broad range of information; however, it is even more important to organize
the materials so that a particular item of information can be retrieved easily. For this reason,
it is advisable to stagger the delivery of information during the application and admission
process, and during the course of studies and separate information in these two different
categories, one for key information that every student should know at the beginning
of studies. 

1.2. Information Available During the Course of Studies

Coordination

Informational support should be provided to international students during the course
of their studies by the IRO, Dean's Offices (or similar structures), faculty departments
and student organizations. It is advisable to have one coordinating unit responsible
for consistency and completeness of the information. This dedicated unit is of particular
importance at non-English speaking HEIs where some administrative staff are unable to
provide support in English thereby making the presence of a single contact point is especially
useful to international students.1

A 'Welcome Office' is a dedicated unit designed to assist international students on
non-academic matters. The team comprises of staff from the IRO and Erasmus team, as
well as existing international students. The 'Welcome Office' provides information on
issues such as registration, hours of operation of various offices and facilities, use of the
university IT system, administrative procedures and the availability of other support
services, as well as promoting cultural and social events. 

The categories of useful information that may be provided to international students via the
HEI website after arrival and during their course of studies is outlined in Table 2.

Guidebooks on Everyday Life

HEIs should provide special guidebooks covering issues related to everyday life such as
shopping, public transportation, healthcare, safety issues, repairs, etc. These guidebooks
should be prepared in collaboration with fellow students who are able to contribute
useful information based on their own experiences. 

1 An alternative approach may be to use the IRO as much as possible only in the beginning of the academic year or term, preparing students
to use the regular student services during their studies. A precondition here is that the standard student service is professionally trained to
support international students. The final goal in such an approach envisions a university without a dedicated IRO as all regular units of the
HEI are able to handle and support the specific needs of international students.
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Informal Information Exchange

Information may also be exchanged informally among students. When students integrate
well at university, ample opportunities for an exchange of information will occur naturally. 

Facebook, Yahoo or Google groups are often created to reinforce networking among
prospective and current students. These initiatives may be encouraged by the IROs or other
student organizations. An IRO may also employ more experienced students to assist in
making the integration process easier.

Table 2. Information for students provided by HEI websites

Information Comment

General information
about the university

University management and Dean's Office staff 
Contact details with accompanying photos 
Office operating hours with maps and directions

Formal issues Graduation requirements
Information for graduates, legalization of diploma
Internship/licensure
Alumni books

Teaching methods, 
e-learning platforms,
online administration
tools

Important due to great differences in teaching methods around the world.
Information provided extends to both cultural differences (e.g. cultural
differences in study styles) as well as teaching differences and documenting
administrative tools used

Academic
development

Course descriptions
Research opportunities: scientific groups, contact info, calls for participation
Electives completed outside the university
Comprehensive NBME Examination description
List of partner institutions that collaborate with the university for scientific
research, educational agreements 
Language courses available

Getting around Post office (opening hours, addresses)
Libraries
Meals and student canteens
Free Wi-Fi options in the city
Healthcare & emergency contact details
Public transportation
Travelling around the country

Student Life Information on upcoming events, meetings, student mailing groups and
newsletters
A list of student clubs and societies – contact details including websites 
Student Help Center – which administrative department do I talk to?
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Information Comment

Leisure time Culture: Cinema, theater, opera, museums
Sports and leisure: sport clubs and facilities at the university and in the city, outdoor
sports areas in the city and country
Going out guide: clubs, bars, pubs, restaurants

Counseling and
Psychological
Services

General information and points of contact
Links to the university counseling and psychological services webpages
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2. CULTURAL ADAPTATION AND INTEGRATION 

An important factor in the physical and psychological well-being of students is the feeling
of belonging to a peer group and an academic community. International students may be
at higher risk of deficiencies in these protective structures as well as being more likely to be
affected by other factors connected with the necessity of adjusting to life and studies
in a foreign country, which can in turn lead to psychological and emotional problems. 

It has become a priority for many universities to initiate comprehensive programs to facilitate
integration with local and academic communities and support students in overcoming
obstacles associated with studying in a foreign country. Institutions that pay particular
attention to the emotional well-being of their students are classified as offering higher quality
education and are highly rated by their students.2

The main aim of comprehensive cultural adaptation, integration and psychosocial support
programs for international students should center on the improvement of the well-being
and quality of life for students both at the university and within the local community, as well
as enhancing the quality of education. 

Within the academic context, developments in the quality of education should focus on
improving the effectiveness of the didactic mission of the university, using the following
measures:

• Greater involvement of international students in academic communities

• Streamlining communication between faculty & administration staff and students

• Improving the students' understanding of university regulations and knowledge of
the local culture 

• Familiarizing people in regular contact with international students with their real
academic needs, expectations, as well as the difficulties international students
may face

• Continually expanding knowledge and appreciation of cultural differences,
foreign customs and behavior patterns amongst both faculty and administration
staff

• Constant improvement of effective communication between students and
university staff in order to overcome barriers.

These programs are aimed at encouraging openness as well as developing the social and
cultural potential of students and university staff.

2 Knight, J. (2006). Guide to the Implications of the General Agreement of Trade in Services for Cross-border Education. A Report Prepared for
the Commonwealth of Learning ED-2006/WS/61. Paris, France: UNESCO.
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University-offered programs should be adapted to meet the requirements of female and
male students of different cultures and religions to ensure equal opportunities for students
during their studies.

Taking into account the various phases in the career of an international student (when
a student is considering studying at the given institution, when s/he applies to the university,
is then accepted by the institution, arrives in the country and then finally studies and tries
to cope with various situations while living abroad) measures aimed at facilitating the
adaptation, integration and support of international students should begin as early as
possible in the education process. In terms of the experience of international students at the
visiting university, it is as important to integrate with local students, as it is to develop an
international network with fellow students from around the world. However, it is much easier
to arrange team building activities within international group than with the local students –
New international students have an open mindset and are looking to develop new contacts,
whereas local students have generally already established their social network and therefore
require additional incentives to open them up to new input from abroad (e.g. interest in the
language or leisure activity of the international student). It is therefore important to guide
international students to the usual social habitats frequented by local students (sports clubs,
leisure activities, student organizations etc.). Other major factors affecting integration
between local and international students are language barriers, the structural organization
of the education system(s) and differing customs. According to studies,3 the more social
support is provided to the students, the greater the integration. 

Language Courses, Preparatory Courses and Cultural Activities

It is a good practice for HEIs to organize Summer School language courses at different levels
or dedicated preparatory courses catering to specific fields of study. These courses often
serve as a means of integration for international students, including integration between
international and local students, as intercultural activities are included in the course
programs. These integration and cultural adaptation events often include:

• City games

• Trips outside the city

• Group sports activities

• Community work

• Cooking classes – promotion of traditional cuisine

• Cultural events – movies, theatre etc.

3 E.g. Luo, C., Zhou, N., Zhai, Q. & Cao, Z. (2014). Cross-Cultural Adaptation of Foreign Students in Chinese University: Based on Network of
Social Support. Cross-Cultural Communication, 10, 16–20.
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During these activities, it is important to encourage students to cross out of their comfort
zone in order to open them up to welcoming people from different cultures.

Orientation Programs

Orientation Days are one of the most common practices for cultural adaptation at university.
They consist of events organized for new students at the start of the term with the purpose
of welcoming them to the institution, helping them to familiarize themselves within it,
delivering relevant information regarding their studies and most importantly aiding
integration with an academic community. 

It is important for Orientation Days to be organized by an experienced team, capable of
preparing integration events on a professional level (e.g. within International Relations
Offices or the Welcome Office). Student associations or unions, departmental staff and
staff from particular support units or facilities within the university, such as the library,
language center, or health services should be involved in co-organizing the events. 

Orientation Days are an excellent integration method amongst students and provide
opportunities to get to know each other and build a natural support network. It is a good
idea to wrap up the program with video impressions of the past days' events, which can
also be utilized on the university website to promote Orientation events and the university
itself.

Introduction to the National Education System and Academic Communication

An introduction to the national education system and instruction in standards of
academic communication and writing should be included as part of the Orientation Days
or stand-alone events in the first weeks of the academic year. 

The goal of workshops on the education system and academic communication is to make
students familiar with the local culture of teaching, learning and communicating, as well
as important aspects of the higher education system in a given country. Sessions may
be organized by university administrators, faculty members and senior international
students. 

Apart from the informative value of such workshops, they can provide another opportunity
for new students to get to know each other as well as to get to know university staff and the
senior students conducting the sessions.

Detailed descriptions of the goals, organizational tips and example scenarios for
Orientation Days are provided in the second part of this guide. 
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Integration During the Academic Year

To provide the best chances of successful integration and adaptation, the orientation
program should be followed by a number of events that provide incentives for international
engagement during the academic year. 

Examples of practices and events aimed at boosting the cultural adaptation and integration
of international students that may be organized during the academic year are outlined
in Table 3.

Table 3. Practices and events aimed at boosting cultural adaptation and integration

Practices Comments

Joint housing of international
and domestic students

Students spend time together on an everyday basis (i.e. cooking,
studying and going out together)

International themed parties Students bring food from their country of origin

National themed parties An event presenting particular countries

Holiday themed parties National or religious holidays from different countries are marked
in the academic calendar and parties are organized for some major
occasions such as Thanksgiving, Diwali or Chinese New Year

International culture club Historical and political discussions, field trips, theater & museum visits
and concerts open to all students

Tandem evenings Language skills exchange for students

Joint domestic
and international classes

Participation in classes from the international program gives
domestic students the opportunity to practice their English language
skills, furthermore studying together with national students improves
the level of integration of international students

Online cultural tutorials Online tutorials and classes on cultural issues available to incoming
students

Local student organizations International students can join local student organizations and
associations

Language courses Especially for those interested in studying in a particular country
(students may be rewarded financially for participation)

Quiz nights
and competitions

Trivia quiz nights and fun competitions for domestic and
international students
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Language Barriers

Language barriers may pose a challenge to attending classes instructed in a second
language. Even if the lecturer manages to adapt a multicultural methodology, students
may have difficulties following instructions, taking part in discussions or understanding
procedures and directions. They may also face more difficulties in communicating with fellow
students and administrative staff in the various units of the university, navigating through
informational resources outside of the IRO and complying with required formalities. Verifying
students' language levels is important, however, it should be taken into account that exam
results are not always accurate predictors of academic language skills. It is therefore advisable
to include language classes (local language and English as a second language) into the
mandatory curriculum for all international students, regardless of whether they are enrolled
in programs of study taught in English or local language.

One cost-effective solution to overcoming the language barrier for international students
is assigning student helpers (paid) or Buddies (volunteers) who accompany international
students to offices, where English is not spoken.

Detailed descriptions of the goals, organizational tips and example scenarios for
integration efforts during the academic year are provided in the second part of this
guide.

Practices Comments

Trips and excursions Trips and excursions for local and international students

Voluntary work Organized voluntary work and local charitable events where
domestic and international students collaborate
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3. EMOTIONAL SUPPORT

Studying in a foreign country may be emotionally challenging for both students and their
parents. Detailed, up-to-date and encouraging information available on university webpages
serve not only as an informational resource, but also as an emotional support, reassuring
students and making contact with the university easy.

However, in the case of some students, this may not be enough. In addition to the standard
challenges faced by all young people starting education at higher education institutions
(leaving home, building their own identity, getting adjusted to a new social environment,
needing to manage their own time), international students must also contend with a
language barrier and communication difficulties in arranging their everyday life, for example:
organizing an internet contract, understanding how the post office works, understanding
how the healthcare system functions, buying different grocery products from those they are
used to back home, coping with different weather conditions. Another challenge may be
created in understanding and dealing with a different system of cultural values, social norms
and the differing habits of local students to their own society. On the top of that, international
students also need to manage the way they are seen and treated by society in a foreign
country, which might evoke interest and/or prejudice. 

Lack of support in protecting students from such experiences or inadequate help in coping
with them, may lead to social and emotional loneliness, which in turn may negatively affect
both the social and academic life of the student.4 Research from different countries show
alarmingly high levels of psychological and emotional problems among students. About
25% of young people experience some kind of psychological problem during the course of
their studies;5 the most common ones are high level of stress and anxiety, depression, suicidal
thoughts, sexual disorders and personality disorders.6 Research in Norway indicates high
levels of loneliness and anxiety amongst 20% of students.7 Research conducted within the
SUPP project indicates that 25% of international students at WUM report feeling lonely
frequently or almost all the time.8 Data from other countries is even more disturbing, indicating
levels of loneliness among over 60% of students.9

The data referenced above highlights the need to support international students in coping
with the challenges of studying abroad in a way that is optimal for their healthy development.
4 Feltham, C. & Dryden, W. (2010). Brief Counselling: a practical integrative approach. London, UK: Open University Press, Mc Graw Hill Education.
5 Conlon, A. (2012). Mental Health and Learning Support Strategies. EAIE Conference: Dublin. Accessed at 10.06.2015 at: http://www.fu-
berlin.de/sites/studienberatung/team/hwr/dokumente/Dublin_Psyche_Presentation_complete.pdf
6 Lago, C. (2002). The University and the wider community. In Stanley, N. & Manthorpe, J. (Eds.). Students’ Mental Health Needs - Problems and
Responses. London, England: Jessica Kingsley.
7 Nedregård, T. (2012). Health and welfare survey among international students in Trondheim. SiT: Trondhem. Downloaded on 1.07.2015 from:
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:niapNRAPAqMJ:kantega.sit.no/mat/attachment.ap%3Fid%3D6897+&cd=7&hl=pl&ct=
clnk&gl=no
8 SUPP Team (2016). SUPP Report 4. Satisfaction, Needs and Well-being of International Students at MUW – SUPP Study 2015. Report available at
www.supp.wum.edu.pl
9 Özdemir, U. & Tuncay, T. (2008). Correlates of loneliness among university students. Child and Adolescent Psychiatry and Mental Health, 2: 29.
Downloaded at 10.02.2015: doi: 10.1186/1753-2000-2-29
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The host university is in a position to be able to provide, as an institution, complex support
programs. 

Where professional emotional support is needed, international students could benefit not
only from personal access to UCS but also from web content providing self-help materials,
student helplines, social media & networking channels, tutors and peer support, all of which
are described below. 

3.1. University Counseling Services 

Services

UCS should encompass professional counseling and therapeutic services for students and
university staff. In an ideal scenario, services provided to students would include:

Short workshops (1-5 meetings lasting for 1.5-2 hours) designed to give students  an•
opportunity to get together and interact with each other in furthering the
understanding of specific topics, such as:

– Time management and overcoming procrastination

– Managing exam stress

– Exam preparation

– Understanding anxiety and social phobia 

– Relaxation for health and well-being

– Beginning a new when a relationships ends

– Coping with homesickness

– Self-help using Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

– Food and mood

– Assertiveness training.

Short-term therapeutic groups (6 or 10 meetings) tailored to specific issues selected•
by the participating students, which relate to general topics, such as: 

– Stress and relaxation 

– Study strategies & motivation – procrastination, concentration, time 
management, essay and project planning, revision and making the most of 
feedback

– Understanding yourself & others and expressing feelings

– Increasing self-esteem – support in understanding and increasing self-esteem 
by providing an opportunity to meet with others in a safe and confidential space 
to share experiences
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–  Understanding oneself and connecting with each other – a safe place to talk to 
others about your life, share concerns and learn from others

– General psychological well-being – help in maintaining mental and emotional 
equilibrium over time for people who experience severe and enduring mental 
health difficulties 

– Mindfulness group

– Surviving the loss of a parent.

Open drop-in support groups (managed by professionals or trained postgraduate•
students under supervision), such as: 

– AA and drug abuse support

– Bipolar support

– Support around self-harm

– Support around eating disorders

– LGBT (Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transsexual) support.

Drop-ins – short (20-minute) meetings with one of the counselors without prior •
appointment. Counselors will listen to the concerns and if appropriate direct
towards further help. If all counselors are busy, the student can wait in the waiting 
room, make an appointment, or arrange to speak to a counselor on the phone at 
another time in the week.

Crisis intervention•

Counseling•

Coaching•

Psychotherapy (usually short-term)•

– Individual psychotherapy

– Couple psychotherapy

Psychiatric consultations•

Sexological consultations•

Stress management•

Biofeedback training•

Preventive mental health screening (in person or online). •

In the context of international students, UCS may offer additional services catering to the
specific problems that affect international students, such as: 

• Academic difficulties arising from the language barrier 
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• Difficulty in understanding or expressing themselves in a second language

• Discrepancies between what was expected from the university and what life is
actually like

• Culture shock

• Difficulties in making friends, feelings of loneliness or isolation and feeling anxious
or depressed due to cultural differences

• Homesickness 

• Family problems, exacerbated by being away from the family

• Feeling pressurized to meeting parents' expectations

• Feeling unable to talk to their family about what is going on, out of fear that they
will cause anxiety or difficulties back home

• Large-scale political and/or social upheaval in their country of origin.

UCS may also provide help for university staff, especially those with student welfare or
pastoral responsibilities, by offering staff counseling and self-help materials. Materials
may include guidance on issues such as:

• Referring students to counseling services – detailed descriptions of the process and
possibilities offered by UCS 

• Reducing the risk of student suicide – risk indicators and guidelines on what to do 

• The role of the Mental Health Advisor at the UCS.

Other materials may focus on supporting staff members themselves in topics  such as: 

• Methods of dealing with stress at work

• Mindfulness

• Dealing with being single

• Supporting staff following a traumatic incident.

University Counseling Services Team

The UCS team includes a group of specialists (psychologists, psychiatrists, psychotherapists,
coaches, sexologists, clinical social workers) supported by postgraduate students in
counseling/psychotherapeutic training (as interns or part-time employees). Preferably, at
least some of the specialists should be full-time employees of the UCS in order to be able to
provide flexibility in attending to student needs (e.g. in the case of crisis interventions). 
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It is useful to present UCS team members' specialization and a short description of their main
interests on the UCS webpages, together with pictures. 

Accessibility of University Counseling Services

Initial assessment sessions should be provided as soon as possible after the student first
makes contact with the UCS – waiting time should preferably not extend beyond 14 days.
For those on the waiting list, additional timeslots for drop-in sessions that serve as
first-contact meetings and a special emergency helpline may be provided. 

Booking an Appointment

Appointments can be made by phone, email, an online booking system or personally at the
UCS reception. The UCS webpages should provide detailed information on the procedure,
waiting time, limitations of the services offered and confidentiality arrangements. 

Sessions may be scheduled flexibly, according to the schedules of the therapist and student.
This allows for more flexibility than in typical therapy, that is, not necessarily once a week,
changing timeslots or sessions via Skype and other communicators. However, the level of
flexibility should be decided by the counselor in the specific case of each student and such
approaches are criticized by more conservative therapists.

Location

UCS facilities should preferably be situated either within the university health center or in
a quiet area of the main university campus, which is both private and convenient for all
students. They should be a cozy place creating a safe, warm and friendly atmosphere. 

Access to Information about University Counseling Services

To increase student awareness of support available, the UCS and its website should be
advertised in a several locations on the main university webpages, social media, the intranet
and on posters and leaflets distributed on campus and in student dormitories. 

In addition to a detailed description of the services provided, appointment procedures,
confidentiality arrangements, staff and self-help information, etc., it is advisable to include
a video about UCS services to encourage students to contact UCS when needed.
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3.2. Helplines for Students

Helplines, nightlines and urgent care assistance lines (24-hour on-call care) can be provided
either as part of the services within UCS or as a peer support service run under supervision
(e.g. by postgraduates in clinical training). 

3.3. Online Support and Networks

Online support for students (or information about such support services distributed on
a community level) can be provided via channels such as:

Blogs, chats, online support networks & communities can encourage people to open•
up and share what is on their mind, learn more about themselves and to work
through issues that are troubling them. Additional they can act as a channel for the
distribution of up-to-date information and suggestions for self-help. 

Health Q & A (Questions and Answers), an online resource provided by a team of•
health promotion specialists, healthcare providers, and other health professionals,
supported by a staff of information and research specialists and writers. The team
responsible for answering student questions should have advanced degrees
in public health, health education, medicine, counseling and other relevant fields.

3.4. Self-help Materials

Supportive self-help materials for students may be available on the UCS webpage.
Information may include:

• Online self-help texts on the webpage

• Downloadable self-help PDF leaflets and booklets

• Links to self-help webpages

• Lists of self-help booklists

• Mental health screening tests.

3.5. Tutors 

A tutor is a scholar assigned to provide pastoral (non-academic) support to three to four
students each academic year. A tutor is intended to provide a useful point of contact
regarding many things, such as: study skills and challenges, time management, balancing
extracurricular activities with studies, or health issues affecting student studies. 
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3.6. Peer Support 

In addition to providing a natural support network for each other, students may also
participate in a range of student-led services. These may provide support for academic
and personal concerns or allow students to discuss any problems in confidence.

Peer liaisons, peer mentors or "buddies" are made up of existing students of that degree
program that volunteer to help first-year students by connecting them to a range of support
and programming initiatives. They provide informal support for any issues that may concern
a student. 

Peer mentors are carefully selected and trained to take on this role and receive instruction
designed to enable them to: listen effectively, communicate sensitively, maintain
confidentiality, respect boundaries and recognize how and when to encourage referral
to professional support services. Peer mentors themselves attend on-going supervision,
usually provided by the UCS to consolidate their training, develop skills and ensure that
they are not over-committed. 

Depending on the HEI, peer support is usually organized by UCS, student unions, student
government representatives or other student organizations.
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4. SUPPORT FOR THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

International students inevitably have a different starting point for their assumptions
of educational standards at HEIs as well as about the roles of students and the functions
of those in teaching positions. These differing expectations are a direct result of the
varying backgrounds, previous educational experiences and differing study models
of international students. An additional factor in the mismatch of expectations may result
from disparities in the levels of command of the language of instruction. It is therefore
a considerable advantage to the learning process if both sides are aware of these
pedagogical obstacles and culturally influenced discrepancies in expectations.
In addressing mismatched expectations and adjusting preexisting assumptions
accordingly, students are supported in being able to maximize academic outcomes.

4.1. Learning Support

The aim of learning support, especially for international students, is to help the students to
be as efficient as possible whilst studying. Due to cultural differences, international students
are a more diverse group than domestic students. They face a number of obstacles that make
their learning process more challenging. They bring different language proficiencies,
motivations and study experiences and need to adjust to a new place and culture, as well
as adjusting to a new university context. Simultaneous to their studies, they may need to
concentrate on their language proficiency as well.

Meeting Students' Needs

Evaluations conducted10 indicate that initiatives most valued by students include:

• Departmental and graduate program advisor support

• A friendly environment in the academic departments

• Access to and close relationships with professors

• Counseling and advisory services

• Technology – regular emails, class webpages and blog posts. 

Learning Styles

Assumptions about the teaching system may vary greatly between cultures. As an example:
in some Western societies, teachers are perceived to be more like a partner in the educational
process – the educator encourages critical thinking, creativity and independence.
By contrast, in some Asian cultures good teachers are perceived as being masters of their

10 ACA Secretariat (2010). International Student Support in European Higher Education. Available online at: http://www.aca-
secretariat.be/index.php?id=456



11 Zhou, Y., Jindal-Snape, D., Topping, K. i Todman, J. (2008) Theoretical models of culture shock and adaptation in international students in
higher education. Stud. High. Educ. 33, 63–75.
12 Arkoudis, S. (2015). Teaching International Students. Strategies to enhance learning. University of Melbourne. Available online at:
http://www.cshe.unimelb.edu.au/resources_teach/teaching_in_practice/docs/international.pdf
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domain, transferring a broad knowledge of their subject to students. Correspondingly,
Asian students may expect to focus their study skills on the absorption of knowledge and
following their teacher.11 The interaction between teachers and students is therefore more
formal and hierarchical. Adapting to a different style of learning may prove challenging.

Assignments are among the areas where international students require additional guidance.
It is therefore essential that the requirements for assessment (outcomes and skills) are clearly
outlined to students. Students should be informed of what to expect in the assessment
process and should also receive detailed feedback to be able to improve.12

A crucial strategy in counter-acting this issue is to provide international students with clear
information regarding study styles in the host country. However, it is equally as important to
support academic staff in acquiring new teaching methods, as well as providing instruction
on the cultural differences in learning styles and teaching systems with those of the countries
where the students are from.

Lectures

Following the content of lectures, seminars and practical classes is made more difficult for
international students due to the language barrier. There are some recognized strategies to
help international students gain as much as possible from lectures, such as: 

• Providing "how to learn" courses, which present the most effective learning 
strategies 

• Highlighting the main points of the lecture, which is also linked to material available 
in tutorials

• Using concept maps to visualize the core ideas and relate them to other areas

• Releasing presentation slides beforehand to help students in note-taking during 
lectures

• Explaining relevant background information, while baring in mind that issues or 
examples taken as obvious in one culture may not be clear in another

• Defining more difficult and uncommon words, as well as encouraging students to 
ask for help in clarifying unknown words or issues 

• Encouraging students to record lectures or making recordings of lectures available    
as podcast

• Concluding each lecture with clear 'take home' messages.
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Discussions

Due to language difficulties, international students may feel less confident when
participating in discussions during seminars or practical classes. Strategies to help boost
participation during class include preparing assignments and presenting together in small
groups. International and domestic students should be mixed together in one group
(or English division students mixed with Erasmus students) to help improve language
skills and integration.13

Community Work & Skill Training

Combining academic activities with meaningful community work is a great way of putting
theoretical knowledge into practice and can take place in a variety of setting. In the
case of medical students, this is mostly practiced through hospital internships or
in community-based settings. A good example in a medical school setting would be
engaging in projects such as the Teddy Bear Hospital where volunteers treat children's
toys in order to familiarize them with medical staff and processes in a friendly and playful
setting. International students of all faculties may also volunteer at local schools e.g. to
talk to pupils about their interests, field of study, home culture, or to help during language
classes, etc. 

Academic Counseling

It is a good practice for all students to have assigned academic mentors throughout their
studies and to make use of a tutorial system that offers the opportunity to learn in pairs,
groups of three, or as individuals, through discussions with academic tutors who are experts
in their field. This is a very valuable form of learning that enhances critical thinking, creativity
and the skills needed for discussions. 

Academic counseling and monitoring of the academic performance of incoming students
can also be carried out by means of online tools; this can include e-coaching and virtual
support for students.

Tutoring

The main aim of tutoring is overseeing students' academic development, welfare and
well-being in a wide sense and assisting them with their personal, professional and career

13 Arkoudis, S. (2015). Teaching International Students. Strategies to enhance learning. University of Melbourne. Available online at:
http://www.cshe.unimelb.edu.au/resources_teach/teaching_in_practice/docs/international.pdf
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development. One or several people may deliver tutoring, or tutor a student in certain
areas. There are three main areas where tutoring plays an important role: 

Pastoral care: as an introduction to the academic community, providing support in•
personal development, health, accommodation & provisions for disabled students,
as well as maintaining awareness of other sources of support within the university
and the student union. 

Administrative/financial advice: providing financial assistance, raising awareness•
of internal opportunities available to students (such as grants & awards, peer
mentoring, etc.), which may prove helpful in developing skills for the workplace
and to improve employability, as well as liaising with other members of academic
staff and university departments as appropriate. 

Academic assistance: to encourage and support regular reflection on progress to•
date (including reflection on academic grades and feedback), as well as
providing advice on study skills, follow-ups with students who are not making
satisfactory progress, support in case of difficulties with particular courses or
teachers, as well as information about examinations. Further assistance includes
talking to students about the possibility of work placements, initial career advice
and providing references and acting as a liaison between students and supervisors
or the directors of studies or department heads.

Innovative Teaching Methods

Blended Learning or Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) is particularly useful in the
education of international students. By combining off-campus, virtual learning and teaching
experiences with traditional, face-to-face learning, students are able to attend video lectures
from home, discuss or present materials in the classroom that can then be followed by online
feedback and have direct contact with the teacher. This allows for extra time to prepare for
lessons and to repeat material, which may be especially useful for students who are learning
in a second language. These promising teaching methods bring a new dimension to studying
and help international students to follow the program more easily.14 However, virtual learning
should always be combined with face-to-face teaching, as not meeting on a regular basis is
likely to hamper student integration and may lead to increased loneliness.

Educational Peer Support 

In the context of educational support, Buddies or Peer Mentors are senior students who

14 European Commission (2014). Report from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social
Committee and the Committee of the Regions. Report on Progress in Quality Assurance in Higher Education. Available online at:
http://ecahe.eu/assets/uploads/2014/01/EU-Report-on-Progress-in-Quality-Assurance-in-Higher-Education-2014.pdf 
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are matched with the new arrivals to help them orient themselves in the new academic
environment, as well as providing practical tips and support in academic matters. 

4.2. Administrative Support

The main providers of administrative support to international students are the IRO and Dean's
Offices or other administrative staff of faculties providing English-taught programs. 

In non-English speaking countries with separate English study programs the IRO plays a very
important role as an agent who contacts and organizes practically all aspects connected to
the course of studies, including coordinating schedules, translations of document and liaising
with administrative staff at different faculties and units. IROs may also employ students to
provide answers to students' questions regarding the curricula, teaching and learning
processes.

4.3. Career Planning

The decision to study abroad may be based on the belief that it is a wise investment for future
career opportunities, therefore international students often choose host universities based
on the potential impact for future career progression.15

Careers offices should be a possible resource for both domestic and international students.
In the case of international students, this may prove very challenging as it requires good
international cooperation and a broad knowledge of job markets around the world.

Career Guidance

Careers offices may offer sessions to help students gain more insight into their professional
interests and assist in planning their career paths (both when selecting elective learning
modules and in planning their first steps on the career ladder). Sessions on career planning
aim to help students choose the right field of study and career path by first uncovering who
they really are and what they are good at. During such sessions, students discover new career
options or ways to give their career more direction. 

Individual or group career planning sessions or workshops should include instruction on job
application procedures during which students learn how to write job applications, what to
include in a C.V., how to prepare for an interview and how to get through the selection
procedure.

15 ACA Secretariat (2010). International Student Support in European Higher Education. Available online at: http://www.aca-
secretariat.be/index.php?id=456
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Careers offices also arrange talks by companies and professionals who tell students about
their own initial career progression and provide workshops to train students' "soft skills". They
also provide application checking services - and that is the service which is especially useful
for foreign students, who may never have applied for a position in the country before and
would appreciate help from local Human Resources professionals.

Job Opportunities

It is particularly important for international students (who may have few contacts or resources
outside the HEI) to receive help in finding temporary employment, preferably relevant to
their field of study. Dedicated platforms provided by the HEI may be used to promote both
on-campus and off-campus job offers. 
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5. STUDENT WELFARE: ACCOMODATION, FINANCES & HEALTH

With the move to a new country representing such a life-changing occurrence, both students
and their parents concern themselves with questions of safety and security. Despite the long
list of worries that any prospective student faces as they prepare to move abroad, the highest
priorities in terms of concerns consist of finding accommodation, obtaining sufficient funds
for living and studying, and access to health services. Careful planning and good organization
of the above will ease student fears of life away from their well-known, secure environment. 

As part of the university's resolve to provide a conducive learning environment, HEIs should
also take responsibility for student welfare. Welfare Officers employed by the university
should provide both general and specialist advice on a wide range of issues including
accommodation, finance, insurance, healthcare, childcare and benefits.

5.1. Accommodation 

One of the most important services to be offered by the IRO is helping incoming students to
find accommodation. As a strategy to support integration and immersion in academic life,
some universities aim to provide on-campus accommodation for all students. However, even
in HEIs that offer on-site housing to all, students should also be provided with general
information on alternative options for accommodation, including housing not owned by the
institution.

Information Providers, Alternative Accommodation and Housing Applications

Options for housing students may also include off-campus accommodation in local
apartments or houses for rent during the summer and academic year. 

Many universities provide a dedicated Accommodation Office, offering housing support.
Applications for housing in dormitory accommodation should be submitted online using
a management information system. User-friendly websites or platforms dedicated to on and
off-campus accommodation issues are also essential.

Dormitory Accommodation

Standard descriptions of dormitory accommodation should include double/three-person
rooms, cooking facilities/canteen at the facilities, bathroom (individual/shared) and laundry
facilities, level of furnishing (i.e. furniture provided, whether cooking utensils are included).
Photos of the accommodation are necessary, however, a virtual tour is also recommended
in order to provide a more complete picture.
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Off-Campus Accommodation

Information provided on off-campus housing should also include access to the following:

• Profiles of nearby areas and residential communities

• Methods and tools for searching for local accommodation

• A guide to the local renting process

• Templates of standard rental agreements for subleasing private accommodation

• Basic legal advice on signing a lease or rental agreement, an outline of the pitfalls, 
what to expect and standard tenancy rights and obligations.

It is beneficial for HEIs to provide access to off-campus housing databases in English with
capabilities to filter by neighborhoods location, price range, number of bedrooms and other
variables. The database should include properties for rent or sale, landlord ratings, finding
a roommate, maps of the city & campus, and links to additional resources, such as information
on public transportation.

Additional Residential Resources

In addition, it is good practice to provide access to information on additional off-campus
resources and facilities to support everyday residential life, such as: 

• Furniture rental services

• Gyms and fitness studios

• Parking permits

• Laundry services 

• Recycling and waste disposal services

• Emergency and routine repair facilities 

• Local shops. 

It may be beneficial for HEIs to provide a university accommodation handbook with detailed
information for residents, such as computer and internet access, complaints procedures,
cleaning charges, maintenance and repairs, termination of tenancy or replacement of lost
keys.

5.2. Financial Aid Resources

International students are often concerned about living costs when studying in a foreign
country. Generous financial aid systems encourage the most talented students, reward those
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who perform best and facilitate student diversity. A university that seeks to promote the best
students regardless of their ability to pay, should be committed to meeting their financial
needs through all years of study.

Types of Financial Aid

Financial support based on need rather than educational merit supports social and economic
diversity amongst the student body. Under such financial aid schemes, parental income
is the most significant factor taken into account when approving aid. Universities may provide
"calculator" tools to easily assess eligibility for aid and estimate individualized costs of
studying at the university on the basis of parental income, student and parental assets. 

Information on and contact details for the Financial Aid Office, dealing with all issues relating
to financial aid, should be made easily accessible to students and their parents.

International students should be entitled to receive the same options for financial aid funding
as national students. 

Scholarships

Scholarships and other funding programs open to students, will have different sources
of income and eligibility criteria, as well as differences in the amounts granted and
regulations for on-going funding. In order to support students researching possible
options for scholarship funds, as much accurate information on programs that students
of the given HEI would be eligible for, should be collated in an online resource. 

Additional Financial Sources

Students should also be offered additional sources of financial income, such as research
grants and employment opportunities such as student jobs in libraries, canteens, museums
and academic departments.

5.3. Healthcare

Full-service health centers, located on campus, and providing healthcare plans for both
students and staff, is good healthcare practice. Optimally, such services should be provided
free-of-charge, or with non-essential service provided for a small fee. 

HEI should provide detailed information regarding options for on- and off-campus healthcare
services. The categories of healthcare information that should be available to students online
are detailed in  Table 4 below.
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Table 4. Healthcare information on HEI websites

Categories of information provided

National healthcare system
Documents required
Health Insurance

Types and categories•
Free/subsidized health insurance •
Private insurance companies•
Insurance of family members•

On-campus medical care

Opening hours and contact information for
healthcare providers

Emergency numbers

Health guidelines (i.e. vaccines, HIV)

Examples of basic charges for medical services

Prescription charges
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6. FACILITIES 

The quality, design and friendliness of university facilities have a great impact on integration
and the day-to-day operation of student life. A key factor influencing the approachability of
university facilities for international students in non-English speaking countries, is providing
crucial information in English and training university staff to be able to communicate
in English. Simple amenities, such as providing an English version of the canteen menu or
English signs in the library, have a great impact for international students. 

6.1. Canteens

University canteens should cater to the needs of people of different faiths, worldviews and
with different health needs, such as providing halal, kosher, gluten-free, lactose-free and
vegan dietary options. Students accommodated in full-board housing should be given the
opportunity to reach out to canteen management to plan eating schedules, requirements
and to discuss dietary options. All information on dietary options should be available online
and translated into English.

Supporting student health should extend to educating in matters of healthy eating and
providing them with nutritious food in campus and dormitory canteens. Many HEIs offer
"eating culture initiatives" aimed at students in general and especially at international
students that are worth implementing, see Table 5 below. 

Table 5. Online information on canteens and "eating culture initiatives" at HEIs 

Category of information Comment

Consultation with canteen
management

Tailoring menu options to support faith or worldview preferences,
food allergies and health requirements

Nutritional ingredients e.g. gluten-free, pork-free, nutrition facts

Location and opening hours -

Costs Example costs of food in shops and restaurants

Eating off-campus Eating out guides to restaurants, fresh-food markets and shops

Vegetables boxes Initiatives where students can order locally produced fruit and
vegetables and collect deliveries on-campus

Sustainable food programs Students work together on campus-based farms, talks & discussions
on the problems of sustainability of food production
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Category of information Comment

Workshops and conferences Students attend workshops and talks with visiting experts on topics
relating to nutrition and food

Cooking classes Students cook together supervised by an expert

6.2. Facilities for Integration

HEIs should aim to offer a wide range of initiatives for the integration of student and
academic staff. Many of these initiatives were already outlined in chapter 2. Additional
schemes are listed in the context of university facilities, see Table 6 below. 

Table 6. Examples of facility-based initiatives for integration

Initiative Examples

Eating Clubs These are organized meeting points or events where students gather
to eat prepared food or cook together. Eating clubs are frequently
held in buildings together with libraries, games rooms, study spaces
and media rooms with computers and wireless access and provide
an excellent opportunity to combine social integration and
meaningful work.

Cook-for-yourself
communities

Initiatives for students who want to prepare meals themselves
together with other students in communal kitchens. 

Sport clubs Sports club membership can provide students with access to a large
number of sports facilities, teams and associations. 

Pubs University bars and night clubs.

International center A place dedicated for students to simply meet and spend time
together. The center provides board and computer games, facilities
for preparing tea & coffee. The rooms can be rented by students to
organize specific international or integration events. 

Cultural centers Centers dedicated to the promotion of specific cultural groups via
various events. 

Spiritual resources Prayer rooms and services for people of various faiths. 
Information about the resources of different faith communities in
the city.
Discussion forums and dialogues between different faith groups.
Religious Holy Day information for faculty and staff.
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6.3. Library

Facilities and Resources

University libraries offer a wide range of on-site support facilities to aid study, such as
printing, coping and scanning facilities, computers and group study areas. Students are
able to access internet-based resources, such as databases of library resources that applies
to publications from a variety of media, including books, journals, CDs, DVDs etc.
All information relating to use of university libraries should be available online, such as
how to obtain access to specific types of materials, the terms of loan of these items, due
dates and personal status of library loans, etc. 

Library Training

Detailed library training sessions should be offered following student enrolment. Training
sessions may be provided in various formats: personalized tours, video tutorials, manuals
and e-Learning sessions. It is good practice to arrange library tours at the beginning
of the academic year – however, care should be taken not to omit exchange and other
short-term students.

Additional Library Services

Additional services that can be offered by university libraries include writing support or
language assistance schemes, as individual support or group sessions, which could be
particularly helpful for international students when writing assignments. These may be
organized by library staff or as a student peer initiative.

Libraries may also provide special software to assist students with disabilities (for example
speech synthesis, magnification, advanced spell-checking, language dictionaries) as well
as hardware such as printers, scanners and magnification equipment.

6.4. Prayer Rooms and Religious Meeting Places

Spiritual life plays an important role for many students, who expect HEIs to support active
religious societies by providing access to dedicated on-campus meeting and prayer
spaces. To ensure accessibility for international students, at least some meetings should
be held in English. 
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7. SUPPORT FOR UNIVERSITY STAFF

Proficiency in English for university staff is promoted at most HEIs, but language skills are
not the sole factor necessary to ensure smooth communication with international
students. Providing and promoting courses on intercultural competence and
cross-cultural communication for the university administrative and academic staff plays
an equally important role in facilitating communication.

7.1. Support for Administrative Staff

International Trainings

International training may take the form of workshops where experts talk about specific
cultures or exchanges where staff share their experiences of cross-cultural communication.
Staff may also be delegated abroad to gain further international experience. In order to cater
to a wider audience, it might be advisable to promote knowledge of more than one foreign
language. People who learn the language can travel abroad to get first-hand experience and
improve their language skills.

There are also special courses for administrative staff, organized by external organizations,
such as the European Association for International Education (EAIE)16, which offers various
training courses to enhance internationalization skills amongst academics and educators
(e.g. advising international students, Cultural Intelligence Essentials). These courses are
located in various countries and can be tailored accordingly, webinars are also available.

Information Updates

Administrative staff need not only to be trained, but also frequently updated on requirements
placed upon international students.17 A regular flow of information through workshops etc.
in order to ensure that staff are kept up-to-date (e.g. on legal issues, visas, scholarship
availability), will enable administrative staff to better serve international students.

7.2. Support for Academics

Academics are also a group that should receive help when working with and supporting
international students.

16 http://www.eaie.org/home/training/overview.html 
17 http://www.gla.ac.uk/services/humanresources/internationalisation/staff-students/
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Language Proficiency

Proficiency in English (and/or other languages) is highly recommended and the university
should recognize the need for support in preparing staff to be able to teach in English by
offering free language training, translation services for presentations, handouts and other
teaching materials. 

Intercultural Skills and International Teaching Skills

It is good practice for a university to offer a comprehensive program which aims to
improve the skills necessary to teach international students in a multicultural classroom.
The program should address: 

• Skills to recognize one's own culture and how the cultural lens influences
interactions

• Techniques for assisting international students and scholars with the cultural   
adjustment process

• Strategies for interacting and supporting international students and scholars

• Techniques to navigate cross-cultural conflicts and differing communication styles.

Advice on teaching international students should also be provided in handbooks for
academic staff.

Another good practice is to promote the international exchange of teachers to gain
international experience, such as inviting visiting lecturers from abroad. 

Universities should also publish reports about their work with international students, in
order to document best practices and diagnose weak points. Such reports serve the whole
academic community as good advice.
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SUMMARY

In this part of the guide we presented good practices in cultural adaptation, integration and
psychosocial support for international students, along with general inspiration for those
looking to implement improvements at a HEI that admits international students. 

At the beginning we have outlined the network of support for international students which
should include professionally-run and well-functioning International Relations Offices,
Dean's Offices, academic departments, language schools, academic supervisors, academic
ombudsman, university counseling services, student welfare organizations, student
governments, clubs and associations and student peer support systems. The network and
all adaptation, integration and support services should be coordinated by one office. 

To optimize accessibility and cater to differing student needs and preferences, support
for international students should be provided through various channels and in a variety
of forms. Services should address informational support, help with cultural adaptation
and integration, emotional support, support in the educational process, as well as student
welfare which includes help with finding accommodation, financial security and
healthcare. Easy access to well-equipped and user-friendly facilities such as canteens,
kitchens, libraries, sport centers, common rooms, prayer rooms and religious meeting
places also play a role in the integration process. 

Last but not least, it is also recommended to provide support not only to the international
students themselves but also the university academic and administrative staff involved
in working with them. This support should include: free language training, translation
services, workshops in intercultural skills and workshops to improve skills necessary in
teaching international students in a multicultural classroom. Another good practice is to
promote and enable international exchange among the university staff. 

Universities are strongly recommended to prepare reports on their work with international
students, in this way best practice and weak points are diagnosed. Such reports serve the
whole academic community as good advice.
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this part of the guide is to provide practical information, tips and
guidelines to organizing orientation and integration programs for international
students. We aim to help you develop an informative, memorable and enjoyable
experience and successfully guide you through all the steps required
in implementing integrative events at your institution. 

Who is this handbook for?

This handbook was created for institutions responsible for designing integration and
orientation programs for international students, and is especially aimed at those directly
involved in the organization of specific events within these programs. For this reason, we
have tried to focus on providing practical advice, relevant for people with differing levels
of experience in coordinating such programs. This handbook is therefore likely to be
relevant for both representatives of the university authorities (responsible for planning,
commissioning and implementing comprehensive orientation and integration programs
at their institutions); as well as the coordinators of these programs (such as faculty staff,
university commissions, student organizations and volunteers). 

Integration activities are most likely to be successful and bring the greatest benefits when
all of the above-mentioned groups cooperate and work together. It is important that
integration is embedded in the philosophy of the whole institution, is established within
it and managed professionally by its representatives. Good practices show that
institutional support throughout the whole period of preparation and implementation
of integration events plays a key role. Several issues can be covered under institutional
support, including the importance of material resources (access to equipment, materials,
facilities and financial resources), as well as access to human resources (involvement of
the university authorities, substantive and administrative support from university staff).
The commitment and willingness of the students also should not be underestimated. 

Many tips, guidelines, games and events presented here are universal in character
and can be applied in various contexts. This handbook was however developed at the
Medical University of Warsaw (MUW) and takes into account the specific character of this
institution and the courses of study there. Some elements have therefore been chosen
and developed in relation to the specific needs and interests of medical students. Such
aspects should be adapted to the specifics of your institution and the people who will be
taking part in the activities. 
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What is this handbook about? 

This handbook starts with some basic theoretical information on intercultural differences
and group evolvement phases. It also specifies the main goals of orientation days and
integration events and includes practical guidelines for organizers and moderators.
The central sections contain guidelines on good organization and promotion and
example scenarios for orientation days and integration during the year. At the end of this
handbook, you will find detailed descriptions and instructions for games and events both
formal and informal in nature. 

What are Orientation Days? 

Orientation Days are events organized for new students at the beginning of the academic
year with the purpose of welcoming them to the institution, helping them to orient
themselves, delivering relevant information related to their studies and most importantly
aiding them with inclusion into their new academic community. Orientation Days are an
excellent method for integration among students and present opportunities to get to
know each other, build friendships and thus create a natural support network.

The orientation program takes place directly before the start of the academic year and it
is the ideal time to complete formalities, such as registration and enrolment, as well as
receive student identity cards or library cards. Students are able to obtain all the necessary
materials and documents at the beginning of the program, which they complete with
the help of the university staff or more experienced students. The aim of the orientation
program is to leave new students ready and able to immerse themselves fully in their
chosen degree program.

It has been observed that students who do not attend an orientation program integrate
more slowly and less deeply than those who do.18 For this reason, it is recommended to
offer an additional orientation program for students, who arrive later (e.g. for the spring
semester). 

Orientation Days for international students are usually organized by the International
Relations Office (IRO) of the university in collaboration with Dean’s Offices of the relevant
faculties, student clubs, associations and unions, departmental staff, and staff from
particular support units or facilities within the university, such as the library, language
center, or health services. 

18 ACA Secretariat (2010). International Student Support in European Higher Education. Available online at: http://www.aca-
secretariat.be/index.php?id=456
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Why is integration important throughout the whole course of studies? 

Integration programs include activities undertaken by universities (occasionally and
repeatedly) in order to support the development of relationships and getting to know
each other in academic peer groups. 

Orientation Days are important in the context of integration, but their effects need
to be supported and developed during the further course of studies. Apart from integrating
students of the same year, there is also a need for integration between students of different
years, as well as Polish and foreign groups, as these have little occasion for spontaneous
contacts on an everyday basis. Such relations are very important as they provide social
support, help with getting oriented in academic life, the opportunity to exchange
experiences, cooperate in developing passions and academic projects. Integration events
can also result in friendships, development of intercultural understanding, as well as building
international professional networks for the future. It is beneficial when integration within the
university is linked to interactions with local communities. 

The main goals of Orientation Days 
– Integration and information 

Encouraging enthusiasm among students and making their introduction to the•
university smoother
Integration and team building with other new international students•
Learning how to get around the city and around the university•
Providing key information on the university, academic courses, student clubs•
and unions
Providing basic orientation on where to find important everyday information•
and support (phone numbers, addresses) regarding health and healthcare,
banking, postal services, mobile services and internet
Learning how to cope with academic stress and providing tips on study techniques •
Preparing students for their studies: arranging accommodation, shopping,•
residency card, necessary equipment
Familiarizing students with academic culture and Polish society.•
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How to use this handbook?

This handbook can be used in a number of ways. You can follow the example scenarios
or create your own plan based on the information and materials provided. The games
and activities are grouped in different categories: official events, icebreakers and other
short games, medium-length games, half-day and all-day games, ideas for trips,
excursions, community support and other events. For your convenience, an alphabetic
index of all the games and events is provided at the end of this handbook.

Good luck! 

The main goals of integration through the whole course of studies 

Team-building and inclusion of students into an academic community•
Forming acquaintances with other students and building both private and•
professional networks and ties
Integration and exchange of experiences between diverse groups of students•
(often otherwise separated): different years, divisions and faculties – including
Polish and international students
Raising awareness of cultural differences as well as sensitivity to diverse norms•
and traditions
Creating opportunities for cooperation and socializing•
Enhancing positive social processes that have an impact on student well-being•
and productivity
Preventing negative processes such as discrimination or exclusion•
Integration with local communities through common activities.•
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8. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In the following chapter you will find some basic information on intercultural differences,
integration and group evolvement phases. The information provided aims to assist in
understanding why integration and orientation programs are so important in supporting
international students at university. It may also prove useful to moderators preparing to
work with culturally diverse groups and in helping them gain a better understanding of
relevant issues for the group. 

8.1. Intercultural differences and integration

For people to work effectively and have a sense of well-being in groups and communities
(such as student communities) integration and inclusion is essential. Integration requires
creating an atmosphere of cooperation, respect, friendliness and acceptance. This is especially
important in multicultural environments, where intercultural differences can cause
misunderstandings or even lead to aversion and conflicts. 

Let’s imagine culture as a pair of invisible glasses that we put on to observe and interpret the
surrounding world. Different people often see different pictures through their glasses. These
pictures seem natural to them, while the norms and interpretations created by others may
seem strange or irrational. Intercultural differences may include: 

• Communication style perceptions of what is polite / impolite - e.g. being explicit in 
negative opinions, giving direct refusals, interrupting other speakers or asking
personal questions

• Ways of expressing emotions

• Perceptions of time – e.g. what does it mean to be “on time”

• Perceptions of appropriate personal space

• Acceptable behaviour towards superiors and peers

• Acceptable behaviour between sexes

• Appropriate degrees of eye contact and physical contact

• Differing indicators of authority and status

• Differing significance attached to family relations and group membership.

Cultural norms and values are deeply grounded and their violation by others
(both intentional and unintentional) can cause negative emotions. Intercultural
misunderstandings can lead to emphasizing differences and divisions, laying the
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foundation for stereotyping and prejudice. Effective integrative actions, especially in
multicultural settings, should focus on three things: 

• Education: getting to know each other and understanding each other’s cultural  
“glasses”

• Showing respect for diverse norms, traditions and ways of behaving

• Building relationships: establishing personal bonds through mutual activities and 
social events.

The organization of integration programs in multicultural environments requires both
sensitivity to cultural differences and collaboration towards creating an inclusionary
setting that takes into account the specific needs of diverse groups. Topics for consideration
may extend to issues such as cooperation in mixed male-female groups, the timing of events
(e.g. taking into account national and religious celebrations), providing for dietary
requirements or setting common rules. 

8.2. Group evolvement phases 

When forming various, more or less formal groups, people initiate a specific process called
a “group process”. In the 1960s Bruce Tuckman described several phases of the group process
– that is, developmental stages that most groups go through. Knowledge of Tuckman’s model
is useful to moderators in the context of conducting various types of integration activities. 

According to Tuckman,19 we can specify four characteristic phases of the group process:
forming, storming, norming and performing. Additionally, if a group works together towards
a common goal for a longer period of time, an additional phase may occur: adjourning. 

Forming 

Forming is the first phase, in which the participants of a group do not know each other yet.
They try to make the best impression, seek approval from other group members and the
leader/moderator. The dominant feeling is fear. In this phase every participant’s task is to find
a place in the group in which he or she feels comfortable and gain gratification from the
possibility of belonging to this group. Members of the group look for similarities and avoid
confrontation with the leader/moderator and each other. This does not necessarily mean
that they agree with everything offered by the moderator, but usually at this stage they keep
their opinions to themselves in order to not spoil the atmosphere of mutual acceptance.

19 Smith, M. K. (2005). Bruce W. Tuckman – forming, storming, norming and performing in groups. Obtained from the encyclopaedia of informal education:
http://infed.org/mobi/bruce-w-tuckman-forming-storming-norming-and-performing-in-groups/
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The role of the leader/moderator during the first phase should not be underestimated.20 The
moderator is the focus of attention. He/she should be aware that all actions aimed at reducing
fear are valuable. Even a small act, such as putting up arrows leading to the room where the
group meets, may contribute to reducing anxiety. Helpful behaviour from the moderator
includes the role of taking greater responsibilities, such as proposing activities, introducing
rules, structuring meetings etc. A few days prior to the students’ arrival, Orientation Week
organizers may call or send e-mails in order to confirm participation and establish contact.

Storming

While in the first phase the participants refrain from revealing their needs or voicing opinions
on the behaviour of others, during the second phase of group development the needs,
differences and conflicts within the group come to the fore. The task of seeking approval
recedes into the background and the need for domination or control comes into play. Group
hierarchy is formed and the group roles are created. During this phase, emotions such as
anger, aggression and antagonism between participants emerge.

Although this phase may seem difficult for the moderator, the group has to go through it
positively in order to enter the next phase – cooperation. The moderator’s task is to let the
group do this in order to be able to talk openly about difficulties and problems, and to reveal
differences between group members. Holding back and not openly expressing feelings may
cause the group to re-enter the first phase. 

Norming

Conflicts cease during the phase called “norming”. Better integration and satisfaction
from being in the group appear. Not all members like each other, but during the process of
revealing differences and conflicts, the participants have managed to establish standards
that allow them to communicate coherently, or to somehow avoid communication (in the
case of people who really dislike each other).

As a rule, members of such groups are more active, have more confidence in each other and
do not need as much support as during the forming phase, which is beneficial to the
leader/moderator. 

Performing

A group may also enter the next phase known as “performing”. It is the phase in which
the group achieves the highest level of productivity in achieving their goals. Group members

20 Yalom I. D. & Leszcz M. (2006) Psychoterapia grupowa. Teoria i praktyka. Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Jagielońskiego.
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feel safe with each other and can be flexible and independent. There is also a greater
possibility of sharing responsibilities with the moderator. The members of the group support
each other, while at the same time they may also reveal differences, present different opinions
and disagree with each other on some matters. 

Adjourning

This phase appears when the particular group is active over a period of time – which means
that groups of students can also go through this phase. When the last academic year comes
to an end and students set off on their own path in life, various feelings are likely to occur.
On the one hand students experience feelings of sadness, sorrow and loss, on the other hand
it is an opportunity for reflection and feeling proud of achievements. It is important
that these feelings can be expressed. Some kind of symbolic farewell may be helpful,
e.g. a graduation ceremony or farewell party. 

Summary 

It is worth remembering that the model described above is theoretical. The boundaries of
the group development phases are not clearly set. A group does not leave a phase once and
for all. In the process of development the group may return to previous phases. Development
of some groups may be linear or more cyclical than the others.

It may happen that a particular group goes through several phases of a group process already
during the Orientation Days. However, if a moderator holds an event that takes place before
the beginning of the academic year, then he/she is likely to assume contact with the group
during the initial phase. When it comes to planning events to carry out during the year,
the moderator may encounter groups that experience typical challenges or problems from
subsequent phases. In order to better support an understanding of situations that every
moderator is likely to come across, it is worth knowing what is typical, normal and
developmental at different stages. 
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9. ORIENTATION DAYS AND INTEGRATION EVENTS SCENARIOS

What exactly should happen during Orientation Days? What integration events could be
organized during the academic year and when should they take place? Below are example
scenarios which can be easily modified depending on budget, the number of organizers and
moderators available and the specific needs of the institution. These activities are outlined
briefly below. Detailed agendas are provided further in the handbook and on the CD. 

9.1. Orientation Days schedules

In order to fully serve its goals Orientation Days should aim to balance the following:
welcoming students to the institution, helping them orient themselves and assisting
integration, as well as gradually delivering relevant information about their new surroundings
and their studies. While studies focus on learning the chosen subjects and student self-
development, Orientation Days is about getting to know the new city and university and
making new friends. 

Monday 

Students are officially welcomed to the host city and university. They are challenged to get to know the city in
a fun and entertaining way. In the evening they may socialize in one of the university clubs/common rooms
which gives them the opportunity to get to know each other and student representatives from senior years
who are able to answer their questions.

08.30 - 09.45 Registration, late registration for paid Orientation Days events,
welcome pack collection 

10.00 - 11.00 Welcome meeting with university staff and student representatives See page 82

11.15 - 11.30 Group picture 

11.30 - 12.30 Lunch 

12.30 - 15.30 Warsaw games (getting to know the city & integration) See page 176

20.30 - ... Gathering at a student club or common room (e.g. movie night) 
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Tuesday 

Students officially become a part of the academic community, meet faculty staff, learn about student
organizations and are (hopefully) enthusiastic about these new possibilities. They also have the opportunity
to collect information about insurance companies, bank, network and other services from commercial booths.
This is followed by an evening integration event. 

09.00 - 09.45 Registration for latecomers 

10.00 - 11.30 Matriculation ceremony See page 81

11.30 - 13.45 Information booths and presentations by student organizations See page 87

11.30 - 12.30 Q&A Session for parents See page 85

14.00 - 15.00 Information meetings See page 84

20.30 - ... Gathering at a student club or common room (e.g. icebreakers
and integration games) 

See “Games
and Events”
section of the
handbook 

Wednesday 

Students have the opportunity to meet academic staff from the departments with which they will take their most
challenging subject during the upcoming year and get to know the facilities. This is followed by a fun, energetic
outdoors integration game. 

8.30 - 8.50 Registration for latecomers 

9.00 - 11.00 Information meeting with both the Anatomy and Histology
departments 

See page 85

12.30 - 16.00 Outdoors integration and team building games See page 178

Thursday 

Students receive information to help them cope successfully with the challenges of the upcoming academic year
and in order to get to know the campus in an entertaining way, so that they will feel more confident of where to
go during the first days of classes.  

10.00 - 12.00 “Survival at the University” workshops See page 86

12.15 - 13.15 Lunch

13.15 - 15.30 Campus games (getting to know the campus and integration) See page 181
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9.2. Setting integration events during the year 

Integration events for students of different years and divisions during the academic year
should be held on a regular basis (e.g. twice a month) so that they become a natural part
of the student social scene. It may be advisable to set a more or less fixed date (e.g. first
and third Saturday of the month) so that people can plan their participation in advance.
When preparing a schedule you should contact student organizations at the university
to take into account other events (e.g. annual parties or other events such as those
organized by academic clubs) in order to avoid a clash of schedules. Scheduling key
integration events together for the next academic year (in May or June) can be both
helpful and useful, although sometimes requiring the negotiation of dates between
different organizations. 

Some ideas for intercultural integration events are listed below: 

• International movie nights – each meeting is hosted by a different group of
students who present their favourite movies produced in their countries of origin
or depicting their home culture (with subtitles in a language that is understood
by everyone in the group). This may also be a good occasion to talk about
different customs and traditions, religious beliefs, social norms, ways of spending
time and lifestyles. 

*Remember about copyright! Make sure to use legal DVD copies. In some cases you will need to use 
movies with licence to be played in public. 

• International cooking night – everybody prepares and brings homemade dishes
from their cuisine of origin. The food and recipes are shared, while explaining to

Friday 

Students are again encouraged to get to know each other while getting a taste of what the surrounding city
has to offer. 

10.00 - ... Trips within and outside Warsaw and other activities (options with
different levels of participation). Day is filled with icebreakers and short
games (e.g. on the bus, during breaks, by the campfire).

See page 195

Saturday 

A day for shopping and resting followed by a big welcome party. 

21.00 - ... Party (preferably at the university's student club) 
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the others how the dish is made and maybe also sharing some of the traditions
connected to the dishes. If you have access to the necessary facilities the actual
cooking could be carried out together or this event can be turned into a cooking
contest in international/intercultural teams. 

• Hobby night – each meeting is focused on a different activity that people might
want to do together (e.g. painting, discussing books, handicraft, board games or
even knitting). 

• International music night – people bring different music from their home culture
to listen to and discuss. 

• Balls/Parties - organized once or twice a year. These need to be especially carefully
scheduled so as not to collide with other big events or exams. The beginning of
the semesters would therefore probably be a good time for this.    

Here are some example scenarios that are ready for implementation from the games
section of this handbook: 

• Quiz nights (see p. 193) 

• Most games from the medium-length games section (see p. 155)  can be utilized
as either indoor or outdoor integration events. 

• Warsaw Puzzle Game (see p. 188) – It is a good idea to organize this game at the
end of October or beginning of November to help new students get to know
Warsaw while the weather is still good. 

• Sports Day (see p. 117) – late spring is the perfect time for this event.

When planning integration events you should also take into account the dates of religious
celebrations or national festivities – you could then consider incorporating some
traditional elements into your activities. 
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10. ORGANIZATION AND PROMOTION 

Good organization and promotion of the events are key factors for their success.
People won’t enjoy and benefit from the event they didn’t know about! If informed and
participating, they won’t enjoy the chaotic event. Do not underestimate these two! 

10.1.  Planning 

Organizing events usually takes more time than expected – plan your schedule in advance
and always add some time for dealing with unforeseen occurrences. Be flexible – your
original concept might not work and you will need to modify your plan to achieve your
goals. 

Planning Orientation Days 

Some would say that planning Orientation Days never ends. Or that planning starts as
soon as the previous Orientation Days finish. It is true that summing up and analysing
past events when they are still fresh in our mind is a very good starting point for collecting
new ideas. Bear in mind that Orientation Days take place just after the summer break,
which means that you should have the planning ready before everyone takes off for the
summer! 

But what exactly has to be done in advance of the Orientation Days? Here are some
basic steps in organizing Orientation Days for the end of September as in the scenario
presented above. 

January Meet with your team and thoroughly analyze the scenario, plan your actions, make•
necessary modifications

February Start meeting with involved parties to discuss the plan with them, such as the university•
authorities, Dean’s Office staff members, student organizations, student clubs, city
council representatives or police. Create a contact list for future use.

March Modify the plan according to the results of discussions •
Discuss the budget with the appropriate bodies •
Divide and document tasks among your team •

April Invitation to volunteer for Orientation Days •
Where necessary, start looking for sponsors •
Start preparing the orientation program booklet •
Start preparing materials for the welcome packs (leaflets etc) •
Invite university authorities to welcome students during Orientation, maintain•
contact with secretarial staff to ensure these meetings stay in order to keep it in their
schedule 
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The list above certainly does not cover all tasks that will need to be carried out in order to
successfully organize the Orientation Days, but is hopefully detailed enough to demonstrate
that starting early is a good idea. 

Planning integration during the course of the year 

As mentioned previously, May or early June is a good time to organize a meeting with student
organizations and offices involved in organizing integration events at the university in order
to draw up a common intercultural integration plan for the upcoming academic year. This
cooperation will help to create a comprehensive program, split the workload and avoid the
risk of events clashing. 

When you are setting the date of your events, take into account the academic calendar
(e.g. exam session, other academic and social events), holidays and different religious
festivities. Not many people will come to the best of events if it is set the day before a major
exam, during holiday break or a day after an annual ball. 

10.2.  Financing 

Planning events and discussing budget must run in parallel. The most likely workflow will
look something like: make plan, calculate budget, present to authorities, modify plan, modify
budget, present to authorities… (hopefully) get accepted. 

May Workshop I for volunteers •
Prepare materials for the orientation games (printouts, order/buy necessary•
equipment) 
Book auditoriums and rooms for indoors events •
Inform the appropriate body about the use of the campus outdoor areas (if•
necessary) 
Contact insurance companies, banks, police, fire station etc that may be interested•
in setting up a booth during Orientation Days 

June Workshop II for volunteers, allocate tasks for the summer •
Start planning trips and excursions  •
Order promotion materials (bag, T-shirts etc.) •

July Promoting the Orientation Days among newcoming students, encouraging enthusiasm•

August Order catering •
Confirm participation of events – hosts, speakers and invited guests •
Confirm bookings of auditorium and rooms for events •

September Finish welcome pack •
Confirm all trips and excursions •
Workshop III for volunteers •
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But to be serious, discuss your budget options with the authorities as early as possible so
you can stay realistic in your plans. It’s great when the university finance some of the activities
or materials (e.g. welcome packs for students), but it’s also important that newcoming
students pay a fee for participation in Orientation Days events. When people pay (even
a small amount) in advance, they are more likely to participate in the given event. Thus
payment equals additional commitment and a motivation to come. However, when money
is collected from participants (either via bank transfer or on-site) you will need a treasurer
and help from the university to manage expenses and run the books. 

10.3.  Participants 

It’s very important to assess how many people will take part in the activities and better to
assume that more participants will come than you expect. Are there any restrictions in this
respect (e.g. available rooms, number of moderators, materials needed or specifics of the
game)? If there is a possibility of needing to restrict numbers, think about how you will select
participants (e.g. by order of applications), how you can publicize this and how the limit will
be implemented.

10.4.  Establishing the team 

Having set a plan, budget and knowing at least the approximate amount of participants,
it is time to establish your team and strengthen cooperation with all bodies involved:
International Relations Office, Dean’s Offices, student associations and clubs, peer support
system (e.g. buddy program) and others. You are likely to also need the support of student
and academic staff volunteers. 

Workshops for moderators 

It is important to provide support for volunteers, who would like to take on the role of
moderator at Orientation Days and/or during the process of integration throughout the year.
The personal experience of moderators is particularly valuable. Such experience involves, on
the one hand being a participant, and on the other hand being the moderator. For this
reason, it is worth organizing workshops for volunteers, in order for every interested person
to experience how it is to take part in such an activity. Volunteers will have the opportunity
to observe which behaviour by the moderators helps him/her take on the role of an active
participant, what kind of behaviour can make things difficult, what style of conducting
workshops suits him/her. A volunteer may also experience the potential problems that
a participant may also have, giving them the opportunity to reflect on whether a task is easy
and obvious or whether a task stirs up difficult emotions. 
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10.5.  Inviting guests 

If you plan to invite official guests to the event (e.g. from the city hall) you should remember
to send invitations well in advance (at least two months before) and ask for confirmation.
Try to contact them in person as well. It is also a good idea to send a reminder in the week
preceding the event. 

10.6.  Materials 

Carefully read through the plan of all games and events, and prepare all materials in advance: 

• Prepare welcome pack, 

• Purchase the equipment, make a list of it and sort it by game, and prepare
a schedule indicating who is responsible for the equipment and when, 

• Print all paper materials at least a week before the event (don’t underestimate the 
uncooperative nature of printers), 

• Prepare a last moment shopping list (e.g. eggs and dumplings for the games) and 
allocate a person to be responsible for it. 

10.7. Information and promotion 

Having prepared everything, it is now time to  “sell”  your product. In the case of the
Orientation Days, it is important that students not only learn about the event but also realize
that it is crucial for them to participate. Some students may need convincing: attending
Orientation Days means leaving their home and friends at least a week earlier for something
that is neither school nor a holiday… It’s your job to show them that it’s worth coming! 

Information for incoming students 

Official (but fun) information about the Orientation Days should reach students via the Rector
and Dean or International Relations Office. It is best when the Orientation Days are officially
incorporated as part of the schedule for first year students – their academic year simply starts
a week earlier. The main message here, is that it is important for them to participate. 

The program should be sent in advance by email and should be accompanied by the creation
of a dedicated Facebook group to post and share: fun videos from the last year, practical
information on how to get prepared for orientation, how to pay for the events etc. All this
information should also be published on the university webpages for international students. 
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Raising awareness of the importance of orientation and integration events among
the academic community 

Apart from convincing first year students to participate, it is sometimes necessary to work
on the awareness of the importance of Orientation Days and intercultural integration events
among the general academic community. This can prove to be challenging. In addressing
university staff and students, it is worth taking the following measures: 

• Provide information (short article) about orientation and integration for the
university journal,

• Hold a meeting with the authorities to discuss the set-up of Orientation Days and 
integration during academic year, 

• Prepare posters, posts, tweets, leaflets, videos and newsletters, 

• Invite administration and academic staff to participate in semi-official events
(e.g. for a welcome coffee or lunch with newcoming students). 

If there is no established tradition of orientation and integration events at your institution,
don’t expect everyone to join you in your crusade straight away. Some initiatives need time
to take effect, so let people get used to the idea and don’t let yourself get discouraged in the
process. 
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11. PRACTICAL GUIDELINES FOR MODERATORS

In this chapter you will find information, advice and practical guidelines for moderators
leading either one of integration games or the whole workshop. 

11.1.  How to prepare moderators?

When asked about the qualities that make a good moderator, we probably first think of
leadership skills, appearance and self-confidence. However, what the participants of
a workshop or game experience when they play or learn something new is just the tip of the
iceberg. The fact that the workshops go smoothly and the participants feel comfortable
results from the tremendous amount of effort and hard work that was started long before
the first participant arrives. 

Thorough preparation 

Moderators have a significant task in the preparation for the events. At the beginning it is
important to recognize the needs of the participants. Moderators need to be aware of why
a particular group has a meeting and what aim must be achieved. The handbook which you
are reading right now, on the one hand makes the goals of Orientation Days and integration
throughout the year more attainable, and on the other hand allows organizers to make use
of already preexisting scenarios for games and activities. In order for the task to be well
executed it is necessary to have a sound foundation. For example, it is not simply a matter
of a successful moderator being a master of improvisation, but rather checking whether
a particular game or activity actually works in practice. Before playing with the group, test as
many of the games out as possible, e.g. play them with other moderators.

The moderator’s tasks 

When considering who the moderator should be, it is advisable to reflect on what kind of
tasks he/she is responsible for. During the initial phase (as a result of the rules of the group
process – see previous section) a moderator is responsible for setting up the situation and the
environment, as well as establishing the relations within the group so that participants can
freely experience what is offered to them. This is known as a parental role. A coach or a
moderator has to motivate the participants to play and work together, he/she may, to a
certain extent, be a teacher. He/she shows the participants (shapes/models) how they should
talk to each other and communicate with his/her own behaviour. The importance of
openness towards other people, interest in who the participants are and how they contribute
to the group, should not be underestimated in assuming the role of moderator. 
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11.2.  How to work with a group? 

In this section we have collected practical tips and advice for moderators. You can find some
useful tips for planning your tasks as moderators, as well as leading games or workshops.
There are also some brief guidelines to dealing with unexpected situations. 

Before the group gathers 

• Be clear on your goals (see highlighted sections under the headings “The main
goals of Orientation Days” on page 59 and “The main goals of integration through
the whole course of studies” on page 60): Why are these people meeting? What
would you like to see at the end? What sort of experience, feelings or knowledge
are you trying to transfer to the participants? 

• Prepare to perform your role. You should know the schedule, have a scenario in your
head and maybe written somewhere. 

• Refer to the group development phases, try to diagnose more or less at what stage
the group might be. Consider feelings or behaviours that may be typical for this
phase.

• When you are a moderator it is your responsibility to be the first to arrive at the
meeting. Bear in mind that some participants may arrive a little bit earlier. You should
be there first in order to meet the participants. 

• Prepare the location before participants arrive – whether it is a room, pub or an
outdoor space (park or forest). 

• If there are two or more moderators try to meet earlier and share responsibilities –
– one moderates one part, the other the second etc. 

• Place a sign or arrow in front of the building, especially if it is the first meeting. This
makes participants feel a little more comfortable and less anxious as they know they
are in the right place. 

• Try to start the workshop or game on time. You can allow 5-10 minutes for the
laggards, but don’t make the punctual attendants to suffer the consequences of the
rest being tardy. 

• While waiting for the rest you should talk to the arrivals – ask their names, where they
come from, whether it was difficult for them to find the meeting place – small talk is
good to reduce anxiety levels. 
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Leading the workshop 

• At the beginning, greet the group and introduce yourself. You are the person who is
responsible for making the start and opening up the meeting. 

• Speak loudly and clearly.

• Explain why are we here, explain the goals of the meeting. 

• Summarize the schedule or agenda for the meeting. 

• If you are moderating a whole workshop, consider establishing a few rules. You can
write them on the blackboard. Example rules are: 

– We try to listen to others 

– Everyone should speak from their own perspective – “I think…” rather than 
“You are…” 

– We are respectful of the differences between us and accept other points of view. 

Once you’ve written the rules, ask the group for their input – is there a rule missing?
Ask everyone if they approve of adhering the rules. 

In the event that you see or feel that someone is breaking the rules, you are able to
refer back to the rules. For example, if someone's behaviour seems to be disrespectful
towards others, the moderator can remind that person that we all approved these
rules and ask the “disobedient” participant to stop. 

• Try to use simple instructions and get confirmation that everybody has understood
by asking: Is that clear for everyone? Use further explanations or give an example if
needed. 

• Leave time for asking questions. 

• Keep yourself focussed on your role as moderator – sometimes you are an active
participant but ultimately also the person responsible for the process and for others. 

• Encourage the participants to take an active part in the activities. Remember that
opening up to a circle of people will take some people out of their comfort zone.
Encourage but not force. You can encourage others by explaining why it is important
to hear everybody (you can integrate more, get to know each other, and let others
to get to know you, etc). 

• If someone is not ready to take part in an exercise, remember to keep in mind who
is missing and ask this person again. 

• Observe the group – when you play the ice breaker game, you can see who is
self-confident, who is shy and maybe a little bit lost, are there any groups or pairs of
friends? These observations might be helpful to you. You know whom to look after
and who is more ready to be the volunteer. 
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• If someone joins later – take care of them, notice his/her coming, repeat instructions
if necessary. 

• Pay attention to the breaks, set breaks by yourself or ask the group if they need to a
break. Even during great integration games, after 1.5 or 2 hours people will need to
rest, drink, eat, use the toilet. 

• There are a few games in this handbook that require splitting into groups. You can
do this in a number of ways: 

– You can ask participants to divide themselves into groups – more comfortable 
but less integrative. 

– Ask people to form a line using a certain category, such as date of birthday (day 
and month), colour of eyes (from the darkest to fairest or the opposite), height 
etc. then divide a line into groups of the required size. 

– Line up the participants, depending on the number of groups needed (e.g. 2,3 
etc.), ask the participants to shout out their number in a row by counting up to 
the required number (carrying on from their neighbour). All participants with 
the same number (e.g. 1, 2 or 3) form a group together. 

• For tasks where the group is split into teams, there may be delays while waiting for
the participants from other group/s. Be prepared for these delays and keep some
short games or ice-breakers in mind to play while waiting. 

How to close the meeting with a group? 

• At the end ask everybody to summarize the experience by asking: 

– Do you want to say something at the end? 

– What are your last thoughts or feelings? 

– Would you like to share some thoughts or feelings with us? 

• Try to avoid evaluating the feelings and thoughts of the participants – just accept
what you’ve heard. 

• You may also receive some negative feedback. Try to analyse the information
received – sometimes the critique relates to an oversight on the part of the
moderator, but it can also stem from the individual participant’s feelings,
expectations or personality. 

• Being the moderator can be a stimulating challenge, but it can also be difficult, for
example if facing aggressive behaviour. If you feel overwhelmed, you can always talk
to your co-moderator or contact university counselling services. 
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• After you have finished your workshop, set some time to talk through the
experience with the other moderator(s). If moderating on your own you can just
take the time to sit and think. Reflect on what worked well and was enjoyable,
what was difficult for the group and didn’t catch on so much. How do you feel as
a moderator? Maybe there was something that affected you more personally? 

• You should reflect on how to improve the games and exercises – maybe you have
some ideas for the future. Try to write them down while they are still fresh in your
mind, there is a space for your own notes at the end of this handbook. You can also
add your notes to the descriptions of the particular games or events in the file on
the CD. 

Good luck and don’t forget to have fun! It can be an interesting and exciting experience to
meet people from different cultures. 
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12. OFFICIAL EVENTS

Making students feel welcome in the institution plays an important role in their adaptation
to academic and social life at university. Increasing the sense of belonging to the academic
community, helping students in getting to know their new surroundings, supporting
them in contact with academic and administrative staff, drumming up enthusiasm for
upcoming student life and all the new possibilities that might offer, all contributes
to reassuring the students that they made the right choice in deciding to study
at the given university. Formal events organized together by the university authorities,
International Relations Office, Dean’s Offices and student organizations are very important
in this context. 

The examples of formal events listed below are divided into four categories that help to
achieve the aims mentioned above: becoming part of the academic community, welcome
meetings, basic information events and other formal events.

12.1.  Becoming part of the academic community

A sense of belonging to a particular academic community doesn’t just come from
nowhere. It may be triggered on discovery of being accepted at the given university, but
in order to grow fully, this sense has to be cherished and developed further. Even if seen
as slightly old-fashioned, an official matriculation ceremony plays here an important role.

Matriculation  

Name Matriculation

Main aims of the event Increasing a sense of belonging to the particular academic community.
Meeting university officials.
Maintaining enthusiasm for upcoming student life and new possibilities.

Brief description Ceremony at which new students are entered into the register (in Latin
matricula) of the university, at which point they become members of the
university. It is intended as a demonstration of the adoption of student
duties and obtaining of student rights.

Approx. time No longer than 90 minutes.

Place The university’s main auditorium or outdoors on university grounds (in
which case, a stage, big screens and professional audio system are
needed).
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Name Matriculation cont.

General Agenda Official presentation by the academic authorities (e.g. a procession   1.
of professors wearing university gowns).
Welcome speech by the Rector.2.
(optionally) Welcome speeches by invited prominent guests3.
(e.g. from city hall).
(optionally) A short keynote lecture – if the matriculation ceremony 4.
is only for students of the same faculty.
Students take the university matriculation oath.5.
Symbolically becoming the part of the community, e.g. by receiving 6.
a student ID, shaking the Rector or Dean’s hand, touching the
university or faculty emblem or following other traditional university   
rituals.

Cultural sensitivity It is essential to make all incoming students, regardless of their origins,
religion and gender, feel valued, respected and secure as they start
studies in a foreign country without the support of their families and
friends.
Guidelines on cultural sensitivity should be provided to the main hosts of
the event (e.g. the matter of shaking or not shaking hand with
members of different cultures should be explained and tips on how to act
upon them should be provided).

Additional notes and tips Provide short clear guidelines (as bullet points) for the speakers on what
the goals of the event are, the exact timeframe, and what is expected from
them.
Provide the hosts of the event with guidelines on cultural sensitivity
(mentioned above).

12.2.  Welcome Meetings

Feeling welcomed at the host university is necessary for students to make the most of
their studying experience. Warm, interesting and entertaining welcome meetings with
university staff and student representatives make a good first impression. They also serve
as a great opportunity to present the non-academic offerings at the university and invite
students to participate in extracurricular activities.

Welcome Meeting with University Staff 

Name Official welcome meeting with university staff 

Main aims of the event Making students feel welcomed.
Introducing university officials.

Brief description Short welcome speeches by the school authorities involved in working
with international students.

Approx. time 45 minutes.
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Name Official welcome meeting with university staff cont.

Place The university’s main auditorium.

General agenda Short welcome by the Rector or Vice-Rector.1.
Short welcome by the Dean of the English Division.2.
Short welcome by the Dean of the English Dentistry Division.3.
Short welcome by the Head of the International Relations Office.4.

Cultural sensitivity Welcoming and integrating new students regardless of their origins,
religion and gender. It is essential to make all new incoming students feel
valued, respected and secure as they start studies in a foreign country,
without the support of their families and friends.

Additional notes and tips Prepare in advance:
Guidelines on what is expected from the speakers (as bullet points).•

Name Welcome by the student government

Main aims of the event Integration into the student environment.
Familiarization with student representatives and the student organizers
of Orientation Week.

Brief description Brief and entertaining welcome by the English Division Student
Government representatives.

Approx. Time 10 minutes. 

Place Aula

Cultural sensitivity Welcoming and integrating new students regardless of their origins,
religion and gender. It is essential to make all new incoming students feel
valued, respected and secure as they start studies in a foreign country,
without the support of their families and friends. It should be stressed
that student representatives will help everyone to settle in during
Orientation Days and will direct students to professional university
organizations and services in order to solve any problems they may come
across.

Additional notes and tips Gift bags to be given away either before students enter the hall
or following all the speeches and presentations.
Prepare in advance:

Easy-to-spot MUW T-shirts for the speakers, EDSG members and•
students involved in Orientation Week
Guidelines on what is expected from the speakers (as bullet points).•

Welcome by the Student Government
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12.3.  Informational Sessions

Scientia est potential – knowledge is power... but also... calmness. It is important that
during and after Orientation Days, students will be provided with all necessary
information about matters relating to both their living arrangements and studying. 

Presentation by Dean’s Office staff 

Name Presentation by Dean's Office staff

*separate for ED6, ED4, EDD and Erasmus

Main aims of the event Familiarization with Dean's Office staff who will be in charge of student
affairs. Passing on basic information.

Brief description Introduction of Dean's Office staff to the incoming students followed by
a short description of their roles. Ideally, all staff members should
welcome students and explain how they would be able to help them
in the future. The speech should include essential information on the
university online portal for managing course credits, schedules, indexes
and problems the Dean’s Office may help to solve, such as residency cards,
vaccination, insurance.

Approx. time 60 minutes.

Place Seminar rooms with sufficient capacity for all students in English Division
6-year program, English Division 4-year program, English Dentistry
Division and Erasmus exchange program.

Cultural sensitivity When discussing visas or other documents that concern students from
specific countries, it is vital to talk without showing any prejudice or value
judgements. 
When mentioning the need for sterile clothing in surgery be careful to
avoid stereotypes, do not mention specific items, just emphasize that any
garment worn outside of the surgery ward must be replaced by a sterile
article before entering.

Additional notes and tips Prepare in advance:
A list of the most important and urgent issues that concern incoming•
students should be created and all these matters should be discussed
in the meeting.
If not distributed elsewhere, booklets summarizing the information•
discussed should be provided.
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Presentation by Anatomy and Histology Departments

Q&A Session for Parents

Name Presentation by the Anatomy and Histology Departments

Main aims of the event Meeting Anatomy and Histology staff members.
Familiarization with the key university facilities for 1st year students.

Brief description Presentation organized by the heads of the above mentioned departments
or their representatives, that should outline the main objectives of the
course, textbooks and other materials that should be purchased before
classes start. The speech should be followed by a tour around the Anatomy
and Histology laboratories and classrooms.
After the official part, senior students should provide more detailed
and practical information about the criteria of the course, different ways
of studying and preparation for exams.

Approx. time 2 hours.

Place Anatomicum Building

Cultural sensitivity Speakers should welcome and integrate new students regardless of their
origins, religion and gender. No stereotypes referring to nationality, ethnic
or religious groups should be used during the presentations.

Additional notes and tips Prepare in advance:
Guidelines on what is expected from the speakers (as bullet points).•
A checklist of information for volunteers.•
Training for volunteers to make sure they know what to include.•

Name Q&A session for parents

Main aims of the event Provide students’ parents with all necessary formal information.

Brief description Some international students, especially those coming to study for a full
degree, will be accompanied by parents when arriving to the university
for the first time. The parents often have formal questions about payments
and other formalities. A question and answer session run by university
staff allows parents to dispel apprehension concerning their child’s stay
in a foreign country. 

Approx. time 1–1.5 hours.

Place Lecture room at the university.

Additional notes and tips Provide some printed materials for parents.
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12.4.  Other Events

In addition to welcome meetings and informational sessions, it is worth organizing
workshops to help students cope with crucial matters (such as connecting to the Wi-Fi
on the campus!). Other events provide an opportunity to gain access to information
booths and stands – both commercial (e.g. with various insurance or network companies,
so that students may sign their agreement on-site and with help of fellow students) and
academic (student clubs and organizations booths) – or to encourage senior students to
participate in book sales. 

Workshops

Name Workshops

Main aims of the event Familiarization with student rights, MUW technology, stress & time
management techniques.

Brief description Series of short workshops organized to introduce students to different
aspects of academic life at the university.
Workshop topics:

Student rights (how to write a formal application; student rights•
& responsibilities, exams, retakes & commissions, tuition fees)
University technology (official university website for international•
students, student government website, Virtual Dean's Office, university
library website, department websites crucial for 1st year students,
useful programs and apps)
Stress & time management•
Exams and credits•

Approx. time 1 hour per workshop.

Place Seminar rooms.                                                                               

Additional notes and tips Prepare in advance:
A checklist of information for all volunteers organizing workshops.•
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Information Booths and Presentations by Student Organizations

Name Information booths & presentations by student organizations

Main aims of the event Presentation of different student organizations and commercial groups
to new students.

Brief description All invited student organizations (IFMSA, EMSA, scientific student
associations, sport clubs, hobby clubs and others) and commercial groups
(banks, insurance companies, healthcare providers, phone network
companies and others) provide stands and offer their activities/services to
students.

Approx. time 2 hours.

Place Outdoors or large university hall. 

Additional notes and tips Dean's Office staff or university officials need to be consulted on the legal
aspects of commercial groups presenting their products and services on
university grounds.

Name Book Sales

Main aims of the event Creation of an event where students can offload and purchase second-hand
books. Integration of students.

Brief description Event organized by the English Division Student Government, where new
students can obtain books at more reasonable prices from senior students.

Approx. time 4 hours.

Place Didactic Centre / Library / Anatomicum

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips Should be organized in the first or second week of term, after receiving
required reading lists for classes.

Book Sales
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13. GAMES AND EVENTS

In this section you will find scenarios and descriptions of different games you can use during
orientation and/or in integration events. The games are divided into four categories:
icebreakers and other short games, medium-length games, half-day / all-day games, and
ideas for trips, excursions, local community support and other events.

The different categories correspond to the differing aims and varying complexity of the
games. Each category includes an introduction that provides more specific information about
the type of activity.

13.1.  Icebreakers and Other Short Games

Icebreakers are short activities that can be used in a variety of situations – at the beginning
of a meeting, or any time you have a few spare minutes e.g. when the group is waiting
for an event to start or simply hanging out. The main aim of these games is to make
people feel more comfortable, get to know each other or just to initiate some fun
interaction and build a relaxed and cooperative atmosphere. They are especially useful
when you are working in a group that does not know each other well and needs some
encouragement to “break the ice”. In this section you will also find other short games that
can be used as energisers and integrative exercises. Many of them include some physical
activity and can be implemented into various outdoor events, such as picnics or city
games.

All Aboard

Name All aboard  

Main aims of the game Team building and moral boosting, group communication, cooperation,
problem solving related to physical proximity.

Brief description The group is split into teams and each team has to try to fit inside a small
area which can be marked by a circle of rope, or a blanket in a given time
frame (30-40 sec).
When the teams succeed, decrease the area (e.g., by shrinking the circle
or folding the blanket) and challenge the teams again.

Approx. time  20-30 min.

Place A space big enough for 20 people to stand in groups of 4 or 5. It can be at
a park or in a large room.

Budget Cost of materials (unless you use existing ones) - 50zl or less.

Advanced preparation Booking a space to conduct the game.

Materials Four or five blankets or, alternatively, four or five ten meters’ pieces of rope.
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Name All aboard cont.

Min. no. of moderators  2 - to walk past each group to make sure they play to the rules and identify
the winner of each round.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 15- 20.

Agenda  The moderators set up 4 or 5 stations for each team. Each station 1.
should be numbered (i.e station 1 for team 1), at the start of the game 
the station should be large enough for everyone to stand in it
comfortably.
The participants are asked to split into teams and the teams should2.
stand side by side at the start of the game approximately 10 meters
from the stations.
The teams are given a signal from the moderators for the game to 3.
start. 
Teams run to their stations and try and fit inside the zone in 30 secs. 4.
The moderators then ask the participants to go back to the starting 5.
point and the moderators reduce the standing area of each station 
(each station should be the same size). 
The participants are given the start signal and they try again to fit into 6.
the station in 30 sec (should a team fail they are disqualified from the 
next round).
Steps 5-6 are repeated each round until one team succeeds and they7.
are crowned the winners.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity This game requires very close personal and physical contact between
team members (males and females). Some people may find this
unacceptable. In many cases it would be much better for separate
male/female teams to be formed.

Additional notes and tips If the 30sec time frame is not practical, then a reasonable time extension
can be made. The game also does not have to be a competition and all
the teams can participate in the next rounds.

Sources www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/AllAboard.html 

Animal Sounds

Name Animal Sounds

Main aims of the game Energize the group.
Create a fun a cooperative atmosphere.
Integration.

Brief description Participants close their eyes and are assigned an animal. They use animal
noises to find other people from their group.

Approx. time  10-20min.
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Name Animal Sounds cont.

Place Anywhere, preferably outside, an area with space.

Budget -

Advanced preparation Prepare a list of animal names.

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1-2

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min. 10 - Max. 40.

Agenda  The moderator asks participants to stand in a circle and close their 1.
eyes. He/she explains that each person will hear an animal name
whispered in their ear.
The moderator moves around the group and tells each person a name 2.
of an animal (e.g. cat, mouse, dog, frog, horse, sheep, wolf, snake, lion, 
monkey).
The moderator should pick about 3 (with a group of 10 participants) 3.
to 8-10 (with a group of 40 participants) different animal groups and 
divide them adequately. Minimum 3 people per animal group.
The moderator makes sure that everybody feels safe and ready,4.
ensuring there is a clear space and then gives further instructions.
The challenge is for the participants to find all other animals of their 5.
own kind with their eyes closed.  The rule is that there is no talking
- only animal sounds can be made.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Make sure that the animals you choose for the game are not sacred or
offensive for members of your group. Also, if physical contact occurs, it
can arise tensions. As a remedy, consider playing in segregated groups of
men and women, within reason.

Additional notes and tips The moderator should take care that people do not stumble into others
or into obstacles.
Alternatively, this game can be played with blindfolds - the moderator
should provide these in such case.
As a variation to make it more challenging and competitive, in subsequent
rounds the game can end when the first group has found all its members. 

Sources http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/AnimalSounds.html 
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Name Backwards Clump

Main aims of the game Teamwork, Rapport building, Energiser.

Brief description The aim is to try and stand with another person with your hands bound
together. 

Approx. time  Approx. 20 min.

Place A big room or an open space like the park.

Budget Cost of materials - rope.

Advanced preparation -

Materials Two short pieces of rope to tie each pair together. i.e if there are 20 people
taking part then 40 short pieces of rope will be needed.                                   

Min. no. of moderators  1                                  

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10 - 20

Agenda  The moderator divides the group into pairs. Each pair should sit on1.
the floor with their backs together and feet out in front. Their arms are
tied together using the pieces of rope. The task is for each pair to stand
up together (as quickly as possible). 
Once each pair has done this, two pairs join together and the group2.
of four try to repeat the task. 
Once they have done this, another two groups join together into3.
a group of eight and try again.  
The game continues until the whole group is tied together and tries4.
to stand up. 

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Holding hands and physical proximity are key to this game, due to this
fact some people may not be able to play this game in mixed gender
teams.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://insight.typepad.co.uk/insight/2007/10/breaking-more-i.html

Backwards Clump
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Name Balancing Act

Main aims of the game Interactivity and cooperation.
Team building.
Energiser.

Brief description The main aim of this game is to get participants to stand up and move
around. 
This game gets the participants energised in a fun way and introduces
some competition.

Approx. time  10 to 20 minutes. 

Place Basically any classroom/space at campus. Outdoors is also a good option. 

Budget Cost of materials - approx. 10zł. 

Advanced preparation Find a clear space that is approximately 4 meters wide and 6 meters long
for the path (this is for approximately 10-20 participants). If necessary,
temporarily create such a space by rearranging the furniture in the room.
Mark the start and the finish lines with masking tape on the floor. If you
are playing outdoors, you can draw a line with a piece of rope.

Materials Masking tape / rope.•
A whistle (not that necessary).•
A  timer (cell phone timer is just fine).•
Some books/some handouts/manuals (1 for each person) - anything•
that can be placed on one's head will do :) No need to buy those, just
bring some old books or manuals.                              

Min. no. of moderators 1

Number of participants
(min. – max.)

5-30. Best: 10-20.

Balancing Act
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Name Balancing Act cont.

Agenda  The moderator asks the participants to bring some study books or1.
workshop manuals or collections of handouts and stand at the
start line.
The moderator gives instructions (in their own words):2.

Everybody will race from the start line to the finish line. 
You should balance your book on your head during the whole race. 
Once you have left the start line, you should not touch the book with your
hand.
Don't pick up the book if it falls down. Ask someone else to help you by
picking up the book and replacing it on your head.
You may help the others whenever you want to. But you cannot touch
anyone else's book as long as it is on that person's head.
The object of this activity is to get everyone across the finish line as quickly
as possible.
Once you have crossed the finish line, you may drop your book. But you
cannot return to help the others (once you have crossed the line).

The moderator sets the timer and blows the whistle to start the3.
activity.  He/she makes sure that everyone observes the rules.
When everyone has crossed the finish line the moderator blows the4.
whistle again, announces the time and congratulates the group.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The game is appropriate for everyone to play, unless someone may feel
uncomfortable with physical contact. In such cases, it is better to play in
separate male / female groups (2 moderators would be needed then).

Additional notes and tips The group can play once again (if there is time) to see if they can beat their
own record.
Alternatively, a time limit can be set at the beginning that the group
should try to beat - to turn motivation up a bit.
The game can also be played as race between two groups.

Sources Adapted from: Thiagi's 100 Favourite Games. Copyright © 2006 by John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. Reproduced by permission of Pfeiffer, an Imprint of
Wiley`www.pfeiffer.com 
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Ball of String

Name Ball of String

Main aims of the game As an introduction or to sum up group work.
An activity to involve and integrate members of the group.

Brief description A ball of string is tossed around, with people sharing information,
opinions, declarations or feelings.

Approx. time  15-30 min.

Place Room, anywhere.

Budget 5zł

Advanced preparation -

Materials Ball of string.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

3 - 30

Agenda  The moderator asks everyone to sit in a circle. One person holds the end
of a ball of string and says their name and gives some information about
himself / herself or gives an opinion about a topic set by the moderator.
He / she then throws the ball to someone else without letting go of the
string. The person who catches the ball repeats the process and makes
a contribution. This continues until everyone has had their turn.

At the end, the strings criss-crossing the circle, can be cut.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips This can be modified as an exercise both to open or to wind up an event. 
In this activity participants can share their emotions or expectations
before the start of an event or share their feelings and give opinions after
the event has ended, as a symbolic end to the group work.

Sources http://www.mwls.com/icebreakers/icebreaker.php?id=ballstring
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Balloon War

Name Balloon War

Main aims of the game Team building, integration, game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description The balloons are attached to each team member’s leg. Teams fight against
each other smashing their balloons. The first team to lose all of their
balloons loses the game.

Approx. time  15 min 

Place Outdoors (but not on wet and dirty ground)/indoors (classroom size is ok).

Budget 20 PLN.

Advanced preparation Buying materials.

Materials 150 Balloons (1 per each participant, good to have more in case of losses
during inflating), 2 pairs of scissors, thread to attach balloons to the ankles.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-10 per team, 2 teams.

Agenda  The players are given instructions:1.
a.  they have to inflate the balloons (size: medium) and attach

them with a thread to the ankle/calf (about 1/3 between foot
and knee is a max. height)

b.  teams will play against each other; their task is to smash
opponent team balloons by stepping on them

c.  there should be no physical contact between the teams other
than stepping the balloons

d.  after having his/her balloon smashed, a player is no longer
allowed to play and steps aside

e.  the game ends when 1 team is left without balloons = players.
The players inflate and attach balloons.2.
Teams are given 1 min. to think of their tactics.3.
Each team lines up, 2 rows are formed in front of each other.4.
After a given signal the fight stars.5.

The game is continued until 1 team loses all of their balloons. The 6.
winning team earns 3 points if the game is a part of 21 degrees 
East.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Some physical contact is possible while smashing the balloons.
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Balloons

Name Balloon War cont.

Additional notes and tips Moderator should check whether all of the balloons are attached on the
allowed height and if they are not too small (they would be impossible to
be smashed then).
Moderator should control whether the participants having their balloons
smashed leave the area of game and no longer take part in the competition.
A possible modification is attaching balloons to the arms instead of legs.
If the game takes too long, the teams can be told there are 2 minutes
remaining and after that time, the game ends. The team with more balloons
left is the winner then.

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.

Name Balloons

Main aims of the game Ice Breaker.
Team Building.
Energiser.

Brief description The group is divided into sub-groups which form circles and receive
balloons (the amount equal to the number of participants).  Group members
must keep the balloons off the ground to win. 

Approx. time  10-15 min.

Place Indoors/Outdoors - enough room for the group to move freely.

Advanced preparation -

Materials Balloons - equal to the amount of participants (or a few more just in case).

Min. no. of moderators  1 for each circle.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10+ 
Participants can be split into teams of 5+ people.

Agenda  The moderators divide the group into sub-groups and give each1.
person a balloon to blow up. 
Each person in a group has a balloon which he/she throws in the air2.
when the game starts. Members of a sub-group have to keep all the
balloons of their group in the air without using their hands.
The moderators should ensure people are not breaking rules. If they3.
catch a team breaking the rules, or their balloon drops on the floor,
the group is eliminated until a final group is the winner.  
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Name Balloons cont.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Adapted from: Snow, Harrison. 1997. Indoor/Outdoor Team-building
Games for Trainers: Powerful Activities from the World of Adventure-Based
Team-Building and Ropes Courses. McGraw-Hill: New York.

Birthday Line-up

Name Birthday Line-up

Main aims of the game Build communication skills.
Team-building.
Introduction to group work.
Creating a cooperative atmosphere.

Brief description Without talking or making any kind of noise as a signal, the team must
line up by birthday month and day.

Approx. time  15 minutes.

Place Indoors/Outdoors 

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5+

Agenda  The moderator tells the group to form a line, in order of their birthdays1.
(dd/mm) without speaking or making noise (people can communicate
using gestures).
When the group has lined up, one by one they say their day and month2.
of birth. If there are any mistakes, people should swop places to stand in
the correct order.
The moderator congratulates the group and wishes everybody Happy3.
Birthday!
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Name Birthday Line-up cont.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity People may be sensitive about their age so in some groups it is better not
to ask about year of birth.

Additional notes and tips Other versions of this game could have people lining up by height or•
shoe size with their eyes closed. Important: this requires physical
contact which for some people could be unacceptable in mixed
gender groups.
To make the task more difficult people can also be asked to stand on•
chairs, where they cannot touch the floor during the activity (they
have to change places walking from one chair to another) - this
requires physical contact and maybe also taking off shoes (some
people may feel uncomfortable with this).
The moderator can also ask each person to call out the name of an•
animal without repeating any of the names other people have chosen.
The participants then have to line up with their eyes closed, by size of
their animal or in alphabetical order, with the smallest animal first in
line. They cannot talk, only make the sound that their animal would
make. 

Sources Adapted from: Snow, Harrison. 1997. Indoor/Outdoor Team-building
Games for Trainers: Powerful Activities from the World of Adventure-Based
Team-Building and Ropes Courses. McGraw-Hill: New York.
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Blind Parkour

Name Blind Parkour

Main aims of the game Team building, integration, game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description The team has to choose 1 person who will run blindfolded through the
parkour. The rest of the team has to stay behind a start line, and guide the
blindfolded person through the parkour by shouting out the directions.

Approx. time  15 min.

Place Outdoor, park, forest.

Budget 0 zł if moderators provide the materials (blindfolds and bottles).

Advanced preparation Buying the materials, determining point A (starting) and B (endpoint), set
the 4 identical parkour.

Materials 4 blindfolds.
24 1.5l-2l bottles (remember to start collecting them in advance to avoid
a need for buying them at the day of the games).
4 sticks or some fabric to mark the start line.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Only 1 person from each team plays the game. Minimum 2 teams,
maximum 4.

Agenda  Select one person to play this game.1.
The moderator will blindfold the participant.2.
All the team members stand (and stay throughout the game) behind3.
the start line.
All the teams start simultaneously after a given signal.4.
Groups have to shout directions to ease the running participant to get5.
to the end as fast as possible over the parkour.
If a participant hits a bottle he/she has to start from the beginning6.
(one of the team members helps him/her to get back to the start line).
Winner - The first team to complete the task earns 3 points (if the game7.
is used as a part of 21 degrees East).

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips As an additional rule you can ask the groups to communicate only in Polish
(right - prawo, left - lewo, straight - prosto, turn - skręć, back - wróć).

The blindfolded person can be turned around a number of times before
start, to make it more difficult.

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.
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Body Parts Musical Chairs  

Name Body Parts Musical Chairs  

Main aims of the game To fill in time while waiting for something (for example for results
of another game, or for other groups to arrive).
To organize a short active break.

Brief description Music is playing and people are dancing/walking around the chairs. As
the music stops, a body part is called out and everyone needs to touch
the chair with that body part. The people who are late - are out. The game
continues until only one person is left. This is the winner.

Approx. time  Depends on the amount of people. To speed up the game, more chairs
can be removed at a time. Approx. 10-20 min, more if needed.

Place A classroom, hall or anywhere big enough to put chairs in a circle.

Budget -

Advanced preparation Organize enough chairs (at least one less than the number of participants)
and arrange them in a circle.
Organize some equipment to play music on (a smartphone would be
sufficient).

Materials Chairs (amount depends on amount of people), music (can be played from
a phone).

Min. no. of moderators  1-2. One moderator gives instructions to the players and stops music/shouts
out body parts. The second moderator can supervise the game to make sure
that rules are obeyed and to see who should be out in each round.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-20 (can be more if there is space and enough chairs).

Agenda  A circle of chairs is created with chairs facing outward.1.
There should be one chair less than the amount of people.2.
The moderator explains the instructions to the players.3.
The music starts playing and people dance/walk around.4.
When the music stops, the moderator shouts out a body part and5.
everyone must touch a chair with that body part.
A person who doesn't get a chair is out, also people who touch the6.
chair before the body part is called are out as well.
After each round some chairs are removed (so that there is at least7.
one chair less than players left) and the process is repeated.
Body parts may be as simple as "nose, right hand, head" or may get8.
complicated like "someone else's right leg" (so you can e.g. use the
help of a person who is already out).
The moderator can have a list of body parts that they will be calling9.
out prepared in advance. The same moderator should stop the music
and call out the body part, to make sure it's simultaneous.
Play the game until one person is left, who will be the winner.10.
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Name Body Parts Musical Chairs cont.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity None, unless the moderator shouts out commands that require physical
contact with others (girls vs boys).

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://www.bc.edu/bc_org/prs/campus-ministry/saltandlight/Retreat%20
Resource%20Manual/Fun%20Large%20Group%20Ice%20Breakers.html 

Building Tower Game 

Name Building Tower Game 

Main aims of the game Builds teamwork skills.
Integration and cooperation.

Brief description Groups are given 10/15 min. to build a tower with given materials.
The highest tower wins.

Approx. time  15 min.

Place Indoors - spacious room.

Budget Cost of materials (approx. 20 zł).

Advanced preparation Get materials needed for tower building.

Materials Newspapers and masking tape (a set for each team), measuring tape.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min. 10, no limit to max. Divide the group into teams of approx. 5 people.

Agenda  The moderator divides the group into teams of five and hands each1.
team a pile of newspapers and a roll of masking tape.
The object of the game is to build the highest newspaper tower, using2.
only the materials given.
The moderator gives the groups approx. 15 minutes to complete the3.
task. When the time ends the moderator announces the end of the
game and measures the height of each newspaper tower. The team
that built the highest tower wins the game.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity In some cases you might need to form separate male / female teams.
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Cat and Mouse

Name Cat and Mouse

Main aims of the game Team building, game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description 1 representative of each team is selected – one is a cat, the other: a mouse.
Cat’s task is to catch a mouse, mouse’s task is to reach ‘a safe place’. Both
players are blindfolded.

Approx. time  10 min.

Place Indoors, regular classroom is enough, outdoor – park or forest.

Budget 0 if organizers provide blindfolds (scarfs etc.)

Advanced preparation Marking the area of the game (rectangular, wooden sticks on the corners,
‘safe place’ extra wooden sticks).

Materials Wooden sticks (10) to mark the area of the game and ‘a safe place’,
2 blindfolds

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

2 active participants (1 per team), the rest of the team to command (up to
10 people).

Name Building Tower Game cont.

Additional notes and tips The moderator might choose other materials to build the tower - e.g.
drinking straws, plastic cups etc.  
No other materials can be used to build the tower, other than those given
to the group. The structure must stand on its own. 

Sources http://www.greatgroupgames.com/build-tower-game.htm 
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Name Cat and Mouse cont.

Agenda  The players are given instructions:1.
a. 1 active participant per each team (cat or mouse) has to be

chosen.
b. whether the team becomes a ‘cat’ or ‘mouse team’  is decided by

tossing a coin.
c. both mouse and cat would be blindfolded; mouse’s task is to

reach a safe place marked by 2 wooden sticks, cat’s task is to
catch the mouse.

d. cat and mouse are commanded by their team members where
to go; the language of commands must be English.

e. the game ends when task of 1 of the teams is completed (either
mouse is caught or a safe place is reached).

The teams are given 2 minutes to come up with their strategies.2.
A cat and mouse enter the game area, they are blindfolded. They start 3.
at different places, see the scheme in the ‘list of appendices’ – appendix  1.
The game starts after a given signal.4.
Teams command their active representatives. The players cannot leave 5.
the game area.
The game ends when the mouse is caught (“cat team” wins) or when   6.
the mouse reaches the safe place (“mouse team” wins).

The winning team scores 3 points if the game is a part of 21 degrees East.

List of Appendices Appendix 1. Scheme showing how the game area should be organized
in the Cat and Mouse game.

Cultural sensitivity Since only 2 people are active participants the game can be played by
everyone.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.

Electricity

Name Electricity

Main aims of the game Team building, group communication, cooperation.

Brief description Communicate with your teammates only by squeezing their hand and be
the first team to grab the prize at the end of the line.

Approx. time  Approx. 20 min.

Place A space big enough for 20 people to play - can be the park / a bar / a room. 

Budget 10zl for packet of sweets as a prize.
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Name Electricity cont.

Advanced preparation -

Materials A coin and a prize like a box of chocolates or sweets. 
An object for the teams to grab – e.g. teddy bear / book / ball etc.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

15-30

Agenda  The moderator divides participants into two equally numbered teams1.
and asks both teams to line up in parallel lines. The moderator places an
object at the end of the lines in equal distance from both teams (about
1,5 m away). He/she stands at the head of the lines.
The moderator explains that people in each line will hold hands and2.
close their eyes. Only the first persons of both lines can keep their eyes
open. The moderator then flips a coin in the air, catches it, and reveals
whether it is “heads” or “tails” to the first person of both teams.
If the coin comes up as “heads”, the first persons of both lines have to3.
squeeze the next person’s hand. The second person squeezes the next
person’s hand, and so on. When the last person in line gets squeezed
he/she can open his/her eyes and has to run to grab the object. The team
that grabs the object first wins a point for the round.
If the coin comes up as “tails”, then nobody should squeeze anyone’s4.
hand. If there’s an “accidental” hand squeeze and a team grabs the object,
it loses a point for the round.
For the next round, the first person goes to the back of the line and the5.
process of the game is repeated. The first team that reaches 10 points
wins the game and wins the prize.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity This game should be appropriate for everyone. But people will be
expected to hold hands, so in some cases it may be better to form
separate male/female teams.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://www.greatgroupgames.com/electricity.htm 

Ferryman

Name Ferryman

Main aims of the game Team building, game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description The task is to transport, ‘safely’ to the other side of the river, a goat, a wolf
and a cabbage.

Approx. time  10 min.
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Name Ferryman

Place Interior/outside, regular classroom is enough.

Budget 6zł/team

Advanced preparation Buying materials, printing ferryman challenge (below; 1 per team),
marking start (1 side) and endpoint (2nd side) (about 6 meters between).

Materials 4 hoola hoop (a boat), 4 cabbages, wooden sticks to mark the start and
endpoint (2 per team).

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

3-6 per team, number of teams 2-4.

Agenda  Students get a copy of the ferryman challenge (see Appendix 2).1.
“A ferry man has a problem. He has to take a goat, a wolf and a cabbage
to the other side of the Wisła river. A goat can be eaten by a wolf; a
cabbage can be eaten by the goat. His boat is only big enough to carry
one passenger at the same time. How can get them safely to the other
side of the Wisła river without any of them being eaten?”.
The teams are told to brainstorm to come up with a plan of transport2.
and to choose participants who would be: 1) cabbage 2) wolf 3) goat.
When all the teams come up with their strategy they are supposed to
make it in practice – starting simultaneously at the starting point (side
1). A hoola hoop is a ferry, a ferry man holds a hoola hoop and a
person – goat or wolf or cabbage are taken with him ‘inside’ the hoola
hoop and together they run to the endpoint (side 2).
The team to complete the task first and correctly (no one is eaten,3.
everything is transported), wins – earns 3 points if the game is part of
21 degrees East.

List of Appendices Appendix 2. The ferryman challenge.

Cultural sensitivity As only 3 people are needed to take part in the active part of the game,
not everyone has to be involved (if the teams is larger than 3) in the ‘race’,
so no risk of physical contact.

Additional notes and tips The cabbage can be replaced by any other object.
The moderator’s role is to watch the teams brainstorming and to take care
it does not take too much time. If one team is already waiting, he/she can
give some clues to the other team to find their strategy and proceed with
the ‘race’ part.

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.
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Gordian Knot

Name Gordian Knot

Main aims of the game To get comfortable with other people.
Building cooperation and teamwork.
Energising activity.

Brief description A group game that forces people to untangle themselves from a knot
made by people.   

Approx. time  Approx. 20 min.

Place Indoors - a classroom or hall / outdoors - e.g. Pole Mokotowskie.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1-2. One moderator gives instructions to the players and the second can
supervise whether everybody sticks to the rules (no letting go of hands).

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-40. If there are more participants, 2 gordian knots can be made and
the team who unknots themselves first wins - more moderators would be
needed in this case.

Agenda  All the players stand in a circle with their eyes closed.1.
When they hear the moderator give a command they walk into the2.
middle of the circle and try to grab other people's hands (still with their
eyes closed).
The moment everyone has grabbed two hands they hear a command3.
again and are allowed to open their eyes.
Now the team has to try to unknot this mess still holding onto those two4.
hands they found before.
The players should not let go of the other hands throughout the game.5.

The aim is to build a circle again where everyone is holding two hands.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Girls-boys touching might be a problem in some cultures, optionally
there can be a girls vs boys knot.
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Name Gordian Knot cont.

Additional notes and tips It’s often more fun to play outside.

Variation: You can divide the group into teams of 6-8. Each team forms 
a small circle. You will probably need more moderators for this.  Ask the
participants to extend their right hand across the circle and hold the left
hand of the other team member opposite them. Then extend their left hand
across the circle and hold the right hand of another group member.

The task is to unravel the tangled circle of arms without letting go of anyone's
hands.

You can set a time limit or play this game as a competition between groups. 

Sources Austrian Sports Federation - http://www.asvoe.at/de 
www.insight.typepad.co.uk

Gossip Game

Name Gossip Game

Main aims of the game Getting to know names and information about other people.
Communication.
Creating a fun and friendly atmosphere.

Brief description Participants get to know some information about each other through
exchanging sticky notes with their name and saying something about
themselves to other people, which is then repeated to others.

Approx. time  Approx. 30 min. 

Place Any spacious place indoors (e.g. a room or corridor) or outdoors.

Budget 10 zł for sticky notes and pen/pencils.

Advanced preparation -

Materials Sticky notes and pencils / pens.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-40
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Name Gossip Game cont.

Agenda  The moderator asks participants to stand in a circle and gives1.
everybody a sticky note and pencil / pen.  People write down their
names on the sticky note.
The moderator asks everybody to walk around and introduce2.
themselves to another person saying one thing they are good at and
one thing they don’t like.  They should then exchange sticky notes
with their names and go to another person, whom they tell about the
person whose sticky note they received before.
After the second encounter they also exchange sticky notes and go3.
to a third person, whom they tell about the person, whose sticky note
they are now holding.
The moderator can set a time limit (eg. 10-15 minutes) or ask4.
participants e.g. to talk to at least 10 people in the group.
When everybody has completed their introductions, the moderator5.
gathers everyone in a circle and asks each person one-by-one to
introduce themselves (by name) and then asks the group to give some
information about this person, while he/she confirms whether it is
correct.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips When the number of participants is greater than 40 it might be better to
split the group into sub-groups. More moderators will be needed then.

Sources http://www.kkrzychk.republika.pl/gry/integracyjne/plotka.html 

Group Juggle

Name Group Juggle

Main aims of the game Learn names and integrate.
Warm up before other activities.
Creating an active and fun atmosphere.

Brief description Toss balls to people in a circle, taking it in turns. The key is to learn
information such as names along the way.

Approx. time  10-15 min.

Place Indoors (room) / outdoors

Budget Approx. 20 zł for balls.

Advanced preparation -

Materials 6-10 small balls.
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Name Group Juggle cont.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-20 (larger groups should split - this will require more moderators).

Agenda  The moderator arranges participants (including themselves) in a circle.  1.
They pick someone and ask his/her name, then throw the ball to that2.
person saying: “Hi ..., my name is …. Here you go!”
That person should reply: “Thank you …” then pick someone else to3.
throw the ball. 
The aim at this point is to throw the ball to every person in the circle and4.
then back to the moderator. 
After this has been completed the second round starts. The aim here5.
is to throw the ball in the same order, using each person’s name
(participants say the name of the person they are throwing to and thank
the person who is throwing to them by name). If someone makes
a mistake then the ball should be thrown back to them with a correction,
the order is then resumed.
After the second round is completed a third round starts, where the6.
moderator indicates that the throwing will have to be done more quickly.
After the ball has passed between the first few people the moderator
takes out a 2nd ball, then 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th etc. (depending on the
size of the group and how many balls they can handle). The balls pass
simultaneously in the same order for a few minutes. To increase the
complexity (and excitement) of the activity the moderator can announce
that the order of the ball passing can be changed (participants can throw
to any person they choose, but have to say their name). 

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips You can use other soft objects apart from balls.

Sources http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/GroupJuggle.html

Have You Ever?

Name Have You Ever?

Main aims of the game Getting to know other people and their life experiences.
Creating an energetic and fun atmosphere.  

Brief description An energetic activity where people run and jump if a statement applies
to them. 

Approx. time  15-20 mins 

Place Best played outdoors but a room or corridor indoors can do too - you
might need to reserve a space in advance. 
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Name Have You Ever? cont.

Budget -

Advanced preparation List of statements

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

15-30 

Agenda  The moderator asks participants to stand in a circle and explains that1.
he/she will call out questions that may apply to some people. If a
statement in the question applies to a person in the circle then he/she
should run in the middle, jump in the air and do a ‘High 5’ with others.
The moderator should prepare the list of questions in advance, taking2.
care that they are not offensive, embarrassing or culturally sensitive. It’s
best if the questions start with "Have You Ever....?" or "Does Anyone
Have....?"

List of Appendices Appendix 3. List of Possible questions / statements for the “Have you
ever…” game.

Cultural sensitivity The moderator should take care for the questions not to involve
culturally sensitive issues.

Additional notes and tips This is much better played outdoors.
The moderator might need to warm up the atmosphere at first by giving
some encouragement and demonstration by running and jumping
themselves.
As an alternative, the participants can come up with questions themselves.
The game can be played with participants seated on chairs (the moderator
needs to provide chairs in such case!) with one person in the middle who
calls out a question (it should be true for himself / herself) and the people
who this statement applies to have to swop chairs. The person in the middle
also tries to find a seat, so the participant left without a chair is the next to
call out a question.

Sources http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/HaveYouEver.html

Hello in Different Languages

Name Hello in Different Languages

Main aims of the game Heighten cross-cultural awareness and knowledge.
Introduce a friendly and cooperative atmosphere.
Warm up before other activities.

Brief description The group tries to come up with the word(s) for "hello" in as many
different languages as possible.
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Name Hello in Different Languages cont.

Approx. time  10-15min

Place Room, bar, outdoors, anywhere.

Budget -

Advanced preparation A list of “hello’s” in different languages.

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

2-30

Agenda  As an introduction, the moderator asks participants to guess how1.
many different languages are spoken in the world. (There are ~2800
languages). Then he asks the group to estimate how many ways of
saying “hello” in different languages they can come up with in their
group - each person gives a quick guess and the moderator
announces the rough average.
The moderator asks the group to come up with as many ways of2.
saying “hello” in different languages as possible. People call out their
“hello’s” and say them clearly for the rest of the group to repeat.  
The moderator counts the number of different ‘hello’s” and the group3.
discusses whether it was close to the estimate (did they underestimate
or overestimate their group knowledge?).

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips Variation: This game can be run as a competition between groups.

Sources http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/HelloInDifferentLangu
ages.html 

International Welcome

Name International Welcome

Main aims of the game Learn names.
Open cultural horizons.
Celebrate diversity.
Energise and create a friendly atmosphere.
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Name International Welcome cont.

Brief description Each player gets a slip of paper. It shows the name of country and how
people in that country tend to welcome each other. Players have to find
a person with the same country and greet accordingly, exchanging their
names as they do so. Always two players have the same way of greeting
each other; they have to find each other and greet how they are supposed
to. While doing so, they also exchange their names. Then, the slips of
paper are collected again, shuffled and again distributed for another
round.

Approx. time  Approximately 10-20 mins.

Place Spacious room / outdoors  

Budget Cost of paper.

Advanced preparation Prepare papers/cards with tasks: country and way of greeting (2 copies of
each).

Materials Pre-prepared tasks, box / bag to draw tasks.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10+ (an even number in required - the moderator can take part in the
game if needed).

Agenda  Before the actual game starts participants sit / stand in a circle and1.
the moderator talks about the existence of different kinds of ways to
say “Hello!” .
Participants can talk about the cultures they come from and how2.
greetings happen among “woman-man”, “woman-woman”, “man-
man”; what kind of contact might be acceptable and which one would
not. Participants can demonstrate these greetings.
The moderator presents different greetings from the task cards.3.
Then all the participants are asked to stand up and the actual game4.
starts.
The cards are put into a box/bag and everyone draws one card.5.
The participants should then find a person with the same country6.
indicated on their card and greet accordingly. If the indicated greeting
turns out uncomfortable for anybody then they should play a scene
where 2 people tell each other that they can’t greet like that, explain
what is acceptable for them and find a compromise. Every time two
people greet they should also exchange their names.
After every pair has finished their greeting the moderator gathers all7.
the cards and another round can be played.
The number of rounds is dependent on time constraints and8.
participants’ involvement in the exercise.

List of Appendices Appendix 4. List of countries and greetings for the International Welcome
game
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Name International Welcome cont.

Cultural sensitivity Some ways of greeting others might be uncomfortable for some people
in specific pairs - proceed according to point 6 of the agenda.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://www.games-wiki.org/wiki/International_welcome/
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_hBK8Ni4yQ 

Intro

Name Intro

Main aims of the game To encourage careful listening and accurate recall of information about
people. Getting to know each other better. Creating a friendly atmosphere.

Brief description This game is a modification of the "say your name and something about
yourself" icebreaker. The activity rewards participants who pay attention
to other people's introductions instead of rehearsing what they are going
to say.

Approx. time  10 to 20 minutes. 

Place Basically any classroom/space at campus.

Budget Cost of materials - approx.10zł (depends of the availability of materials). 

Advanced preparation Prepare chairs for everyone and arrange them in a circle.

Materials Paper sheets (as many as participants) •
Pencils/pens (as many as participants) •

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Minimum 6, maximum 30. Best: 10-20.
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Name Intro cont.

Agenda  The moderator asks everyone to stand up and briefly introduce1.
themselves one by one (where they come from, what they like to do
etc.). They explain that most participants do not pay too much
attention to those introductions. For a change, the moderator asks
participants to listen carefully to what other people say about
themselves - but not take any notes.
The moderator asks the first person to stand up, clearly state his/her2.
name and briefly introduce himself/herself. Other participants
continue the activity by repeating this procedure. Once again, the
moderator reminds participants to pay careful attention to others. 
The moderator listens carefully and notes a list of questions related to3.
the participants' introductions - optimally one question for each
introduction. Each question should have a single correct answer.
(Be sure to note the answer too.) Here are some examples: 

a. What is Peter’s hobby? 
b. Who has come here from India? 
c. Who has two cats? 

You may have to edit some of the earlier questions during later
introductions to ensure that there is only one correct answer. 
Example: Who has come here from India and had previously
studied pharmacy? 

The moderator announces that he/she is going to conduct a quiz4.
contest and asks everyone to take a piece of paper and a pen. He/she
reads the questions, one by one, and asks participants to write down
the answers. After reading 10 questions the moderator asks the group
for the correct answers.  Each participant should show their written
answer to their neighbour to get credit.
The participant with the most correct answers wins. If there is more5.
than one person with the highest score, the moderator asks some
more questions until a winner is announced.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Adapted from: Thiagi's 100 Favourite Games. Copyright © 2006 by John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. Reproduced by permission of Pfeiffer, an Imprint of
Wiley. www.pfeiffer.com 
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Living Bridge

Name Living Bridge

Main aims of the game Team building, game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description The main task is to transport a ping pong ball from point A to B by
building a railway through the air using wooden sticks only.

Approx. time  10 minutes.

Place Regular classroom is enough; outside in park, forest;
Mind that most of the teams would sit on their knees while transporting
the ball, so the floor/ground should be clean/prepared for them to feel
comfortable.

Budget 10 zl for sticks and balls.

Advanced preparation Buying the materials, determining point A (starting) and B (ending)

Materials Wooden sticks (like ice cream sticks or 10 cm long rulers), 2 per person + 2
per team for marking point A and B; 1 ping pong ball per each team – 4 balls.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-10 in a team, min. 2 teams, max. 4.

Agenda  Point A – starting point and point B – endpoint should be 3-5 meters away
from each other.

The players are given wooden sticks (2 per person) at the point A.1.
Teams are given instructions:2.
a.   the main task is to transport a ping pong ball from point A to B

by building a railway through the air using wooden sticks only
b. the ball has to roll the distance and the players have to

adjust the speed
c.   no carrying is allowed
The first player can run to the end of the line to prolong the rail.3.
If the ball falls down the players start all over again.4.
All the teams start simultaneously after a given signal.5.
The first team to complete the task wins.6.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The game may involve physical contact between the team members.

Additional notes and tips The bigger team, the longer the distance between A and B should be done.
It would be convenient, although not indispensable, to have as many
moderators as teams – to monitor if the team is not cheating (not touching
the ball etc.).

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.
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Mini Sport Day

4 games presented below are short races that put together can create a Mini Sport Day.

Name Wheelbarrow Race  

Main aims of the game Team work.
Trust building exercise.

Brief description One person acts as a 'wheel barrow' whilst the other 'pushes' it.

Approx. time  5 minutes for one race / 30 minutes max. 

Place Indoor/ (Preferable) Outdoors.

Budget -

Advanced preparation Have a finish line in place.

Materials Whistle for moderator to signal 'go' 
Finish Line 

Min. no. of moderators  1+

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

2+

Agenda  People are divided into pairs.1.
One is designated to walk on their hands - as the 'wheel barrow'.2.
The other person holds the feet of the person walking on their hands. 3.
The team to cross the finish line the quickest wins.4.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity People may not be willing to participate if they have to walk on their -hands.

Additional notes and tips You could divide the participants into different groups to race, dependent
on month of birthday, age, gender, height etc. and then have the winners of
the different groups compete to be the overall winner.

Sources Adapted from students' participation in various integratory events.

Name Sack (of Potatoes) Race

Main aims of the game Participants can have fun looking silly among each other 'hopping' to the
finish line. It would be an ice-breaker of sorts, and make people become
more relaxed through friendly competition.

Brief description A person races to the finish line, whilst jumping in a 'potato' sack.
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Name Sack (of Potatoes) Race cont.

Approx. time  5 minutes for one race / 30 minutes max.

Place Indoor/ (Preferable) Outdoors.

Budget 10 zł for potato bags.
Empty large bags are required. So maybe large bin-bags if there are not
enough potato sacks. 60L bin-bag = ~7zł for 20.

Advanced preparation Have a finish line in place.

Materials Bag/sack for each competitor.
Whistle for moderator to signal 'go' – optional.

Min. no. of moderators  1+

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

1+

Agenda  Each person receives a sack/bag to place around their legs.1.
They try to 'hop' within the bag to the finish line.2.
They compete to cross the finish line first.3.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity People may be uncomfortable and unwilling to look 'silly' jumping in a bag.

Additional notes and tips You could divide the participants into different groups to race, dependent
on month of birthday, age, gender, height etc. and then have the winners of
the different groups compete to be the overall winner.

Sources Adapted from students' participation in various integratory events.

Name Three Legged Race 2

Main aims of the game Team work.
Trust building exercise.

Brief description Teams of pairs tie two legs together and run to the finish line.

Approx. time  5 minutes for one race / 30 minutes max.

Place Indoors/ (Preferable) Outdoors.

Budget Rope -5 zł per rope.
Or, you could use scarves, old t-shirts, and items similar to improvise.
Participants could be asked to bring one to the event either.
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Name Three Legged Race 2 cont.

Advanced preparation Finish Line.
Whistle for moderator to signal 'go' - optional.

Materials Rope to tie legs.

Min. no. of moderators  1+

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

2+

Agenda  Divide students into teams of two.1.
Tie a leg of each team member together.2.
This forces the team to run together as 'one'.3.
They have to communicate and work together.4.
The winner is the team which crosses the finish line first.5.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity People may be uncomfortable in mixed gender teams.

Additional notes and tips You could divide the participants into different groups to race, dependent
on month of birthday, age, gender, height etc. and then have the winners of
the different groups compete to be the overall winner.

Sources Adapted from students' participation in various integratory events.

Name 100m Sprint

Main aims of the game It would be an ice-breaker of sorts, and make people become more
relaxed through friendly competition.

Brief description Participants compete to cross the finish line first.

Approx. time  5 minutes +
If there are a few races it may take up to 30-60 minutes.

Place Indoors/ (Preferable) Outdoors.

Budget -

Advanced preparation Measure 100 meters and draw a Finish Line.

Materials Whistle for moderator to signal 'go' - optional.
Finish Line can be made of piece of rope or marked by sticks.

Min. no. of moderators  1+

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

2+
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Name 100m Sprint cont.

Agenda  Ask participants to stand at the start line.1.
Blow the whistle to start the race.2.
The winner is the first person to cross the finish line.3.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Some people may not want to do strenuous exercise.

Additional notes and tips You could divide the participants into different groups to race, dependent
on month of birthday, age, gender, height etc. and then have the winners of
the different groups compete to be the overall winner.

Sources Adapted from students' participation in various integratory events.

Name MiniKubb

Main aims of the game Team building, game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description Every member in the team gets one stick and one chance to hit the block.
The group with highest number of blocks taken down wins.

Approx. time  5 min each team – max. 20 min.

Place Outdoor, park, forest.

Budget A MiniKubb set (80zl).

Advanced preparation Buying the materials, prepare the area.

Materials 10 kubb sticks
10 kubbs

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-10 people in a team. Minimum 2 teams, maximum 4.

Agenda  Each member in the team will be given a kubb stick and one chance to1.
hit the block.
One group starts at a time.2.
Each member of the team has to hit the blocks with the stick.3.
Winner - The team which at least hits 4/5 or 8/10 kubbs (depends on the4.
members playing). The winning team get 5 points.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

MiniKubb
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Name MiniKubb cont.

Additional notes and tips The bigger the team, the more kubbs and kubbsticks will be needed.
If there is a tie-breaker: for example, each team hits 8/10 blocks, then you
could give each team 3 more chances. They can send the best 'thrower' from
their team. This will help in team building.

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.

Name Mirror Image

Main aims of the game Team building, Helps develop trust, openness, relaxation, self-awareness
and a sense of security.

Brief description Teams of two are made. One person tries to mimic the other person’s
actions and movements.

Approx. time  15-30 minutes.

Place Indoors / Outdoors - preferably a spacious place, where people can spread
out.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1-2+ The number may increase depending on the number of participants
as it may be difficult to control a large group of people with too few
moderators.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10+

Agenda  Partners stand in front of each other.1.
The pair of participants choose one of them to be the leader.2.
The moderator announces that the first partner should lead off with3.
simple at first and then more complicated movements and the second
partner should mirror the same movements. These movements can
also include facial mimics as well as sequences of actions (e.g. acting
out actions such as brushing teeth).
After a few minutes the moderator announces that the partners4.
should change roles - the second partner leads as the first partner
follows his movements.
Continue this exercise until participants are enjoying it.5.

List of Appendices -

Mirror Image
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Name Mirror Image cont.

Cultural sensitivity This may be culturally sensitive when it comes to intensive eye contact
between women and men. In such cases better to play it in same gender
pairs.
Some students may not take too kindly to being imitated, if it can become
misconstrued as a mild form of mocking. Although it is simple, the activity
can be confronting, so it should be thought through and a well-chosen
moment is required. Usually, make sure the social ice is already broken, and
that there have been other body exercises.

Additional notes and tips This can also be played with a 'no talking' rule. Participants would have to
solely rely on eye contact. Then pairs who break this rule, or mess up the
movements could be knocked out until a final winning pair is chosen
You can also try a “reverse mirror” option (e.g. swap left / right).

Sources http://www.serviceandinclusion.org/conf/HSHT-Team-Building-Ice-Breaker-
Manual-2008-09.pdf
http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/MirrorImage.html

Name Mixing Game

Main aims of the game Integration, getting to know each other.
Energiser.
Team rapport building.

Brief description Participants having mentioned things in common or things they have
never done before switch their places in the circle.

Approx. time  20 min.

Place Anywhere where you can sit on the floor (or on the ground e.g. grass in the
park) or on chairs (one chair less than the number of participants).

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10 - 30

Mixing Game
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Name Mixing Game cont.

Agenda  Participants are asked to seat in the circle - at equal intervals between1.
each other. If they are going to sit on chairs the moderator should
arrange these in advance (with one chair less than the number of
people).
One person (it can be the moderator) stays in the middle of the circle.2.
The person in the middle says 1 statement about him-/herself. Examples:3.
I am vegetarian / I've never been to Poland before / I hate when my
family and friends ask me what specialisation I am going to choose.
The statement can also be a sentence about something that they have4.
never done before e.g. I have never been on a boat, I have never been
to Australia etc.
Every person that can apply this sentence to him-/herself stands up.5.
The people that stood up have to switch their places (but they are told6.
they cannot take a place of their neighbor - they cannot move to their
immediate left or right). The person that stood in the middle also takes
part in the race for a new place to sit.
The one person that is left without a place stands in the middle and tells7.
a statement about him-/herself (point 3).
The game continues as listed from points 3-6.8.
The moderator decides when to stop the game (e.g. when people start9.
getting tired or bored).

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Adapted from http://www.greatgroupgames.com/where-the-wind-
blows.htm and students' participation in various integratory events.

Mumblers

Name Mumblers

Main aims of the game Communication.
Integration and cooperation.
Creating a friendly and relaxed atmosphere.

Brief description People communicate simple tasks to their partner, without using
recognisable words.

Approx. time  15-30 min.

Place Room, bar, outdoors, anywhere.

Budget 5zl for papers / cards.

Advanced preparation Prepare cards with written tasks.

Materials Papers/cards with written tasks.
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Name Mumblers cont.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

2 - 40

Agenda  The moderator divides the group into pairs and gives one person in each1.
pair a card with a simple task that they should communicate to their
partner. Examples of the type of task could be: 'Close your eyes and
touch your nose' or 'Stand up and clap your hands’ etc.
Participants can communicate with each other any way they like2.
(gestures, sounds, tone of voice) but they can't use recognisable words.
The aim of the game is to perform the task.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity If physical contact is initiated as a method of communication, it can arise
tensions. If such a situation is anticipated by the moderator prior to the game,
a rule can be administered that touching is also not permissible as a means
of communication (along with recognisable words).

Additional notes and tips You can run this game as a competition between pairs of participants.

Sources http://www.mwls.com/icebreakers/icebreaker.php?id=mumblers

Name + Adjective

Name Name + Adjective

Main aims of the game Getting to know the names of other people, integration.
Creating a friendly and relaxed atmosphere.
Energiser.

Brief description People remember their names by repeating all the names of the gathered
people with an adjective starting with the same letter.

Approx. time  20 min.

Place Anywhere where participants can sit in a circle (on the floor or on chairs).

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1
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Name Name + Adjective cont.

Number of participants
P(min. – max.) 

10-25

Agenda  People stand or sit in a circle.1.
The moderator asks everyone to think of an adjective describing2.
him/her and starting with the same letter as their first name.
The first person says out loud the adjective and his/her name3.
(e.g. ambitious Alicja).
Going clockwise or anticlockwise, the next person’s task is to repeat4.
all the adjectives+names that had been said previously and to say
his/her own in the end.
The game continues until everyone has introduced themselves. The5.
last person has the most difficult task – he/she has to repeat all the
adjectives and the names said previously!
The first person had the easiest task so he/she may be asked in the6.
end to repeat all the sequence from the beginning.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips It is a good idea, especially during some workshops or longer group work,
to encourage people (a volunteer or chosen person) to repeat the
adjectives+names one more time. It would be even more fun if the order
of seating has changed (e.g. after a break or working in sub-groups), so
the repeated sequence would be altered as well.
You might give people 1-2 minutes to think of adjectives (or maybe even
write them down) before the game starts (especially if their English is not
perfect) so that later they can concentrate on remembering the names of
others. Also, the group might create a list of adjectives together, as some
people’s names start with the same letter and they could be left with no
options when their turn comes.
If there are two moderators one can model the activity at the beginning,
while the second can repeat the final round, taking special care to
remember the names of those people who kept being forgotten by
others.
Another way of remembering names might be to divide people in teams
(after they have introduced each other) and the moderator points to a
person and the other team has to guess his/her name as quickly as
possible. This can also be played for points where each correct answer is
rewarded.

Sources Adapted from students' participation in various integratory events.
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Name Name That Person

Main aims of the game Learning names.
Getting to know each other better.
Breaking the ice.

Brief description The group is divided into two teams. Each person should write five
random facts about themselves on a card. The cards are put into two piles
for each team and the moderator will read out the facts. The opposing
team will try to guess who is being described. Each team player should
have a clearly visible name badge that the opposing team can read.

Approx. time  Depending on the number of players, 30-60 min.

Place Room or e.g. bar.

Budget Cost for supplies - the moderator should provide post-its (for name
badges), paper and pens or pencils for each participant.

Advanced preparation If at University - organize a room in advance.
Buy paper and enough pens and post-its.
Set up the room - preferably put the chairs in a circle.

Materials Cards or pieces of paper for the facts to be written on, large post it notes and
optionally also some tape for name tags, pen/pencil for each player.

Min. no. of moderators  One moderator should be sufficient to handle organizational issues and
keep score.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-12 person groups are ideal for this game to ensure that the participants
remember the names they’ve learnt. If the groups have less than 5 players
each, then the participants should write more facts about themselves. If
the group is bigger you might consider dividing it into sub-groups - more
moderators will be needed then.

Agenda  The moderator introduces himself and explains the objective of the1.
game.
The moderator then splits the group into two and gives each2.
participant a piece of paper to write 5 facts about themselves and a
post it to write their name tag.
The moderator collects the cards and puts them into two separate3.
piles.
The moderator draws a card and reads the first fact about a person4.
from one of the teams. The opposing team will try to guess the name
of the person in as few facts as possible - so if after a fact is read,
people guess. If their guess is wrong, another fact is read out from the
card. (5 points if they get it on the first fact then 4 in the second etc.
3,2,1,0).
The team that has the most points after all the cards have been read5.
wins.

Name That Person
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Name Name That Person cont.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The game should be appropriate for everyone to play.

Additional notes and tips To make the game more interesting the moderator can ask the players to
give a reason why they are making the guess they have made. i.e "I think this
fact is about Kasia because she sounds like someone that would go bungee
jumping".

Sources http://insight.typepad.co.uk/insight/icebreakers_and_games/40
cebreakers for small groups.

Name Ninja

Main aims of the game Get people comfortable with each other.
Fill time while waiting.
"Break the ice" through physical activity.

Brief description People stand in a circle and try to “chop off” the arms of the people around
them. The last player standing is the winner.

Approx. time  Depending on the number of players. Large group - expect 20-30 min.

Place Anywhere with enough room for movement or outdoors.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 2. Max depends on time constraint. If there are too many people you
can split the group into smaller circles. The game is more fun with a larger
group of 10+.

Ninja
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Name Ninja cont.

Agenda  People stand in a circle side-by-side.1.
They make a pose by stretching out their arms.2.
One person is chosen by the moderator to start and begins by3.
making a "chopping" motion towards the arms of one of the people
beside them - “the victim”.
That person wants to move their arms out of the way but the4.
"attacker" and the "victim" can only make one move each (can move
feet but only one step per arm movement). These two players move
simultaneously; all the others remain still at this time.
If the attacker misses the victim, then the victim moves on to become5.
the attacker to one of the people beside them.
If the attacker touches the arm of the victim, then the victim puts it6.
behind their back and has only one arm to continue the game.
Only two people are moving at one time and the rest stand like7.
statues in their last pose.
The "victim" becomes the "attacker" and can choose to attack either8.
person on either of his side (someone new or re-attack the attacker).
A player is out of the game when they lose both arms.9.
More than one movement or step results in the loss of an arm. (Place  10.
the arm behind the back).
This goes on until only one person remains in the game.11.
Every once in a while, the circle must be tightened to bring the 12.
players closer.
The moderator is responsible for ensuring people don't make more  13.
than one move or move when it is not their turn. They are also  
responsible for tightening the circle.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity In some cases females may not be able to play with males. In such cases
it may be better to play in separate male / female groups.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ninja_(playground_game).
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Non-verbal Introductions

Name Non-verbal Introductions

Main aims of the game Communication.
Integration and understanding.
Creating a friendly and relaxed atmosphere.

Brief description Participants introduce themselves and communicate information to each
other, without the use of words (in a nonverbal way).

Approx. time  15-30 min.

Place Room, bar, anywhere.

Budget 0zl

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

2-40

Agenda  The moderator divides the group into pairs. Taking turns, each1.
member of the pair should communicate to their partner as much
about themselves as they can without speaking. For example, they
might point to a wedding ring or act out their hobby using gestures.
People sit or stand in a circle and the moderator ask everyone to2.
introduce their partner - verbally this time. The partner being
introduced can make corrections and add missing details.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity In some groups it might be better not to form mixed male/female pairs.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://www.mwls.com/icebreakers/icebreaker.php?id=nonverb
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Noun Chain

Name Noun Chain cont.

Main aims of the game Breaking the ice.
Creating a focused atmosphere for group work.

Brief description Participants take turns in generating and repeating words and
associations.

Approx. time  5-20 minutes depends on how many rounds played.

Place Any place with space to form a circle - indoors or outdoors.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

2-20

Agenda  The moderator asks participants to form a circle and explains the game1.
The moderator starts by saying a noun and a category. The next person2.
repeats the noun and gives their association with this noun (according
to category). The following person repeats the previous nouns and gives
their association and so on until everyone in the circle has had a turn.
The first round could/should be the participants’ names, if participants3.
have never met before. The following rounds could be favourite food,
hobbies, sports etc. There can also be a round where participants give
their associations freely, without any categorization – e.g. coffee, book,
holiday, sea, ship etc.
It would be a good idea to start each round with a different person in4.
the circle (so that the last one doesn't always have to remember the
most).

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips The moderator should play an active role if participants are having trouble
continuing the chain or remembering the previous nouns.
Additionally: For a drinking game, someone who can’t remember the nouns
has to take a shot/sip of their drinks.
This can also be played as a competition between groups.

Sources Adapted from students’ participation in various integratory events.
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Paper Airplanes

Name Paper Airplanes

Main aims of the game Icebreaker, getting to know names of students and a little about them.

Brief description Everyone makes a paper plane and writes 2 questions and their name on
the plane. Planes are swapped and someone else will answer the
questions you have asked.

Approx. time  15-30 min.

Place Indoors - spacious room.

Budget Cost of paper and pens (10 zł)

Advanced preparation -

Materials paper and pens

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

no limit

Agenda  The moderator asks everybody to make a paper airplane and write1.
their name as well as two questions they would like to ask someone
else.
When everybody is ready the moderator gives a sign and people start2.
throwing all the airplanes across the room.
After a moment the moderator gives a sign and everybody should3.
pick up one airplane (not their own).
Each participant must find the owner of the airplane they picked up,4.
introduce themselves and answer the questions he/she wrote down.
After a few minutes the moderator gathers the participants in a circle5.
and asks everybody to introduce the person who received their
airplane (based on the questions they asked).

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Some people may not like to share personal information about
themselves - the moderator can ask the group to write down non-
personal questions.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://icebreakerideas.com/quick-icebreakers/
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Pass the Hoop

Name Pass the Hoop

Main aims of the game Team-building.
Ice breaker.
Energiser.

Brief description Students form a circle, hold hands and pass hula hoops around without
breaking the circle or using their hands.

Approx. time  15 min.

Place indoors/outdoors - you need enough room to form a circle.

Budget Cost of hula hoops (approx. 50 zł).

Advanced preparation -

Materials 2 Hula Hoops per circle.

Min. no. of moderators  1 moderator per circle.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-20 people per circle.

Agenda  The moderator instructs the group to stand in a circle, holding hands.1.
One hula hoop is sent around the circle clockwise.2.
A second hula hoop is passed counter clockwise, starting from the3.
other side of the circle.
Participants pass the hoop from one person to the next without4.
breaking the circle. This requires teamwork because only arms and
bodies are used, no hands or fingers allowed.
Participants must not break the circle by letting go of each other’s5.
hands, therefore there will be minimal movement (e.g. walking).
People can step through the hoops - this often causes laughter.6.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Holding hands may be problematic for some people. You could provide
gloves for students who wish, or insist on single gender circles.

Additional notes and tips To enhance integratory objectives of the game students can be divided into
circles at random (if there are more participants) so they must work with
people they do not know rather than a friend.

Sources Adapted from: Snow, Harrison. 1997. Indoor/Outdoor Team-building
Games for Trainers: Powerful Activities from the World of Adventure-Based
Team-Building and Ropes Courses. McGraw-Hill: New York
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People Bingo

Name People Bingo

Main aims of the game Getting to know other people.
Integration.
Creating a fun and energetic atmosphere.

Brief description Bingo cards are handed out to participants. These bingo cards have traits
and characteristics on them. The aim is to complete a line on the bingo
card by finding other students that have the traits indicated on your card.
The first person to fill a line shouts BINGO! and wins.

Approx. time  30mins (depending on group size).

Place Large room needed so people can mingle and chat (might need to book
in advance).

Budget Printing of bingo cards.

Advanced preparation Making bingo cards.

Materials Bingo cards and pens.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-30

Agenda  The moderator hands out pre-made bingo cards with pens (these1.
cards contain traits and characteristics of people. Each card has 25
different traits listed - example in Appendix 5).
When the group is ready to play, the moderator explains that they2.
have some 30 minutes to walk around, talk to each other and
introduce themselves and find people who match the traits on the
card.
When a person finds somebody who matches one of the traits they3.
should put their name in the appropriate box and have that person
put their signature below.
The first person to fill 5 boxes across or down, shouts BINGO! and wins4.
the game. Important: Each box in the line should contain the name
of a different person.
At the end of the game the moderator asks participants to introduce5.
themselves and share some interesting traits about themselves or
about others.

List of Appendices Appendix 5. People Bingo chart – example.
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Questions in a Hat

Name People Bingo cont.

Cultural sensitivity Some people may be sensitive to revealing information about themselves

The moderator should take care that the bingo cards do not contain
culturally sensitive issues.

Additional notes and tips Choose topics and traits that are rather general as the moderator and
participants do not know each other well.

Sources http://adulted.about.com/od/icebreakers/qt/peoplebingo.htm

Name Questions in a Hat

Main aims of the game Integration with other students.
Getting to know each other better.

Brief description Students get a chance to ask questions and answer questions created by
other students, in order to get to know each other better.

Approx. time  30 min

Place Indoors (e.g. University) /outdoors (e.g. Pola Mokotowskie).

Budget Cost of sticky notes or paper and pens (approx. 20 zł).

Advanced preparation -

Materials Sticky notes and pens / hat.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-20 (Bigger groups can be divided into sub-groups. More moderators
will be needed then).

Agenda  The moderator gives each student some sticky notes or small pieces1.
of paper and a pencil.
The moderator asks participants to write down questions (2-3) that2.
they would like to ask others - e.g. what’s your favourite book / movie,
what’s the best food you can cook, where did you spend last summer
holidays etc. There should be one question per note. The moderator
should ask participants not to write intimate or sensitive questions.
All the sticky notes/pieces of paper with questions written down on3.
them are put together in a hat. The hat goes from student to student
and each time someone receives the hat she/he pulls one question
and answers it. If a student doesn't want to answer the question
she/he can pick another note.
The moderator can answer questions too.4.
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Name Questions in a Hat cont.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Some questions might be culturally sensitive. If a participant draws such
question, he/she should not answer it but choose a different one.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://zabawy.zielonagrupa.pl/.

Runaway Egg

Name Runaway Egg

Main aims of the game Team building, Game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description Transport the egg by throwing it from point A to point C without breaking
the egg.

Approx. time  5 – 10 min

Place Outdoor

Budget 40 zl for eggs.

Advanced preparation Buying eggs, determining point A (start), point B (last thrower) and C
(end - catcher). The distance between B and C should be about 5m.

Materials One egg per team (plus a few in case of breaking in transport).
3 sticks for each group to mark point A, B and C.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-8 people in a team. Minimum 2 teams (maximum 4).

Agenda  Each team has to transport their egg as quickly as possible from point1.
A to C – approximately 50 meters.
Every student in the team helps to transport the egg by throwing it to2.
the next person.
Players choose a thrower and a catcher and send them to point B, the3.
thrower, and C, the catcher.
Remaining players make a chain between point A and B (the distance4.
between players is decided by the team).
One student throws the egg to another and goes to front of the line –5.
if the chain is too short to transport the egg up to the the thrower in
point B.
The thrower throws the egg to the catcher in point C.6.
The egg should not break.7.
All the teams start simultaneously after a given signal.8.
Winner - The fastest team to get the egg to the catcher.9.

If the game is a part of 21 degrees East the best team scores 3 points.
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Screamer

Name Screamer

Main aims of the game Ice-breaker.
Energiser.
Stress Management.
A way to pair up participants.

Brief description On prompting, members of the circle group make a connection with each
other through eye contact, and subsequent screaming.

Approx. time  10-20 min.

Place Somewhere with open space, most preferable more private, and where
other people cannot be disturbed!

Budget -

Advanced preparation Make sure people nearby know that they will be hearing some loud
screams, that it will only last for about two-three minutes, and that there
is no need to be alarmed.

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

4-30

Name Runaway Egg cont.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The game does not involve any physical contact between team members
but vegans and other people with environmental or ethical concerns
regarding food may not want to participate.

Additional notes and tips The bigger team, the longer the distance between A and B should be done.
The distance between B and C is always about 5 meters.
Keep tissues and water (antibacterial gel) on hand.

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.
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Name Screamer cont.

Agenda  The moderator asks the group to stand in a circle, where everybody1.
needs to be able to see the eyes of everybody else.
The moderator explains that he/she will repeat two sets of2.
instructions, "heads down" and "heads up". When the moderator says
"heads down," everyone should look down. When he/she says "heads
up," everyone should look up, into the eyes of somebody else in the
room. Two possible situations can occur:

- if a participant looks at someone, who isn’t looking at him/her,
nothing happens.

- if a participant looks at someone who is looking at them, they
should both scream. After this they leave the circle and
observe others.

The game continues until there are two people left (who follow steps3.
one and two accordingly).

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Some people may find screaming childishly and unabashedly at another
human being inappropriate. Watch out for these people. If this is
anticipated to be an issue, the game can be modified so that another
method of recognition is devised. For example, the people whose eyes'
meet can just point at each other.

Additional notes and tips You can discuss and ask the participants to think about what the stress
factors in the exercise are (will I act silly?). Why is this stressful to them?
What kind of things stress us everyday?

Sources http://www.firststepstraining.com/resources/activities/archive/activity_sc
reamer.htm

Similar and Unique

Name Similar and Unique

Main aims of the game Integration.
Getting to know each other better.
Celebrate diversity.
Energise and create a friendly atmosphere.

Brief description Students in groups of 4-5 talk about their similarities as well as traits that
make them unique in the group.

Approx. time  Approximately 20-30 mins.

Place Spacious room / outdoors.

Budget Cost of flipchart papers / markers (this activity can also be done without
any materials).
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Name Similar and Unique cont.

Advanced preparation -

Materials Flipchart paper / markers - you can also run this activity without materials.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5 - 30

Agenda  The moderator divides students into groups of 4-5 people.1.
Participants are asked to find at least 5 characteristics that they have2.
in common within the group (this can include e.g. profession, hobby,
demographic characteristics, skills, religion etc.)
Participants should also find three things for each person that make3.
them unique within the group.
The groups can present their characteristics in graphic form (on4.
flipchart papers).
After approx. 15 min. of discussion each group presents their5.
similarities and the unique characteristics of each person.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The moderator should create an atmosphere of trust and confidence and
make sure that participants talk about similarities and differences (unique
traits) with respect and don’t make fun of anybody’s words or of the
characteristics that they choose to share with the group.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Adapted from students' participation in various integratory events.

Staffet

Name Staffet

Main aims of the game Team building, game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description Running staffet relaying a wooden stick.

Approx. time  10 min.

Place Outside, big space.

Budget None (if only wooden sticks used).

Advanced preparation Marking start and endpoints (100 metres between).

Materials Wooden sticks to mark the start and endpoints + 1 to relay (3 per team).
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Name Staffet cont.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

4-10 per team, 2-4 teams

Agenda  The rules are explained to the teams: 1.
a.  the task is to complete the staffet
b. the group can place the runners where they want but all

members of the groups must be used
c.  the first runner runs to the second team member and relays

him/her a wooden stick, the second runner can then start to   
run towards the third runner and so on

d. the last runner should do all the way back to the starting
point (with a wooden stick)

Teams are given some time to come up with a strategy and allocate2.
their members along the race track.
Teams start simultaneously after a given signal.3.
The first team (the last member along the race track) to come back4.
with a wooden stick to the start point, wins – earns 3 points if the
game is part of 21 degrees East.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Not everyone may wear comfortable running clothes. Everybody may not
want to run.

Additional notes and tips This game requires comfortable clothes; participants should be informed
about it at least 1 day in advance.
It would be a good idea to set the limit of the runners for example to
4 per team. This will prevent people who do not want to/cannot run from
being forced to take part in this game. They can root.
To make a game funnier, you can replace the regular wooden stick with
e.g. a tutu or scrubs that participants have to put on and pass to the next
person (avoid clothes that have to be put on over the head, as during this
fast game it may be problematic e.g. for the girls wearing hijab).

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.
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Name Stressful Game

Main aims of the game Bond students through competition, Trust-building exercise, Team-
-building activity. Teaches students how to deal with stressful situations.

Brief description Participants are in teams. They pass a ball around among themselves,
however moderators increase the number of balls. The ball must not hit
the ground or the team is out of the game.

Approx. time  15-30 min.

Place In a room /Outside in Park.

Budget Cost of balls or balloons.

Advanced preparation none (unless you need to blow up the balloons).

Materials Balls or balloons alternatively rolled pair of socks (clean) about 20, 30.

Min. no. of moderators  1-2

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 12 – Max 40

Agenda  Divide participants into groups with equal number of participants –1.
4 - 6 participants in each group.
Each team has to be given a ball, the members have to throw the ball2.
to their partners. The ball should pass from one person to another
quickly.
Teams can be designated an area they must stay within by the3.
moderator, which could be a circle or just a specific area.
After a few moments the number of balls is increased.4.
If any ball falls down, the team loses.5.
The last team still playing is the winner.6.
The students have to pay attention where the balls are being passed7.
and should not hold any ball for more than 2 seconds.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity It should be appropriate for everyone.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://www.buzzle.com/articles/team-building-activities-for-
-collegestudents. html by Girija Shinde.

Stressful Game
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Name Surgeon’s Dilemma

Main aims of the game Challenge stereotypical thinking.
Energize the group.
Starting point for discussion.
Creating a cooperative atmosphere.

Brief description The group tries to solve a riddle regarding a surgeon.

Approx. time  15-30 min.

Place Room, bar, outdoors, anywhere.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

1-50

Agenda  The moderator reads this riddle to the group (see also Appendix 6)1.
and gives them some time (10-15min) to discuss and solve it:
“A young man who had been badly injured in a car accident has been
brought into a hospital's accident and emergency department. The
doctor determines that emergency brain surgery is required. Accordingly,
the brain surgeon is paged. Upon seeing the patient, the surgeon
exclaims, 'My God, I can't operate on that boy! He's my son!' That is so, but
the surgeon is not the boy's father. How can the apparent contradiction
be explained?”.
If the group does not come up with an answer in the time limit set,2.
then the moderator gives a correct explanation and this can serve as
a starting point for the discussion of gender stereotypes or cultural
norms and expectations.

List of Appendices Appendix 6. Surgeon’s dilemma - riddle and answer.

Cultural sensitivity Not necessarily negative, however the answer could challenge certain
cultural expectations and assumptions.

Additional notes and tips Solution:
“The answer is that the surgeon is the boy’s mother. Although there are many
women doctors — and many of them prominent specialists — our cultural
stereotyping tells us that doctors are men and nurses are women. The story could
have just as easily been about a male nurse attending a patient because of the
large number of female nurses.”

Sources http://www.mwls.com/icebreakers/icebreaker.php?id=surgeon
http://www.mwls.com/icebreakers/icebreaker.php?id=surgsol

Surgeon’s Dilemma
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Name Ten Fingers

Main aims of the game Getting to know each other, integration.

Brief description Participants answer questions asked by the moderator getting to know
some similarities with other people in the group.

Approx. time  15-30 min.

Place Anywhere: indoors / outdoors, where participants can sit in a circle.

Budget -

Advanced preparation Prepare a list of questions.

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-40

Agenda  The moderator gathers participants in a circle and explains the rules:1.
each person should raise his/her hands with all the fingers they have.
The moderator asks questions and each time the answer for
somebody is “no” he/she should hide one finger.
The game lasts until there is one person left.2.

List of Appendices Appendix 7. Example questions for the “Ten Fingers” Game.

Cultural sensitivity The questions should not include culturally sensitive issues or be insulting
to anyone.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://zabawy.zielonagrupa.pl/dziesiec-palcow-zapoznawcza-gra/

Ten Fingers

The 3 Leg Challenge

Name The 3 Leg Challenge

Main aims of the game Team building, Competition, Game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description 2 people from each team run from point A to point B with two legs bind.
At point B they pick up a spoon with a Ping-Pong ball on it and return to
the start point without losing it.

Approx. time  10 min.

Place Outdoor or indoor.
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Name The 3 Leg Challenge cont.

Budget 30 zl for ping-pong balls, piece of rope and spoons (or less if moderators
provide materials on their own – spoons for example).

Advanced preparation Buying the materials, determining point A (starting) and B (end).

Materials 4 pieces of rope 1m each.
4 spoons + ping-pong balls.
A few sticks to mark the start and endpoint.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Only 2 members of each team play this game. Minimum 2 teams.

Agenda  Select 2 players from each team, i.e. a pair of contestants from each1.
team.
At point A, the 2 legs of the couple have to be tied with a rope.2.
Once the couple is tied by legs, they have to run from point A to point B.3.
All the teams start simultaneously after a given signal.4.
Once they reach point B, they have to pick up a spoon, and place.5.
a pingpong ball on the spoon and head towards point A.
Both players have to be in contact with the spoon on the way back.6.
The ball should not fall from the spoon, if it does, then the couple has7.
to start again from point B.
Winner - The first team to complete the task earns 3 points (if the game8.
is part of 21 degrees East).

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The game involves some physical contact between the members who will
be tied together by a rope – in some cases better to form sinle gender
pairs.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.

The Craziest Thing

Name The Craziest Thing

Main aims of the game Icebreaking, integration and getting to know each other better, finding
starting points for future conversations.

Brief description The group sits in circle and people share the strangest things that have
happened to them since they have moved to Warsaw.

Approx. time  20-45 min.
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Things in Common

Name Things in Common

Main aims of the game Getting to know other people and their characteristics.
Feeling more comfortable in a group.

Brief description A group game to explore things you have in common with your fellow
students.
The group splits into subgroups with other people they have things
in common with.

Approx. time  Approx. 30 min.

Name The Craziest Thing cont.

Place Bar or a room the University / outdoors.

Budget -

Advanced preparation You might need to book a room; the moderator should make sure that
the participants will be comfortable sitting in a circle on the floor or
provide enough chairs.

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-12 small groups are ideal for this game to ensure that the participants
remember the names they’ve learnt and to keep the activity interesting
for everybody.

Agenda  The group sits in circle and each person introduces themselves and1.
shares the strangest thing/ story that has happened to them since
they have moved to Warsaw.
They can also just comment on what they have found very different2.
from where they live.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The game should be appropriate for everyone to play.

Additional notes and tips It might be a good idea to give people one-two minutes to think before
the game starts. People may also speak when they’re ready – not in order
of seating. In such case the moderator should remember who hasn’t been
speaking yet.
The game can also lead to discussions about different customs / traditions,
ways of behaving in different countries.

Sources Adapted from student's participation in various integratory events.
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Name Things in Common cont.

Place Indoors - a classroom or hall / outdoors - e.g. Pole Mokotowskie (it is often
more fun to play outside).

Budget -

Advanced preparation Prepare a list of characteristics for people to form into subgroups.

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1-2. One moderator gives instructions to the players and the second can
supervise whether the participants are organizing correctly.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-40 (if there are more participants, the group should split and more
moderators would be needed).

Agenda  The moderator explains the rules and then asks people to walk around1.
freely.
The moderator calls out a characteristic and the whole group should2.
split and organize into smaller groups following that criterium.  Once
the sub-groups have formed, everyone should introduce him/herself
to the people sharing his/her characteristics.
The moderator can indicate where the subgroups should form or3.
people from each category should figure out for themselves where to
form the groups, without any additional help from the moderator-
this depends on the moderator’s decision.
This activity can also be used to divide the group into subgroups for4.
further work - based on 2/3/4 or more categories.
Examples of characteristics:

everyone with the same eye colour gets together in a circle•
everyone sharing the same birth month•
everyone sharing the same favourite season•
everyone with the same amount of siblings•
everyone who is playing a musical instrument•
everyone who likes winter sports•

5.    People in subgroups can also be given a topic for short discussion, e.g. 
when splitting according to eye colour they can talk about their 
favourite colours, when according to siblings they can talk about 
things they like doing with their brothers/sisters etc.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The game should be appropriate for everyone to play, unless the
categories would involve culturally sensitive issues.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Austrian Sports Federation - http://www.asvoe.at/de
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Name Tongue Twister 

Main aims of the game Team building, integration, game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description Group representatives twist their tongues in order to try to pronounce
Polish difficult words.

Approx. time  5 min.

Place Outdoors, in a park or forest/indoors (classroom size is ok).

Budget -

Advanced preparation Check the list of difficult words (see Appendix 8), add some new if you
would like.

Materials Card with difficult words (see Appendix 8).

Min. no. of moderators  1 (in this game it’s better to choose a Polish native speaker, because
he/she would be able to pronounce words correctly).

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-10 per team, 2 teams.

Agenda  Groups select their representatives. One in each team.1.
The players are given instructions: to repeat after moderators -2.
moderator gives each 2 teams the same 3 words from the list. The
moderator introduces the word, then players repeat - first from 1
group than from 2 group.
Representatives can score maximum 3 points for 3 more-less correct3.
pronunciation, 2 points for trying - if the game is a part of 21 degrees
East.

List of Appendices Appendix 8. List of Polish difficult words and phrases for the Tongue
Twister.

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips The extra point is given when someone from the group knows what
a  given word means.

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.

Tongue Twister
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Name Tossing Ball

Main aims of the game Getting to know others.
Communication and integration.
Creating a cooperative atmosphere.

Brief description A group of students sit in a circle and throw a ball to each other, asking
questions.

Approx. time  15 - 60 min.

Place Indoors - e.g. University campus / Outdoors - e.g. city park.

Budget Cost of ball.

Advanced preparation The moderator should make sure that the participants will be comfortably
seated - either prepare enough chairs (if the game is played indoors) or
make sure that there will be appropriate conditions outdoors (e.g. provide
some blankets etc.).

Materials A ball or other object that people can throw to each other.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-20 (if there are more participants it’s a good idea to split into smaller
groups - more moderators are needed then).

Agenda  The moderator asks the participants to sit in a circle, then throws the1.
ball to somebody and asks a question, for example: Where are you
from? Why have you chosen this University? Is it your first time in
Poland? What’s your hobby?
The person who catches the ball answers the question and then2.
throws the ball to another person asking a different question.
The game tends to develop - it might be a good idea to start with3.
simple / closed-ended questions (do you have siblings / how many
languages do you speak etc.), but after some time people tend to ask
more advanced, open – ended questions, that require a more
elaborate answer (e.g. what is your favourite book and why / what
public person do you admire/ where would you like to travel etc.).
To make the game more dynamic, once in a while a “quick round” can4.
be carried out (initiated by a participant or the moderator) where
every person in the circle answers the same (short) question.
The moderator should encourage the group to include everybody in5.
the rounds of throwing ball.
The moderator should also keep track of time - it is a good idea to tell6.
the participants that the game is coming to an end (e.g. two more
rounds left). The last round can also be a “quick round” for everybody
to answer.

Tossing Ball
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Name Tossing Ball cont.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The moderator may introduce a rule that if a question is uncomfortable
for somebody, they should not answer it, but give some other fact about
him/herself instead.

Additional notes and tips This game can be played as a simple ice-breaker but also as a short
integration game. It is a good basis for future conversations.

Sources Adapted from students' participation in various integratory events.

Name Transformers

Main aims of the game Team building.
Trust building exercise.
To create a relaxed atmosphere and get people laughing together.

Brief description People work together to form the shape they're instructed to create.

Approx. time  30 minutes.

Place Indoors - spacious room / Outdoors.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5+

Agenda  The moderator divides the group into teams of 5+ students (but not1.
more than 8).
Each team is asked to form a specific letter/shape (by arranging the2.
team members accordingly).
Other teams have to guess what the original letter/shape was3.
supposed to be.
At the end all the teams applaud each other.4.

List of Appendices -

Transformers
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Name Transformers cont.

Cultural sensitivity This activity may require physical contact between males and females
which is unacceptable for some groups. In such case it might be better to
create same gender teams.

Additional notes and tips Participants can decide whether they want to form the shape standing,
sitting or e.g. lie down.
The game can be run as a competition between teams - e.g. the first to
form the shape wins or the team that takes the longest to get into shape
can be eliminated from the next rounds.
For more 'advanced' groups a modification might be made e.g. to form a
'sculpture' that illustrates words like 'family' or 'holiday' or 'fun' or 'study'
or 'exam' etc.

Sources Adapted from: Snow, Harrison. 1997. Indoor/Outdoor Team-building
Games for Trainers: Powerful Activities from the World of Adventure-Based
Team-Building and Ropes Courses. McGraw-Hill: New York.

Name Tug of War

Main aims of the game Team building, game can be used in 21 degrees East.

Brief description One player from each group is placed upon the box. The opponents have
to draw each other from the box.

Approx. time  15 min.

Place Indoors/outdoors; not a lot of space needed.

Budget Cost of boxes and rope.

Advanced preparation Buying materials, placing the boxes (around 4m from each other).

Materials 1 thick and long rope (6m), 2 plastic or wooden boxes.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

4-10 per group, 2 groups.

Tug of War
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Name Tug of War cont.

Agenda  The participants are given instructions:1.
a. the main task is to draw the opponent from the box
b.  the first person to touch down loses (1 point for the opposite   

team)
c.   the game is repeated by all members of each team

One player from each team is placed on the box. They are given 2 ends2.
of the rope.
After a signal to start the opponents start to draw the rope. First3.
person to touch the floor loses. 1 point is awarded to the winning
team, if the game is a part of 21 degrees East.
The same sequence is repeated with other members of the teams.4.
The team that collected more points in total wins.5.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips If the teams have many members, the game might become too long or
too boring, a good idea could be asking the group to select the
representatives to take active part in the game (the same can be applied
if there are people who do not want to participate in the game). The rest
can root.

Sources Adapted from Orientation Program at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim - 63 Degrees North games.

Name Two Truths and a Lie

Main aims of the game Integration.
Getting to know each other.
Energizing and creating a fun and relaxed atmosphere.

Brief description Every participant thinks of 3 sentences describing himself/herself. Two
have to be true and one false. Other participants guess which one is false

Approx. time  15-30 min depending on the number of participants.

Place Anywhere - room, hall, outdoors.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Two Truths and a Lie
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Name Two Truths and a Lie cont

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-20 (larger groups would be better split - you will need more moderators
then).

Agenda  The participants stand in a circle. The moderator asks each person to1.
introduce him- or herself by saying two truths about themselves and
one lie.
The rest of participants have to guess which statement is the lie (it can2.
be an ‘open discussion’, voting by raising hands or ‘making step’ (step
forward if you think sentence 1 is a lie), the moderator can write the
scores on a board etc.). It is up to the moderator to choose a way to
sum up the guessing.
After the participants express their guesses, the person who made the3.
statements tells the rest which one was the lie. (It would be nice if
he/she tells more about the circumstances, possibly the other
participants would ask more questions, especially if surprised with the
truths).
The next person in the circle goes (clockwise/anticlockwise).4.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips Encourage people to think creatively, the more unconventional sentences,
the harder it would be for the other participants to guess which one is the lie.
You usually need to plan a few minutes for participants to think of their
statements. People can also write them down to remember (the
moderator needs to provide pens and paper for this!).
The participants can walk around and talk to each other about their
statements, trying to guess other people’s lies and convince others that
their lie is true and that one of the truths is a lie (they should not reveal
which one is the actual lie at this point!).
After 10-15 min. people gather in a circle to present their statements and
the group votes which ones are lies.
Optionally, this game can be played in two teams (one team makes
guesses about people from the other team) and the moderator keeps
score (e.g. on the board giving 1 point for correctly identified lie).

Sources http://adulted.about.com/od/icebreakers/qt/twotruthsonelie.htm
http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/TwoTruthsAndALie.html
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Name Who is Missing

Main aims of the game To learn the names of other participants.
Energiser.

Brief description Participants stand in a circle with their eyes closed. The moderator asks
one person to hide and the group has to guess who’s missing.

Approx. time  15-20 min.

Place A spacious room.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials A blanket or other thing that can be used for hiding.

Min. no. of moderators  1 

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

8-20

Agenda  The players stand in a circle and everybody says their name.1.
All the players close their eyes. The moderator swaps a few people in2.
the circle and asks one player to hide under the blanket (or in any
other different place, or leave the room).
All the players open their eyes. The first person to say the name of the3.
hidden player earns a point (it can be done also with two hidden
players and more participants or played in teams).
Some more rounds are played and the person to get the most points4.
wins.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://www.games-wiki.org/wiki/Who_is_missing/

Who is Missing
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Name Wink Murder

Main aims of the game Icebreaker for people to learn names and get comfortable with each other
Energiser.

Brief description A murderer is secretly chosen and must wink at the rest of the people
playing to "kill" them. The group must try to decide who the murderer is
before last person dies.

Approx. time  10-15 mins per round.

Place Indoors or Outdoors - spacious place needed.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1 

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

At least 10 but no more than 30.

Agenda  In each round the moderator needs to indicate the wink murderer.1.
He/she asks everybody to close their eyes and secretly picks a person
by tapping them on the shoulder.
Once the wink murderer has been selected, the game starts. Everyone2.
stands up and starts walking around the room chatting with each
other. People must make eye contact with others. The wink murderer
should try to wink at people - in such a way that others around don’t
notice, except the “victim”.
If a person receives a wink from the murderer, that person must "die"3.
by falling to the ground dramatically and leave the game. He or she
can decide to wait a few seconds in order to make it harder for the
group to find out who the murderer is.
If a person who is still in the game wants to make a guess who the4.
murderer is he or she can raise their hand and say “I accuse”. Another
person must support the accusing one and then he/she can call the
name of the suspect.
The accused must say "yes" (if they are the murderer) or "no" (if they5.
are innocent). If the accusation is correct then the murderer is caught
and the round ends with a win for the group.
If the accusation is false, then the accuser must leave the game. The6.
game then resumes.
If the ‘wink murderer’ is the last person left - he wins the game.7.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Wink Murder
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Name Wink Murder cont.

Additional notes and tips You can create an optional rule of no talking while game is ongoing.

Sources http://www.icebreakers.ws/medium-group/wink-murder.html

Name Zipp-Zapp

Main aims of the game Learn the names of people.

Brief description A game to memorise the names of fellow students by sitting in a circle
and switching spots.

Approx. time  Depending on the number of players, approx. 20 - 30 min.

Place Anywhere (indoors / outdoors) where the group can sit in a circle on chairs
or on the ground.

Budget -

Advanced preparation none / prepare enough chairs if needed.

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1 

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-30. If there are more people it might be a good idea to split into two
groups - a second moderator would be needed then.

Agenda  All the players sit in a circle. Every player asks his/her partner on the1.
left and right what their names are.
One player stands in the middle and approaches a person sitting in2.
the circle and says "Zipp", "Zapp" or "Zipp-Zapp".
When he says "Zipp" the approached person has to say the name of3.
the person sitting on his/her left.
When he says "Zapp" the approached person has to say the name of4.
the person sitting on the right.
When he says "Zipp-Zapp" all the people sitting in the circle have to5.
switch spots.
If a person says the wrong name of his/her neighbour, he/she has to6.
switch spots with the person in the middle.
When the person in the middle says "Zipp-Zapp" he/she can try to get7.
a spot in the circle and "free" him/herself from the middle.
You can't say "Zipp-Zapp" twice.8.

Zipp-Zapp
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Name Zipp-Zapp cont.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Austrian Sport Federation - http://www.asvoe.at/de.

Name The Question Web

Main aims of the game Building rapport and getting people more comfortable opening up to
one another; integration; getting to know each other.

Brief description Participants stand in a circle. The moderator starts the game by holding
one end of a ball of wool and throws the ball randomly to one of the
students. A student who catches the ball has to answer one of twenty
questions that will be written out on the whiteboard. After that he/she
holds a piece of the wool and throws the ball to another student and the
game progresses in this manner until all the questions have been
answered.

Approx. time  30 min or more.

Place A space big enough for 20 people to stand in a circle. It can be at the
University campus or at a Bar.

Budget 10 zł for wool and markers.

Advanced preparation Booking a space to conduct the game. Preparing the white board and
something to write down the questions. Before the game starts the mod-
erator can write down the questions or collect the questions from the
group.

13.2. Medium-Length Games

In this part you can find the descriptions of medium-length games. Games you can play
for half an hour up to a few hours. You can plan a whole event based on some of these
games or they can become part of a larger meeting or workshop. They are diverse - some
of the described games involve physical activity, while others are more intellectually
absorbing.

The Question Web
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Asterix & Obelix

Name The Question Web cont.

Materials A spool of wool, white board (optional), marker.

Min. no. of moderators  2: one to stand in the circle and start the game and another to mark the
questions on the whiteboard as they are answered.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 10- max 30 (the number of questions should be adapted to the
number of participants).

Agenda  Moderators start by writing out the questions before the students1.
arrive (or they collect them from the students at the beginning of the
game). The questions can be as stated in the source or new questions
can be drawn up to make the game more relevant to medical school.  
The students are then asked to come into the room and stand (or sit)2.
in a circle.
The moderator who will be the starter will introduce themselves if3.
they have not done so already and explain the game to the students.
The starter will hold the free end of the ball of wool and then throw4.
the ball to a student in the circle at random. 
The student who catches the ball answers the question that is chosen5.
for her/him by the previous student. 
The second moderator will then cross this question out.6.
The student with the ball of wool will hold one piece of the wool and7.
throw the rest of the ball to another student and picks another
question for the next person.
Steps 5-7 are repeated until all the questions have been answered and8.
every student has answered a question.

At the end of the game there should be a spider’s web of wool in the
middle of the circle. 

List of Appendices Appendix 9. List of Questions for “The Question Web”.

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips There should be as many questions as there are students participating. It
may be helpful to have additional questions on standby should there be
more than 20 students. Or if there are a large number of students dividing
them into two groups.

Sources www.insight.typepad.co.uk - 40 icebreakers for small groups.

Name Asterix & Obelix

Main aims of the game Teamwork; getting more comfortable with each other.

Brief description 2 teams are competing in an open terrain and trying to catch other people
with different card values.

Approx. time  1,5 -2 h
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Name Asterix & Obelix cont.

Place Park, place outdoor.

Budget 10zl for printing the cards.

Advanced preparation Prepare cards with name + points on them (Appendix 10). Names can be
changed if the team prefers characters from e.g. Harry Potter or Game of
Thrones.

Asterix 12 points
Obelix 11 points
Getafix 10 points
Vitalstatistix 9 points
Cacofonix 8 points
Impedimenta 7 points
Geriatrix 6 points
Fulliautomatix 5 points
Unhygienix 4 points
Bacteria 3 points
Panacea 2 points
Idefix 1 point

The cards have to be printed twice in 2 different colours.

- The moderator makes 2 headquarters, one for each team (they
should be out of sight or otherwise “hidden” from the other team).

- Remember to check the weather report.

Materials Printed cards (Appendix 10).

Min. no. of moderators  2-4 to avoid conflicts.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

24 (if more, more cards are needed).

Agenda  2 teams are built and everyone gets a card with their name and value1.
on it. So there are 2 Asterixes, Obelixes, etc.
Now the participants on both teams spread out around the terrain2.
and hide.
The goal is to catch people with a lower card value than oneself and3.
take them to the team's headquarter.
If a person catches another person from the opposite team but with4.
a higher value (e.g. Idefix catches Obelix) the person has to follow the
opponent to their headquarter.
If 2 people meet with the same card value, they go in different5.
directions.
Exception: if Asterix meets the opposite team's Idefix, Asterix has to6.
follow him into the headquarter.
If a person finds the headquarters of the other team he/she can set7.
all the inmates free that have a lower card value than he/she has.
The headquarters can be guarded by a maximum of 2 people. 2 (but8.
not more!) people can also build a team and their values are added
together so they can catch someone with a higher value (eg.
Cacofonix & Geriatrix together can catch Asterix).
After a set time the teams meet with the moderators/referees again9.
and the amount of the captured inmates is counted and the team with
the least "lost players and points" wins.
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Name The Question Web cont.

List of Appendices Appendix 10. Cards for Asterix & Obelix.

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Adapted from ASVÖ “Sportjugend”.

Name Smugglers & Custom Officers

Main aims of the game Teamwork; getting more comfortable with each other.

Brief description Outdoor game with 2 teams trying to find hidden stones on their body.

Approx. time  1.5h of sole game time + 10-15min to explain the game, count the stones
etc.

Place Lazienki park, Pole Mokotowskie, big terrain with some trees to hide
better.
You can use this game as a part of a bigger event, trip or excursion (for
example hiking in Kampinos etc.).

Budget 5zl for the aluminium foil.

Advanced preparation -check the weather report
-collect stones and cover them in aluminium foil

Materials Stones and aluminium foil (1 stone for each smuggler).

Min. no. of moderators  4 in total: 1 at the starting point, 1 at the safe zone for smugglers checking
that custom officers aren't entering, 1 running around as a judge in case
of problems, 1 at the finish line.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

20-100

Smugglers & Custom Officers
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Name Smugglers & Custom Officers cont.

Agenda  There are 2 Teams. The smugglers have the task of transporting the1.
"theft" (little stones covered in aluminium foil) from the starting line
to the finish line.
The "diamond" can be hidden in any place on the body (shoes, socks,2.
hair, below the armpit etc) except for body openings and under the
underwear.
The smugglers start in their zone and try to bring the stones to the3.
finish line.
The customs officers have the task of catching the smugglers and4.
searching them. Every stone they find they can keep. One custom
officer can only stop one smuggler at a time.
After a while (45min) both teams meet at the finish line where the5.
stones are counted.
Then the teams are switched, so the smugglers are the custom officers6.
and the other way around. The winning team is the one who carried
more stones in total to the finish line.
Approx. 50-100m around the starting line is a spot marked that the7.
custom officers can't cross so they don't see where the smugglers hid
the stones.
The smugglers have 5min to hide the diamonds and the custom8.
officers use the same amount of time to spread out over the terrain.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Touching of other people may be a very sensitive issue for some people,
especially in mixed gender groups.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources Adapted from ASVÖ “Sportjugend”

Name Mine Field

Main aims of the game Training of communication and trust between the group members.

Brief description In pairs, one person verbally guides his/her partner, whose eyes are closed
or blindfolded, through the "minefield" – an area where various objects
are scattered. The game can be played both indoors and outdoors.

Approx. time  1 hour.

Place Large open space, preferably outdoors.

Budget Cost of materials: approx. 50zl.

Mine Field
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Name Mine Field cont.

Advanced preparation Prepare the field as appropriate.

Materials Markers or lengths of rope to indicate the boundaries of the•
“minefield”(e.g. 50 m2 field)
Various soft objects - the more the better•
Blindfolds (can be optional).•

Min. no. of moderators  2

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

2 to 30 is possible; preferably groups around 16 to 24. An even amount
of participants is needed to play this game.

Agenda  The moderator should select an appropriate area. The activity is best1.
played outdoors, but can also be done indoors, where e.g. furniture
can become part of the “minefield” that needs to be avoided.
The moderator distributes "mines" e.g. balls or other soft objects in2.
various sizes.
The moderator should make sure to establish an atmosphere of3.
seriousness, trust and safety among participants.
The moderator asks participants to form pairs. One person in each4.
pair is blind-folded (or keeps their eyes closed) and cannot talk
(optional). The other person can see and talk, but cannot touch their
partner or enter the field (they can however walk around the field).
The moderator establishes a starting point and ending point for each5.
pair (on opposite sides of the “minefield”).
The task is for each blind-folded person to walk from the starting6.
point to the finish point (from one side of the field to the other), by
listening to the verbal instructions of their partner, avoiding "mines"
and other people.
Before the start of the activity the moderator should give the7.
participants some time to plan their communication (approx. 5 min).
The moderator starts the activity and can walk around the “minefield”8.
to make sure that people don’t bump into each other too rapidly.
The moderator should establish a penalty for bumping into a “mine”9.
or into another person. This could e.g. be a penalty point or restart.
A short group discussion or reflection period after the exercise would10.
be beneficial, to ventilate the emotions. The moderator can ask for
example: What was difficult in this exercise for you? How was the
cooperation in your pair? Did you enjoy it? Do you have any
reflections?

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Be cautious about blind-folding people – some people may not feel
comfortable with this.
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Name Mine Field cont.

Additional notes and tips After they have managed to cross the “minefield” participants can swap•
roles and try again. They can also try to improve their communication
system. They can re-try this a couple of times.
This activity can be conducted as a competitive task - e.g., which pair is•
the quickest or bumps into the fewest “mines”.
The moderator should establish a level of difficulty that is appropriate•
to the participants competences. To create an optimal level of challenge
you might need to add or remove items or help participants develop a
clear communication system to avoid chaos and too much noise.

Sources http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/Minefield.html

What if We Slept for 100 Years?

Name What if We Slept for 100 Years?

Main aims of the game To help people envision new possibilities for more sustainable relations
with nature, and to help them get to know each other.

Brief description If we slept for 100 years, what would the world look like and what would
we do? Individuals or groups can dream, draw, write, act, discuss, etc.
possible scenarios.

Approx. time  30 mins to 1 hour.

Place Anywhere.

Budget 20zl.

Advanced preparation Prepare materials.

Materials Some paper and pens, colouring pencils, markers.

Min. no. of moderators  2

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 1 – Max 30.

Agenda  Ask the group to first go away and prepare either a poster, any other1.
kind of presentation, or even just an oral piece about how they think
the world would change if humans slept for 100 years.
Give them 15 mins- 30 mins.2.
Present the ideas in turn.3.
As an option you can discuss the ideas, are they optimistic or4.
pessimistic, what are your preferred solutions and what is the most
frightening?

List of Appendices -
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Name Create Your Own Team Building Activity

Main aims of the game Developing teamwork, cooperation, communication and creativity.

Brief description Participants in small teams create and present a group activity.

Approx. time  60 minutes.

Place Anywhere.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials No equipment necessary, although you can bring some objects for the
groups to use.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-20 ideal, divide the group into teams of 4 to 5.

Agenda  The moderator divides the group into smaller teams and gives1.
instructions.
Each team should design a challenging activity that will require2.
teamwork. They should think of an activity that they will be able to
perform better than any of the other teams.
The moderator sets a time limit of about 15-20 minutes for planning.3.
After this time the moderator asks the teams to come together and4.
take turns to present their activities. All of the other teams should
perform these activities.
Teams earn points if:5.

-   No other group can beat them at their activity (+2)
-   They can do another group's activity, better than the others (+1)

In case of any doubts, the moderator should act as referee.6.

List of Appendices -

Name What if We Slept for 100 Years? cont.

Cultural sensitivity Some people might be nervous to display their personal opinions
regarding the world.

Additional notes and tips Afterwards, discuss the ideas, and analyse the differences depending on
cultures and age etc.

Sources http://wilderdom.com/vignettes/WhatIfWeSlept100Years.html

Create Your Own Team Building Activity
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Name Create Your Own Team Building Activity cont.

Cultural sensitivity Possibility of clashes, if there are propositions of certain activities that
include physical contact etc. In event of this, either proclaim the rule that
physical contact cannot be a part of the activities, or just separate males
and females.

Additional notes and tips The moderator should check the teams’ progress during the planning part
of the activity and in some cases help with ideas. The moderator should
also encourage creative thinking and prompt different forms of
challenges (e.g. singing, dancing, intellectual etc.).

Sources http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/CreateYourOwnTeam
Task.html.

Team Building Quotes

Name Team Building Quotes

Main aims of the game Aid creativity and participation, and facilitate teamwork.

Brief description The group tries to come up with the best team-building quote.

Approx. time  45-60min.

Place Room, bar, anywhere.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials Paper and pens.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min. 9 - Max. 30

Agenda  Split the group evenly into at least 3 teams.1.
Give paper and writing materials to each separate group.2.
Team members have 30 minutes to come up with as many team-3.
-building quotes as they can. Groups can create their own quotes.
The moderator instructs each group to select their 3 best quotes.4.
Each group then presents their 3 best sentences.5.
For each quote, have a raise of hands as a vote for the best one from6.
every member of the opposing groups.
Tally the votes, present the winner.7.

List of Appendices -
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Name Team Building Quotes cont.

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips Present examples such as these to the groups for inspiration:
Coming together is a beginning.
Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success.
- Henry Ford.

A single arrow is easily broken, but not ten in a bundle.
Japanese proverb.

It is amazing how much people get done if they do not worry about who gets
the credit.
Swahili proverb.

No one can whistle a symphony. It takes an orchestra to play it.
- H.E. Luccock.

You don't get harmony when everybody sings the same note.
Doug Floyd.

Sources http://www.wilderdom.com/games/InitiativeGames.html
http://www.wilderdom.com/teambuilding/Quotes.html

Name Natural Orchestra

Main aims of the game A creative teambuilding group activity involving musical skills.

Brief description Plan, make and perform a musical orchestral piece from natural materials.

Approx. time  1 to 2 hours.

Place Outdoors, preferably a park or woodlands area.

Budget -

Advanced preparation Mark out an appropriate location for the activity.

Materials Small pieces of wood, sticks, stones, dry branches, small branches, cones,
blades of grass, reed, hay, etc. that students can find in the park/wood.

Min. no. of moderators  1 

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 3 – Max 20.

Natural Orchestra
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Name Natural Orchestra cont.

Agenda  The moderator gives instructions for everyone to find “a musical1.
instrument” in the area of the activity. It should make a characteristic
sound and it has to be made only from natural substances (e.g. you
can clap with sticks or stones, crackle with dry grass or cones, blow
on blades of grass, etc.). The participants should be careful not to
break any plants– preferably they should use things lying on the
ground or things they can take without damaging the environment
(e.g. grass).
Students have 10 minutes to find stuff to create instruments.2.
When they are ready everyone should introduce his/her own musical3.
instrument and present the sounds that it makes.
The moderator asks the group to choose a conductor and decide what4.
piece of music they would like to play (this should be a piece known
to everybody in the group).
The group, with the help of the moderator, arranges the musicians5.
and their instruments into an orchestra.
The orchestra rehearses and then attempts to perform the musical6.
composition.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips The activity can be performed as a competition. The group can be divided
into small teams where each makes their own orchestra. The teams play
their music to the other groups and others try to guess what it was.

Sources http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/NaturalOrchestra.html
by Dusan Bartunek and Ivana Turcova.

Name The Story of Your Name

Main aims of the game Introduction and getting to know each other better in ethnically diverse
groups.
Helps to build intercultural respect and understanding.

Brief description Where does your name come from? Participants share the story of where
their names come from and what their names mean.

Approx. time  30 minutes - 1 hour.

Place Anywhere.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

The Story of Your Name
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Name The Story of Your Name cont.

Materials -

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 2 – Max 20.

Agenda  The moderator asks participants to choose a partner and introduce1.
themselves. Then they should explain where their name comes from
and what it means. They can also discuss whether this is a popular
name in their country and whether it has a synonym in the other
person’s culture. Allow approx. 15 minutes for this.
Participants can then change pairs and introduce themselves to other2.
people.
The moderator asks the group to gather and participants introduce3.
their partners to others and explain the stories of their name to
everyone.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The greater the ethnic and cultural diversity in the group, the better.

Additional notes and tips The moderator should establish an atmosphere of respect and sharing at
the beginning of the activity – to ensure that the participants do not make
fun of any names or stories.
If not perceived to be too intimate, the answers can be expanded into
a story regarding each person and their name, such as who decided to
give each name and why.

Sources http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/NameStory.html

U-boats

Name U-boats

Main aims of the game Integration through fun and agility.

Brief description Group competition helping to bring students together with a little bit of
physical activity and logical thinking.

Approx. time  In case of organizing a championship approximate time is about 2-3 hours.

Place University campus/park.

Budget Cost of scarves and rewards.

Advanced preparation Buying scarves and rewards.
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Name U-boats cont.

Materials Scarves, reward for 1st, 2nd, 3rd place.

Min. no. of moderators  3-5

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

30-80

Agenda  Moderators ask students to divide into groups.1.
Moderators explain the rules: Students are divided into 5-members’2.
groups. Each group is a U-boat, students are asked to form a row and
grasp the person in front by the shoulders. Every participant has eyes
tied up with scarf, except for the captain who is the last person in the
row and has eyes open and gives commands to his U-boat. 3-4 U-
boats are set on a square field marked out by the moderator and start
to move. If any of the U-boats get crashed from the side or the back it
is out of the game. The winner is the last one standing. If U-boats crash
from the front, they are both out of the game. To have more fun, the
whole event may be performed as a championship.
After the final match, decoration of winners takes place.3.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The game requires physical contact – in some mixed gender groups this
may be problematic.

Additional notes and tips In case of bad weather, it can be played inside the building e.g. in a wide
corridor.

Sources Based on students' personal experience in participation in various
integratory events.

Name Multi Way Tug of War

Main aims of the game Team building and moral boosting; physical activity; group
communication; cooperation; patience and problem solving.

Brief description Just like traditional tug of war but instead of two teams as in normal tug
of war, in this version there are four teams and it’s not necessarily the
strongest team that wins.

Approx. time  30-60 min.

Place A space big enough for 40 people to play at a time; ideally in a park.

Budget 150zl or less for the materials.

Multi Way Tug of War
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Name Multi Way Tug of War cont.

Advanced preparation Assembling the tug of war apparatus as in the diagram (Appendix 11).

Materials Several good quality ropes each ~60ft+ with attachments e.g. via knots,
splicing or ring/karabiners. Refreshments can be provided or bring your own.

Min. no. of moderators  4 to stand beside each group and call the game should one of them pass
the line.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 20-40; a big number like 40 makes the game more exciting.

Agenda  1.   The moderator lays out the ropes and arranges the space as it is shown  
in Appendix 11.

2.  The moderator divides participants into groups and makes sure the  
groups appear to be of similar strength.

3. The moderator briefs the groups on safety rules:
no wrapping or tying rope around anyone or anything - only hold•
rope with hands

watch out for rope burn on hands - let go if rope is moving•
through hands

watch out for rope burn on body - let go if you lose footing•
4. The moderator commands: "take the strain". This is to get people 

ready. Then the moderator makes sure that the centre ring is in the   
center.

5. The moderator then gives a command "Go!!".
6. The aim is for the teams to pull the center ring or knot over their finish

line. This will often require creativity because it can rarely be achieved    
by strength alone. Teams can cooperate / compete with other teams, 
switch directions, etc.

7.   The moderator should conduct several rounds of the game and allow  
some time for physical recovery as well as strategy planning after each
round. The game continues until one team earns 3 victories.

8. After the end of the game groups can discuss what their strategies    
and secrets to success were.

List of Appendices Appendix 11. Diagram - Multi Way Tug of War.

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips Please ensure that the rope has been assembled securely and since•
this game involves heavy physical work a first aid kit should be on
hand.
Watches and Jewellery should be removed and running shoes are•
advised.
Teams should be reasonably matched for strength.•

Sources www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/MultiWayTugOfWar.html
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Name King’s Cup (drinking) Game

Main aims of the game Integration; fun; party animation.

Brief description The playing cards are laid around the can/bottle/etc. The participants pick
the cards trying not to break the circle of cards. They follow the
instructions assigned to each card.

Approx. time  1 hour +

Place Pub, common room.

Budget Depends on the number of players – around 5-10PLN/person.

Advanced preparation -

Materials Deck of cards, drinks – either alcoholic or non-alcoholic.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

5-15

Agenda  The players sit around a table or in a circle on the floor. The cards are1.
put in the middle, in the ring, face down around a chosen drink (bottle
of beer/coke/water) - see appendix 12. Each person is also given
his/her own bottle of beer/other drink.

The first person picks up the card and follows the instructions2.
depending on the card drawn:

Ace: Eye-to-eye contact. The task of the person who drew the card is
to make eye contact with another player. The task can be performed
throughout the game (not right after picking the card, so the players
keep forgetting who has this task to perform), the player that is
‘caught’ on the eye contact drinks.

2 - You - Whoever drew the card assigns a drink to whoever he/she likes.

3 - Me - Whoever drew the card drinks.

4 - Floor - Everyone races to touch the floor, last person to do so drinks.

5 - Guys - All guys drink.

6 - Girls - All girls drink.

7 - Heaven - All players point towards the sky, last player to do so drinks.

8 - Mate - Pick a person to drink with.

9 - Rhyme - Say a phrase, and everyone else must say phrases that

rhyme.

10- Categories - Pick a category, and say something from that category

(i.e. if "specialisation" was the category, "paediatrician" would be a viable

answer).

King’s Cup (drinking) Game
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Name King’s Cup (drinking) Game cont.

Agenda  Jack - Gesture: The task to be performed throughout the game, as with
Aces. The player that picked the card has to come up with a gesture that
every other player has to mimic. It can be a specific body position, hands
arrangement, movement. The last person that notices the gesture and
mimics has to drink.

Queen - Questions - The person who drew the card asks a random
person a question. It is another task (like Aces and Jack) to be performed
throughout the game, not right after the card is picked (the question
can be even ‘what is the time?’ - the point is that the players forget about
your task and rush to give you an answer). The first person to answer the
question drinks.

King - Ruler - Make a rule that everyone must follow until the next King
is drawn (i.e. you cannot laugh out loud). Each person to break the rule
has to drink.

3.     Moving clockwise or counterclockwise the next person picks the card.

The circle of cards cannot be broken (if the circle is broken the player 
that broke it has to drink the contents of the whole bottle; the bottle   
can be replaced and the game continued; it is allowed to move the 
cards to prevent the ring from being broken with the card that is being 
picked by the player). See appendix 12.

4 .    The game continues until all the cards are used.

List of Appendices Appendix 12. - Photo presenting how to arrange the cards in King’s Cup
(drinking) Game.

Cultural sensitivity When the game is played using alcoholic drinks it's sensitive for the
cultures, where people don't drink. Using non-alcoholic drinks is
appropriate for everyone.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources http://www.drinkinggamezone.com/drinking-games/kings/
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Mafia

Name Mafia

Main aims of the game Integration, creativity and communication exercise, getting to know each
other.

Brief description In its simplest form, Mafia is played by two teams: the mafia and the
innocents (regular inhabitants). The game requires a moderator who does
not participate as a player.
There are two phases: "night" and "day". At night certain players secretly
perform special actions; during the day players discuss and vote to
eliminate one player. These phases alternate with each other until all
mafiosi  have been eliminated or until the mafia outnumbers the
innocents.

Approx. time  1h +

Place Common room, park, pub.

Budget -

Advanced preparation -

Materials Deck of cards (or labelled post-its, matches – anything that can serve as a
tool to divide people into ‘inhabitants’ and ‘mafia’).

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 8 - Max 20.

Agenda  The game is led by a moderator - so-called 'story-teller'. He/she does not take
part in the game (has no vote). His/her main role is to ‘create the background’:
inform the players what time of the day it is, rule the voting, moderate the
discussion, announce who is being ‘eliminated’ after each night.
During the day everyone has their eyes open and discussion is being
encouraged and supported by the story-teller. During the night everyone
keeps their eyes closed, only the mafia is allowed to keep them open. It is
the time when they decide who is going to be eliminated (1 person/1night).
The storyteller announces that it is day again and tells the players who was
“hit”. The discussion starts, the task for the ‘innocents’ is to find out who was
the killer while mafia’s objective is to eliminate as much of the players as
possible before being nailed. The story-teller’s responsibility is to encourage
the players to talk, ask them some questions (e.g. regarding their professions)
etc. It might be quite difficult at the very beginning when the participants
don’t feel sure about what to do and what the game is all about but gradually
the discussions would become more vivid and the emotions will grow.

The ‘roles in the community’ are being chosen. Each person thinks of 11.
profession and tells it out loud. The person next to him/her is assigned
this job (e.g. librarian, street musician, clown, acrobat). Try to be creative!
The players are divided into 2 groups: mafia and the innocents (aka2.
regular inhabitants) by picking cards (they have to be counted and
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Name Mafia cont.

Agenda  prepared before) (e.g. red: mafia, black: the innocent). If other roles are
also played they have to be assigned to a card and the players should
be informed. The players cannot tell each other what card they picked.
The innocents/inhabitants to mafia proportion should be around 3/1 or
more (3 mafia members per 10 inhabitants). Moreover, each player has
assigned his/her own role in the community (profession). Thanks to that
it is easier to moderate the discussions, the players have to play the
certain role having a starting point in their ‘social role’. Otherwise
everything else is left to their creativity and ability to convince others
that they are innocent! The more creative and unusual the professions
are made up, the more fun during the discussions there would be!

The game can be enhanced by adding some additional characters (see
Appendix 13). They should be explained to the players before picking the
cards, e.g. the king of spades can be a policeman etc. (Of course the
participants are not allowed to know what cards are picked by other players).

When all the players have their roles assigned, the story-teller describes3.
the settings. He/she can start by: ‘It is a starry night over the town. All
decent inhabitants went to bed. The mafia wakes up…He/she can also
make some additional comments to make the description more fun.
The mafia opens their eyes. (This is the point when mafiosi find out who4.
else is on their 'mafia team'. The innocents are only told by the 'storyteller'
the number of mafiosi in the game.) Using gestures, they decide each
night that 1 person is killed.
When the decision is made the story-teller sets up the scene again. ‘The5.
crow is crowing. The town is slowly waking up. The inhabitants will soon
discover that everyone woke up except for … <the person killed by the
mafia>’.
The moderator starts a discussion. He starts to mention different people6.
(e.g. I heard that the street musician was on the street all night playing.
Maybe he noticed something. Tell us whether you saw anything
suspicious) – the story-teller’s role is to encourage discussion between
the players and make them play their roles and keep making up stories.
They will soon start to have first suspicions. After some discussion the
story-teller announces that it’s time for voting and each person (e.g.
going clockwise) has to indicate 1 person he/she thinks is a member of
the mafia. The person that has the most votes is excluded from the game
and for the time being he/she can only observe the game (also during
the night) but cannot have any influence on it.
It is night time again. The story repeats until all the mafia members are7.
identified or all the innocents killed.
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Name Mafia cont.

List of Appendices Appendix 13. - Additional roles in Mafia.

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips In the beginning, especially when people do not know each other too
much, the moderator should enhance people to speak and make up
stories, ask questions, make suggestions etc.
The additional roles that are listed in Appendix 13 are just suggestions.
There can be some other characters added to the game.

Sources https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mafia_(party_game).

Name Who am I?

Main aims of the game Integration, fun.

Brief description The players sit around a table or in a circle. Each person has a post-it stuck
to his/her forehead with a name of a real or fictional character. The players
don’t know what character they are assigned. The aim of the game is to
guess what character you are in the shortest time possible.

Approx. time  Depending on the number of players; 1h+

Place Common room, coffee place, student’s club, party.

Budget 15 PLN (for the materials).

Advanced preparation -

Materials Marker, post-it or little blank cards + tape.

Min. no. of moderators  1

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 5- Max 10

Who Am I?
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Name Who am I? cont.

Agenda  The aim of the game, as mentioned above, is to guess what character you
are assigned in the shortest time possible. The only way to find out is by
asking closed (‘yes-no’) questions to other players, e.g. Am I a woman or  
man? Am I fictional or real? Whenever the answer is ‘yes’, the player is given
a chance to ask another question. When the answer is ‘no’, it is another
participant’s turn (it can go clockwise) to ask questions and have a chance
of guessing who he/she is.

The players are sitting around the table.1.
Each one is given one post-it.2.
Every player thinks of the name of one person/character (they must3.
be famous and well-known).
The cards are placed face down on the table and passed to the person4.
on the right.
The participants pick up the cards, NOT LOOKING at what is written5.
there. They stick it on their foreheads so all other players can see it.
The person to start the game is chosen. He/she starts asking yes/no6.
questions to the group in order to figure out who they are (what their
card says).
If the answer is ‘yes’, they can continue and ask the next question. If7.
the answer is ‘no’ the right to ask questions is passed to the next
person (on the right).
The game continues until all players guess their characters.8.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity The players should be careful while choosing the characters. No religious
or other culturally sensitive characters should be used.

Additional notes and tips There can be a category of characters chosen set e.g. ‘University professors’
or ‘movie characters’ etc.

Sources http://www.wikihow.com/Play-the-%22Who-Am-I%22-Drinking-Game.
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Name Talking Behind Your Back

Main aims of the game Hear positive thoughts of your colleagues, confidence building.

Brief description People write positive things on pieces of paper attached to each other’s
backs, and at the end get to read the comments.

Approx. time  30 minutes.

Place Indoors/Outdoors.

Budget 20 zl - cost of markers, paper, sticky tape (or post-its).

Advanced preparation -

Materials Markers, paper, sticky tape.

Min. no. of moderators  2

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min. 10 – Max. 20.

Agenda  The moderator asks each person to write his/her name on a piece of1.
paper or post-it (in pencil).
The pieces of paper should then be turned around and taped to the2.
participants backs (so that the names are not showing). People can
help each other with this.
Everyone walks around the room and writes something about other3.
people on the pieces of paper on their back (using pens or washable
markers).
Participants need to be instructed that the comment must be positive4.
- funny is okay too, but keeping the messages positive is essential.
This can last for approx. 20 min. The moderator then removes the5.
pieces of paper and lays them out for everyone to view the comments
(names not showing).
After reading all the pieces of paper, participants should guess which6.
one they think may have been on their back.
Then, people can turn the pieces of paper over to find their own name,7.
and keep the comments others gave them “behind their back”.

List of Appendices -

Cultural sensitivity Physical contact might be an issue (writing on other people's backs), for
every one independently from the cultural background it can be
challenging and one may feel anxiety about the given feedback.

Additional notes and tips -

Sources https://funattic.com/game_icebreaker1.htm, by Charla Lindsey.

Talking Behind Your Back
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Name Warsaw Games

Main aims of the game Integration/ getting to know the main sites of the city and having fun.

Brief description City game in main sites of Warsaw helping new arrivals get to know the
city and have fun while solving different tasks together.

Approx. time  4-5 hours.

Place In Warsaw:
Metroline M1 - Station "Centrum"•
Central Railway Station•
Old Town Square•
National Stadium•
The Royal Łazienki Park – Fryderyk Chopin Monument.•

Budget 500 zł

Advanced preparation Buy or get and prepare maps of Warsaw City Center and mark•
checkpoints on them (maps can be used repeatedly – for example
next year). To make it more challenging, you may not mark the
checkpoints, but only name them like they are named on the map
(e.g. "National Stadium").
Buy groceries needed for the game, and prepare some plastic tables•
for each station.
Print cards with the Quiz about Poland.•
Set up an email account for the game.•

Materials Maps of Warsaw City Center (You may obtain them from Tourist•
Information or buy as many as the number of participating groups plus
one for moderators in checkpoint no 2)
"Ruskie" Dumplings (1 pack)•
Sauerkraut (half kilogram)•
3 pork chops "schabowy"•
Card with list of questions for the quiz game•
Plastic table for checkpoint with food•
Banners for marking every checkpoint•
Cards with the Quiz about Poland.•

Min. no. of moderators Depending on the number of playing groups – one moderator per group
+ 2-3 moderators at each checkpoint.

13.3. Half Day and Full Day Games and Activities

In this part we would like to introduce games that are a main part of events. It can be fun
playing, but besides the goal of amusement, they can be useful in other ways. Some of
them are more integrative, other like city games are showing new city sites and help new
arrivals to find their own place. Students get familiar with local society and culture.

Warsaw Games
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Name Warsaw Games cont.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min. 15- Max. 90

Agenda  Students are divided into 8 - 10 people groups.1.
The checkpoints are set in main parts of the city:2.

1 - Metro – line, Station "Centrum".
2 - Central Railway Station.
3 - Old Town Square.
4 - National Stadium.
5 - The Royal Łazienki Park – Fryderyk Chopin Monument.

At each checkpoint, there is a different task to solve (see Appendix 14b).3.
Due to complications which may occur during travel, there should be4.
one moderator assigned to each group to take care of the proper
course of fun but the moderator can't help the group in solving tasks.
At each checkpoint there should be 2-3 moderators to improve the
course of the tasks.
Moderators meet with students in front of the subway station Metro5.
Centrum, and groups are created.
Each moderator is assigned to one group and explains the rules of the6.
game. Each group is given a map of Warsaw with a marked checkpoint
and additionally a sequence of checkpoints – unique to each group
(see Appendix 14a). They also receive a list of tasks/observations that
should be solved between the stations (see Appendix 14c).
Students take off to play the game.7.
Game ends for every group in front of the Chopin Monument where8.
the last checkpoint is located. While waiting for the "official results"
groups can play games from the icebreakers and short games section.
The winning team is announced after counting all points.9.

List of Appendices Appendix 14a. Sequence of checkpoints for different groups for Warsaw
Games.
Appendix 14b. List of Checkpoints in Warsaw Games.
Appendix 14c. Group instruction and score sheets for Warsaw Games.

Cultural sensitivity Due to pork in one of the quests, Muslims and vegetarians should not be
forced to try this dish.

Additional notes and tips Moderators should be warned with responsibility for each group they
guide, they have to keep an eye on the group so as not to lose anybody.
They should avoid any kind of trouble on the way.
To avoid complications, the organizers can divide students before the
game starts. When students are signing up for the event, they can be
given information in which group are they are going to be. You can give
each group a number: 1, 2, 3 etc, or a colour, or you can think of some
different naming.

Sources Inspired by Norwegian University of Science and Technology’s
(Trondheim, Norway) Trondheim games.
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Name 21 Degrees East

Main aims of the game Integration by physical activity, competition between teams.

Brief description The plan is to set about 10 different games in a place outdoor (University
campus or a nearby park). Groups of students are taking part
simultaneously in different kinds of games, relocated on an area of the
park. Groups are competing with each other to win.

Approx. time  3 hours.

Place Campus grounds, big open space in the park or forest.

Budget Depends on the games you choose from the section Icebreakers and short
games + 100zł for hidden medical equipment (not necessary).

Advanced preparation Choose games from the “Icebreakers and Short Games” section.•
Prepare necessary materials (depending on the chosen games).•
Prepare score sheets.•
Prepare moderators and divide games between them: ask them to•
describe the rules in their own words (as they would to participants).
Agree on the scoring system of each game (double check if the•
moderators know how to score for each task).
Prepare spaces and locate each game in the park.•
Optionally: hide medical equipment for the teams to find around the•
game area.

Materials Additional to materials necessary for specific games (optional): Stethoscope,
Vitamins, Uniform, rubber gloves, surgical masks (see point 3 of the agenda).

Min. no. of moderators Min 20 – Max 40

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

16 - 120

21 Degrees East
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Name 21 Degrees East cont.

Agenda  Students are asked to divide into groups of approx. 7-8 people.1.
Each teams’ goal is to participate and win in as many games as2.
possible (the exact number of points that can be scored in every game
is presented in tables describing example games - see chapter
Icebreakers and short games).
Additional task (optionally)- there are some items from the doctor's3.
equipment: stethoscope, vitamins, uniform, gum gloves, mask etc.
Whenever a team finds one of these items they get 1 extra point.
The points are counted and the winners are announced.4.

Due to the diversity and complexity of games, descriptions of them are
in separate tables in the chapter "Icebreakers and short games".
We recommended the following games:

Run Away egg•
The 3 leg challenge•
Blind Parkour•
MiniKubb•
Living bridge•
Ferry man•
Staffet•
Tug of war•
Cat and mouse•
Balloon war•
Tongue twister.•

List of Appendices Appendix 15. Score sheet for 21 Degrees East.

Cultural sensitivity See single games description.

Additional notes and tips If the game is prepared for more than 200 students, small student groups
can be combined into bigger groups (e.g. A to F, each combined to 2 to 4
groups). The competition is between groups in a bigger group (A1 and
A2, B1 and B2, C1 and C2 etc.) - who together go from one game to
another and compete. This eases the organization with such a big group.

Sources Inspired by Norwegian University of Science and Technology’s
(Trondheim, Norway) game “63 Degrees North”.
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Name Dare Night

Main aims of the game Create team spirit and bonds between people. A fun way to get to know
your classmates.

Brief description Students are divided into teams and are given a list of dares (tasks) to
complete in a set amount of time. To prove that they have done the task,
teams must take photos/videos. The team which completes all the tasks
the fastest and makes it to the final point will win and receive a prize.

Approx. time  2-4h depending on the amount of tasks.

Place Multiple spots around the city. Could be confined to one area (e.g.: Old Town).

Budget 20 zl for paper and jam.

Advanced preparation Come up with ideas for dares/tasks.
Print out the tasks for each group.
Prize – Big jar of Polish strawberry jam!

Materials Paper for printing the tasks on.
Prize (e.g. university stationary).

Min. no. of moderators 2-10 - The amount of moderators will depend on the number of
participants, therefore amount of people has to be known in advance.

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

10-40 (5 people in each team, could be more if a lot of people want to
participate).

Agenda  Students will meet with the moderators at a set time and place, where1.
the moderators will split them into teams (or students can split
themselves into teams if they already know each other).
Students are given a card (see Appendix 16) with dares to complete.2.
Dares are the same for all teams.
Moderators explain the rules of the game – Each team must complete3.
the dares in the set amount of time (for example 2h).
Each completed dare must be documented in the form of photo or4.
video, which can be later shown to the moderators as proof.
The team which completes the most dares the fastest will be the5.
winner and will receive a prize.
When all the rules have been explained, moderators will start the clock6.
and students will have to go out and complete all the dares. Once
they've completed all the dares, or if time runs out, they must return
back to the moderators to show them proof.
While some moderators are going through photos/videos, other7.
moderators can pick a short ice-breaker game to engage students in,
while they are waiting.
Once the winning team is established, moderators will announce it8.
and give them the prize – a big jar of Polish Strawberry Jam.

Dare Night
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Name Dare Night cont

List of Appendices Appendix 16. List of dares for Dare Night

Cultural sensitivity Alcohol may be involved in some of the dares, but doesn't have to be if
there are many participants who are unable to drink alcohol. In some
dares there is physical contact between people (and stranger) - not
everyone must participate.

Additional notes and tips - 

Sources Inspired by student's own experience.

Name Campus Game

Main aims of the game First-year students get to know each other and the MUW campus. They
will pursue teamwork while performing tasks, use a map of the campus
which will help them to get around.

Brief description This game is a campus game based on the TV series “House MD”.
Participants are divided into groups which are “House MD medical teams”.
Each group is supposed to carry out all the tasks in the shortest time
possible.
Participants have to find clues in various buildings of the MUW campus
and to do that, they are given a map and instructions.
The groups that finish in time and correctly fulfil all the tasks are winners.

Approx. time  3-4 hours

Place MUW University Campus – various buildings (Dean’s office, Didactic
Centre, Library, Paediatric Hospital, Banacha Hospital).
The area of the game has been planned beforehand (each team gets their
own map), but remember to make necessary changes in case of any
modifications that could occur in the campus area in the following years
or if any of the facilities are unavailable.
The game can be adapted to other campuses.

Budget Cost of paper, pens and print, plastic human model.

Campus Game
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Name Campus Game cont.

Advanced preparation This instruction includes two versions of the game: for 5 teams (approx.
40 participants / 10 volunteers needed) and for 7 teams (approx. 56-60
participants). In the second case more volunteers will be needed (20),
these can be e.g. EDSG, ANSA, "older" students.
Prepare volunteers for their role: tell them what instructions they should
give to the teams and how to prepare the station before each team arrives.
Detailed information about each station is provided below in this section.
Each group is supposed to follow the station schedule and carry out all
the tasks in the shortest time possible. Participants have to find clues in
various buildings of the MUW campus and to do that, they are given a
map and instructions. The group that correctly fulfils all the tasks and gets
the most points, wins. Set the deadline to 3hrs from the moment they
leave the Aula and inform the players about it.
If the game is played in 5 teams, make sure there is at least one moderator
at each station.
If the game is played in 7 teams, make sure there are at least two
moderators at each station (one to conclude the task and a second to
organize short games if another team has to wait for their turn to visit the
station).
Make sure well in advance that all the buildings are accessible on the day
you are planning to play the game.

Aula: Set up a computer and projector in the Aula, prepare whiteboard
and markers.

Prepare House MD episode fragment. The episode is House M.D.•
S2E15 “Clueless” 03:56-06:21
Prepare handouts for groups (1 set for each group): maps and•
instructions sheet, 2 pens, 5 sheets of paper – print Appendix 17a)
Prepare medical case (1 case for one game – 7 copies distributed•
among groups) – print Appendix 17b).

Prepare each station – organize and train volunteers, prepare space
and task materials:
Pulmonology Ward (Banacha):

plastic human model•
plethysmography results – copy for each team, print Appendix 17i)•

ENT Ward (conference room):
quiz sheet – print 21 copies so that each group can use 3 copies•
at a time for better access – print Appendix 17c)

Basement (Banacha):
“false” CT scan with description – copy for each team, print•
Appendix 17d)
“real” CT scan with description – copy for each team, print•

Appendix 17e)
Paediatric Hospital:

blood group crossmatch chart – copy for each team, print•
Appendix 17f )
blood results chart – copy for each team, print Appendix 17g)•
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Name Campus Game cont.

Advanced preparation Wypożyczalnia (Didactic Centre):
inform administration•
get appropriate locker key in advance•
instruction to put in locker – copy for each team, print Appendix•
17h)
make sure Robbins “Basic Pathology” book is accessible in•
Czytelnia
prepare Individual Work Room: make arrangement with security•
that this room will be used for a game and it should only be given
on this day to people who take part in the campus game, prepare
objects for “house search” – see also “Materials”.

Joker canteen:
chest X-ray - 1 copy (print Appendix 17j) – the teams only see this•
image, they do not take it with them.
“real” CT scan with description – copy for each team (print•
Appendix 17e) – in case the teams do not realize earlier that they
have a false scan.

Dean’s office:
Make arrangement with Dean well in advance! Place one•
volunteer in front of Dean’s room that would explain to the groups
what to do -> They have to persuade the Dean for the permission
to perform a house search. In House M.D., dr Cuddy was always
unwilling to give permission for such actions, as they are a
violation of law. The Dean is dr Cuddy.
As the Dean agrees, he gives the group the number of the specific•
individual work room. They have to get the key at Security in the
Library. MAKE SURE THAT THE ROOM IS PREPARED (see Appendix
17h) AND THE SECURITY KNOWS THAT THE KEY CAN BE GIVEN
ONLY TO PEOPLE THAT PLAY THE GAME.

Materials Computer and beamer•
Whiteboard and markers•
Maps and instructions sheet (Appendix 17a) – print 7 copies (one•
for each team) but BEFORE YOU GIVE THEM TO TEAMS indicate
with a marker, below the map (YOUR ROUTE) the order in which
they should visit the stations (see -> Agenda “3. STATIONS” and
Appendix 17k)
Patient information (Appendix 17b) – print 7 copies•
Plastic human model•
Quiz sheet (Appendix 17c) - print 21 copies•
“false” CT scan (Appendix 17d) – 7 copies•
“real” CT scan – (Appendix 17e) – 14 copies•
Blood group crossmatch chart (Appendix 17f ) – 7 copies•
Blood results card (Appendix 17g) – 7 copies•
Instruction for locker (Appendix 17h) – 7 copies•
Plethysmography results (Appendix 17i) – 7 copies•
Chest X-ray (Appendix 17j) – 1 copy•
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Name Campus Game cont.

Materials Individual work room KEY (ask the Library security for one) and•
(“house  search”) materials: some empty cans, bottles, boxes with
written names on them like washing powder, pesticide, bleach,
some food names. One container should look like a drug
container. Label it as: gold sodium thiomalate / arthritis (which
is crucial) and place it on the table in the room among other stuff.
Lock the room and give the key back to the security.

Min. no. of moderators 2-3 moderators + 10/20 volunteers (depending on number of teams).

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

40 or 56 (5 or 7 teams).

Agenda  Introduction (Aula)
The game begins at the start point which will be located in the Didactic
Centre, in the Aula.

The House MD episode fragment is played. (Prepare it earlier-•
connect to the computer and the projector) The episode is House
M.D. S2E15 “Clueless” 03:56-06:21.
Using a whiteboard, the organizers write down the symptoms and•
give an outline of the patient, House MD style! (Patient
information provided in Appendix 17b).
The players are split into teams (5 or 7 teams, approx. 8 people•
each), each team should choose a name.
The participants are informed about the aim and the rules of the•
game.
The aim of the game is to diagnose a patient based on clues and•
information that teams collect on their way through the campus.
Each team should visit all the stations and perform the tasks set,
for which they receive points.
A deadline is set to meet and the endpoint – see advanced•
preparation section.
Each team receives a map of the campus and instructions (Map•
and Instructions sheet M&I– Appendix 17a).

“Brainstorming”
As the teams are formed, let them gather in Aula and think about the case
- do the symptoms give something away?
The teams get to know their schedule (on the M&I sheet), then leave the
Aula and start the actual Campus game.

STATIONS
The game can be played in 5 or 7 teams. Each should visit the stations in
a specific order. The moderator should indicate the order for each team
on their Map and Instructions sheet (Appendix 17k).
In the version for 7 teams some teams may arrive at stations at a similar
time or they may have to wait until the previous team finishes their task.
In such cases a volunteer should organize short ice-breaker / team
building games (see previous sections in this handbook) until the team
can carry on with their tasks.
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Name Campus Game cont

Agenda  LOCATION OF STATIONS AND TASKS

MUW main hospital:
1) Pulmonology ward
5th floor D building. One volunteer waits and conducts a manual task -
“completing a plastic human model” as the group gets there. When
completed, the group receives plethysmography results. – Appendix 17i).
This will give them a clue about the disease already.
This is an example of how the plastic model should look like: You can buy
one or borrow it from the University - ask at physiology or anatomy clinics.
2) ENT ward (conference room – make sure in advance that the room is
accessible!) One volunteer waits and gives the team three copies of the
quiz sheets (Appendix 17c). The team should discuss the answers and fill
in one copy of the quiz sheet to give back to the volunteer, who checks
the number of correct answers and gives points.
3) Basement
The station will be located in block E, floor -1 somewhere in the corridor
leading to the MRI/CT room. You need 7 copies of CT scan results that are
“false ones“- (Appendix 17d) because they represent 1) a woman 2) no
changes in lungs. You also need 7 copies of the „correct CT scans” as they
represent 1) a man 2) PIF. That way you have both versions for each group.
The groups can take the printed CT scans along with them.
As a team gets there, they FIRSTLY RECEIVE the “false CT” (Appendix 17d).
If they find out themselves that it is not a correct one, they can demand
the good one (Appendix 17e). IF THEY DON'T REALIZE this, they go to the
canteen with the false CT and House calls them stupid and they have to
do a penal task to get the good one (and they don't get the bonus point).
See: Joker canteen station.
4) “Joker” canteen
Dr House (played by a volunteer) waits there for the CT scan -if a good
scan was brought the team gets an EXTRA POINT on their Map and
instructions sheet, House tells them that they are cool and clever and can
pursue with another task.
If not: House calls them stupid and they have to do some special task as
a punishment (e.g. icebreaker game Gordian knot or Transformers –
provided in the Handbook) and get the good scan in the basement (they
do not get the extra point).
Dr House gives a point and a clue about the case to all teams after this
station. The clue is Appendix 17j – a chest X-ray. But House does not say
much more. Just shows them this image and they are supposed to think
of what it is. But they are not supposed to know yet, this X-ray is a clue
but he says nothing more.

Paediatric hospital
5) Hall (ground floor near the entrance)
The participants have to complete a medical task of solving a blood group
crossmatch chart (Appendix 17f ). When they do that correctly, they
receive blood results (Appendix 17g) of the case patient.
The ESR (Erythrocyte sedimentation rate) value is also the locker number,
which has to be opened later on in the library (this is explained by the
volunteer when the team has completed the task).
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Name Campus Game cont.

Agenda  The Library
6) Lockers
Information provided in the blood results from the paediatric hospital
(ESR value) is the locker number which has to be opened. To do that, the
group has to get the right key for the exact locker at “Wypożyczalnia”
(book rental). In the locker, there will be an instruction to find a book with
a chapter on Pulmonary Interstitial Fibrosis (PIF) at Czytelnia (reading
room at 2nd floor).
7) Reading room (Czytelnia)
As the group opens the correct locker, they will find instructions
(Appendix 17h) to look for “Robbins Basic Pathology” and find a chapter
on Pulmonary Interstitial Fibrosis (PIF). This will make them look for the
book in the reading room and get to know the place. The teams have to
write down the most important info about the symptom – about 5
sentences (will be checked at the end of the game) AND write down 3
diseases that can present with that symptom.

Dean’s office
8) Dean
Each group has to ask for permission for the “house search” performed
later at the library individual work room (a volunteer in front of the Dean’s
office informs the teams about this). After persuading the Dean, he gives
the number of the room - the group has to ask for this specific key number
at security at ground floor at the Library.
If the Dean cannot join in the game you need to arrange a different person
to play the role.

The Library
9) Individual work room = house search
One individual work room at the library (preferably on the 1st floor) will serve
as the patient’s home. On the table there will be several objects, including a
container that looks like a drug container with a label: gold sodium
thiomalate / for treating arthritis which is a clue. Groups can check on the
Internet the substances and might connect the facts: gold-fibrosis (a
volunteer can give them a clue to check some facts about gold sodium
thiomalate – how it works, what it is for and what SIDE EFFECTS it can give).

----BONUS STATION----
Can be used when a group finishes the game too early or if a group wants
to collect extra points.

10) Didactic Centre basement (cloakroom)
Team building game – e.g. Surgeon’s dilemma or Building tower game.

THE ENDING
All groups gather once again in the Aula, in the Didactic Center.
Organizers check:

Results for each station•
Task performed at library (most important information about PIF•
disease)
Each team should give their final diagnosis to the case.•
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Agenda  CORRECT DIAGNOSIS IS: (you can read that at the end to players)
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is defined as a specific form of chronic,
progressive fibrosing interstitial pneumonia of unknown cause, primarily
occurring in older adults, limited to the lungs, and associated with the
histopathologic and/or radiologic pattern of usual interstitial pneumonia
(UIP). Signs and symptoms: The clinical symptoms of idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis are nonspecific and can be shared with many pulmonary and cardiac
diseases. Most patients present with a gradual onset (often >6 mo) of
exertional dyspnea and/or a nonproductive cough.
Approximately 5% of patients have no presenting symptoms when idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis is serendipitously diagnosed. Associated systemic
symptoms that can occur but are not common in idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis include the following:

Weight loss•
Low-grade fevers•
Fatigue•
Arthralgias•
Myalgias.•

In diagnosis it is critical to obtain a complete history, including medication
history, drug use, social history, occupational, recreational, and
environmental respiratory exposure history, risks for the human
immunodeficiency virus, and review of systems, to ensure other causes of
interstitial lung disease are excluded. The diagnosis of idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis relies on the clinician to integrate and correlate the clinical, laboratory,
radiologic, and/or pathologic data.

Source: http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/301226-overview

List of Appendices Appendix 17a. Campus Game Map and Instructions sheet.
Appendix 17b. Patient information for the Campus Game.
Appendix 17c. Quiz for the Campus Game.
Appendix 17d. False CT for the Campus Game.
Appendix 17e. Correct CT for the Campus Game.
Appendix 17f. Blood group crossmatch chart for the Campus Game.
Appendix 17g. Patient - blood tests results for the Campus Game.
Appendix 17h. Instruction in a locker in the library (Campus Game).
Appendix 17i. Plethysmography results for the Campus Game.
Appendix 17j. Chest X-ray for the Campus Game.
Appendix 17k. Campus Game – sequence of teams.

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes
and tips

-
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Name Warsaw Puzzle Game

Main aims of the game Integration, getting to know each other, Warsaw Old Town visit and
sightseeing, getting to know a little bit of the history of Poland.

Brief description The aim of this game is for each group of players to collect all puzzle
pieces which are located at “game stations” scattered around the Old
Town in Warsaw. At each station, there is a task which has to be
completed in order to receive the puzzle piece. After that, the players will
go to a close by bar/club (important: a place with board games available)
where all the groups will gather and can integrate playing different board
games.

Approx. time  Half a day, all day.

Place Warsaw Old Town - different places, bar.

Budget 500 zl, can be less - 200 zl if organizers give up buying expensive tickets
and the prize is symbolic - like Diplomas for winning team members.

Advanced preparation Prepare puzzle (e.g. 36 pieces, photo of the MUW turned to puzzles,•
1 for each team); deliver puzzle sets to checkpoints (puzzle set =
number of puzzles/number of checkpoints).

Buying Tower view tickets (if version b of View Tower checkpoint is•
selected) and visiting the Tower to hide the puzzles. The organizer
should write down where they hide the puzzles, these should be
easy-to-describe places. The description of these places should be
written in the participant card (Appendix 18a). Example provided in
Appendix 18b.

Buying padlocks and hanging them in the view terrace (1 per each•
team).

Organize prizes: e.g. winners: 1 st Place – Tickets to National Museum,•
2nd Place – Tickets to Warsaw Uprising Museum, 3rd Place – Tickets
to the viewing terrace in Palace of Culture,

Warsaw Puzzle Game

Name Campus Game cont.

Sources Game developed within SUPP project by Alicja Baska and Jan Skrzypczak,
based on the TV series House M.D. (Fox TV network) – esp. episode S2E15
“Clueless”.
Other sources used:
http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/301226-overview (information
included in final diagnosis).
CTs – Google Images, multiple sites.
http://www.swain.k12.nc.us/userfiles/270/Classes/4084/Blood-Type-
Punnett- Square-Practice.pdf (Blood Type exercise).
http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/301226-overview (Chest X-ray).
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Name Warsaw Puzzle Game cont.

Advanced preparation Gather materials for the facultative stations (Warsaw Uprising•
Museum, National Museum leaflets etc.),

Prepare TEAM STARTING SET (map + instruction, key to padlock)•
(described and prepared in Appendix 18a; map: label on the maps the
checkpoints listed in the instructions (Appendix 18d).

Buy a bus ticket to transport students to the Old Town.•

Make a reservation in a bar (at least a week before the planning date•
of the event).

OPTIONAL:

If version 2 of Warsaw University station is used, buy refreshments in•
advance and prepare some road signs showing the way from Warsaw
University to the BUW Gardens. If BUW Gardens is the checkpoint you
may also prepare some blankets (2-3) to organize refreshments in a
picnic manner.

Prepare WARSAW KNOWLEDGE QUIZ – 10 multiple choice questions•
based on the stations visited by the participants, covering also
information from the leaflets collected at the facultative stations.

If #MUWOD photos presentation is planned (more on it in Appendix•
18b) borrow projector and bring laptop to the ending point; also
make sure there is internet connection there to present Instagram
photos sent by the participants.

Materials Puzzles made of MUW/Warsaw photo•
Maps of Warsaw Old Town (best: take free copies from Tourist•
Information or download and print from:
http://www.warsawtour.pl/broszury)
Lockers•
Padlocks•
Tickets – prizes for winning team•
Bus tickets•
Envelopes (as many as teams) for the Warsaw Uprising Museum•
leaflets (more in the Appendix 18b).

OPTIONAL:
Buying refreshments in Version 2 if Warsaw University station is used•
Projector, laptop (borrowed e.g. from University or student’s•
organization).

Min. no. of moderators Depends on the number of participants –1 moderator per one group at
the beginning to organize the games and to answer their calls during the
game, min. 1 moderator per 1 checkpoint (but it would be much better
to have at least 2ppl/checkpoint; mind there are checkpoints not
requiring moderators: e.g. padlock station).

Number of participants
(min. – max.) 

Min 20 – Max 80
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Name Warsaw Puzzle Game cont.

Agenda  Participants gather at the Old Town Square/are driven there together1.
by bus from the MUW.
Participants are divided into groups of max. 8 people. Each team is2.
given a number (moderators should write it down).
Each moderator plays a short ice-breaking game with one group (see3.
SUPP Handbook) to ensure that members of the same group know
each others’ names.
The groups are given materials prepared by the organizers. Each set4.
includes: a map, book of instructions, key to the locker, bag for all the
materials gathered at each station. The proposed materials are
enclosed in the appendices. Each team is given 5 minutes now to work
on the strategy.
Before the group leaves, moderators write down the starting time on5.
the instruction card (Appendix 18a) and their phone number.
CAUTION: moderator should take the number of one of the team
members (make a check-call to see if there are no connection
disorders!).
The groups start to complete their tasks (in the chosen order; if there are6.
too many groups to start at the same time moderators can play
2 games with some teams, so not everyone leaves at the same time;
please make sure the starting time is written correctly at the instruction
card).

STATIONS (For detailed information see Appendix 18a and 18b).
obligatory: places where puzzle pieces are necessary to complete the•
game can be found.
facultative: places related to Warsaw/Polish history and culture; their aim•
is to encourage participants to get to know Warsaw also on their own in
their free time, for example by recommending other places worth
visiting around Warsaw; a good idea might be preparing prize (Tickets)
for the team that will complete the game with the greatest number of
bonus stations visited (it would be verified analysing materials brought
by the participants to the endpoint (at every facultative station there
would be some materials left to be collected).

The groups gather at the endpoint (bar). At the entrance there should be an
organizer signing up their ending time and showing them a way to the
table/place where they can sit and assemble the puzzle and optionally solve
the Warsaw knowledge quiz (see Appendix 18c). The game is perceived to
be completed after assembling the puzzles and presenting them to the
organizers. Participants may go home or wait until all groups complete the
game. In the meantime, they can play different board games and hang out
in the bar.

List of Appendices Appendix 18a: Instruction card for participants.
Appendix 18b: Instruction card for organizers.
Appendix 18c: Warsaw knowledge quiz.
Appendix 18d: Map of Warsaw Old Town – Warsaw Puzzle Game.
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Name Warsaw Puzzle Game cont.

Cultural sensitivity Not every student is interested in hanging out in a bar – because of
cultural backgrounds and not drinking alcohol. Students can return home
earlier or buy non-alcoholic drinks.

Additional notes
and tips

The players should be divided into 10 teams, maximum 8 people each. The
game should be performed in two “turns”, if there are more than 5 teams –
then: firstly, 3 groups start the challenge, meanwhile, the organizers perform
a quick icebreaker /SUPP handbook/. After around 10 minutes, let the second
turn start the game.
Remember about labelling the prepared sets of puzzles. Each team will be
given a number at the start, this number will be used then to identify the
puzzle sets each team has to collect at the consecutive stations.
Students should be given a cell phone number of team’s moderator (fill the
space for it in the instruction card for participants) – check out if the given
number is correct, some tasks require calling the moderator. Also make sure
that there is at least 1 person in each team who has a working mobile phone.
It can be also useful to write in the instruction card where the participants
could use free Wi-Fi (e.g. cafeterias on the way).

Sources Game developed within SUPP project by Alicja Baska and Jan Skrzypczak.

Name Scavenger Hunt - Quarantine

Main aims of the game Integration by physical activity and getting to know the main sites of the
city and getting to know each other.

Brief description Students in small teams travel around Warsaw in "the amazing race" style,
completing tasks and collecting prizes.

Approx. time  Half day to all day. Time of activity depends on: number of teams, number
of participants.

Place City – places around Nowy Świat and the Old Town in Warsaw

Budget Main prize, plus props (paper to print the clues on, props to complete
certain tasks), pizza, drinks and snacks for the end - 500-1000 zl

Scavenger Hunt - Quarantine
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Name Scavenger Hunt - Quarantine

Advanced preparation Prepare the maps - print multiple copies (1 map per each team)•

Print the tasks and instructions for teams (see Appendix 19c)•

Find moderators and assign roles•

Prepare each station (see Appendix 19a)•

Prepare the prize•

Buy and prepare the props (see Appendix 19c)•

Buy and prepare food/drinks/snacks for the closing party•

Prepare computer and projector to show pictures made by the teams•

Prepare envelopes with words to guess•

(http://www.kalambury.org/ or http://e-kalambury.pl/ )

Prepare envelopes with a piece of “Pan Tadeusz” (see Appendix 19d).•

Materials Maps (can be taken from Tourist Information), paper, materials given
when students arrived at stations: twigs, bottles, balloons, noodles, toilet
paper, oreos or some food, herring can, pantyhose, eggs, apples, apple
and cherry juice, empty bottles, grapes, limes, empty beer bottles/cans,
prizes, pizza, drink, snacks, computer and projector to show pictures
made by the teams.

Min. no. of moderators At least one per station and one overall moderator. Possibly one more
per group to guide.

Number of participants
(min. – max.)

Min. 4 – Max. 8 Groups with 4-8 team mates each (Min. 16 – Max. 64).

Agenda Background story: A virus that was studied in the lab contaminated1.
the pathologists, who then slowly went crazy, escaped from the lab
and began losing body parts of examined infected body all over the
Old Town and Nowy Świat area of Warsaw. New students are asked
to help the lead pathologist find the escapees and collect body parts
they've lost to be used to find the virus and come up with a cure.
The students are asked to meet at Anatomicum where they meet the2.
head pathologist (moderator) who explained the situation to them,
divided them into 8 groups of 4 to 8 members and assigned them
group numbers from A1 – A4 and B1 – B4. They are then handed
maps and the list of "possible locations of pathologists" according to
their group number (see Appendix 19b). The order of stops is
arranged so that no two groups come to the same location at one
time.
Students set off for stations - start to play.3.
In every location there is a moderator with a task: riddle to solve,4.
activity to do.
In every station students get a "part of the body" (bottles, cans,5.
balloons etc. - see Appendix 19b) for managing the task.
At every station teams are pleased to take an “Oscar style” selfie on6.
the phone. Moderators can wear an eccentric outfit with their labcoat
on top.
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Name Scavenger Hunt - Quarantine cont.

Agenda  Once all of the tasks have been completed the teams must return to7.
headquarters to give the head pathologist (moderator) all the parts
of the human body (given objects). This is a contest and the teams are
ranked according to the order in which they arrive. First three teams
are given  prizes.
There is pizza, drinks, and snacks set up and the teams have time to8.
mingle and discuss their tasks. The pictures from the teams as well as
from the moderator are uploaded and presented as a slideshow in the
background.

List of Appendices Appendix 19a. Quarantine - Scavenger Hunt - the list of the station
locations and the task to do.
Appendix 19b. Bank of riddles for the Quarantine Scavenger Hunt.
Appendix 19c. Instructions for groups taking part in the Quarantine
Scavenger Hunt.
Appendix 19d. Excerpt from “Pan Tadeusz”.

Cultural sensitivity -

Additional notes and tips Can be changed for upper year students. Spread out the places and can
be done in pairs - more like the "Amazing Race."
Can also be changed so that a moderator accompanies the groups, the
moderator is not allowed to help with the clues, only to guide the
students if they are lost.

Sources Game developed by Magdalena Lazarewicz (Medical University of
Warsaw, Department of Medical Psychology) and Margaret Chudyk, Alla
Adelkhanova, Justyna Pordzik and other students from English Division
Students Government for MUW’s Orientation Week in 2014.

Name Table Quiz Night

Main aims of the game Students learn to work in teams, build interpersonal skills.
Barriers between different cultures can be broken down through
competition.

Brief description Participants form teams. They answer various rounds of questions.
Rounds of questions are based on a specific theme. A point is awarded
for each correct answer. The winning team is the team with the most
points at the end of the quiz.

Approx. time  3-4 hours.

Place Classroom/Pub.

Budget Cost of prizes + stationary + [optional] refreshments.

Table Quiz Night
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Name Table Quiz Night cont.

Advanced preparation Take questions from bank of questions, or make up new questions.

Materials Stationary, tables & chairs, board, booklets, prizes, computer with
speakers if doing the aural music round, plastic bags.

Min. no. of moderators 3 + depending on the number of teams participating.

Number of participants
(min. – max.)

Min 8 –Max 50
4-5 people per team

Agenda In the game there is a predetermined number of rounds and1.
questions - 10 rounds with 10 questions per round.
Students are divided randomly into teams – about 4-5 students in2.
one team. A team has a better chance at winning, if they chose
teammates from different cultures, to account for the diversity of the
questions.
Each team sits at one table - a table is given an answer booklet with3.
a page for each round - for example in different colour, or with
a different number for each team.
Each team picks a 'team name'.4.
The moderator calls out the questions and the teams work together5.
to answer. The answer is written on a paper from the booklet.
After each round the answers are collected and the points are6.
displayed on a leaderboard. Each team can score one point for
a correct answer in one question.
There is a prize for the winning teams in order to encourage students7.
to participate.
A short interval between the first and second half of the night (after8.
5 rounds), maybe host a raffle during this time, or provide
refreshments.

List of Appendices Appendix 20. Bank of Questions.

Cultural sensitivity If hosted in a pub alcohol will be involved, however it could be held as
a nonalcoholic event on campus instead.

Additional notes and tips All teams must declare their phones at the beginning of the quiz and
they should be placed in plastic re-sealable bags in the centre of the
table.
There could be a prize for 'best team name’ – chosen by moderators.

Sources Quiz developed by Claire O’Doherty and Nessa Fitzgerald.
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13.4. Trips, Excursions, Local Community Support and Other Events

In this section you will find some ideas for trips and excursions in and around Warsaw.
These can be active and fun ways of spending time outdoors as well as integrating in
a group while getting to know the city and its surroundings. You can think of engaging
the students into various existing community-building events as well as cultural, social
and sports activities organized both by the city council, NGO’s as well as commercial and
non-commercial groups.

When planning your orientation and integration activities it’s a good idea to think of such
events that your students might find difficult to organize themselves. This will make your
trips a truly unique experience, while more “traditional” sight-seeing or museum visits
can be left for people to do on their own or in smaller groups.

Below you can find some ideas for trips and events. During these excursions you can also
play many of the games described in earlier parts of the handbook - e.g. during breaks or
when the group is waiting for transport.

Spring / Summer / Autumn

Bike trips around Warsaw (you can use veturilo bikes https://www.veturilo.waw.pl/) •
- e.g. Kabaty forest, Bemowo forest, Młociny forest, Powsin. In many places you
can organize a picnic with a grill or campfire. Here are some practical guidelines
about bike paths in Warsaw and around (Mazowsze):

– http://rowery.um.warszawa.pl/mapa-rowerowa

– http://wycieczki-rowerowe.blogspot.com/

– http://rowerempomazowszu.pl/

– http://www.kampinoska.waw.pl/kampinoskiszlakrowerowy/index.html

Trekking trips around Warsaw - e.g. to Kampinoski National Park. You can also•
organize a campfire and prepare a meal together during these excursions.
Remember to take a First Aid Kit and necessary maps (or navigation). You would
also need to prepare an information pack for students about what to take (hiking
shoes, raincoat, something warm to wear, water, snacks). Here you can find
information about trekking paths:

– http://www.kampinoska.waw.pl/szlakiturystyczne/index.html

Canoe or kayaking - you can choose to go kayaking on the Vistula river (and see•
some of Warsaw from a unique perspective) or to visit rivers around Warsaw - e.g.
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Narew, Biebrza, Pilica, Bzura, Świder, Wkra. Here is some useful information: 

– http://kajakwstolicy.pl/trasy/

– http://www.kajaki-wisla.pl/

– http://www.nakajak.com/trasy

– http://www.kajaki-wkra.com/

Sailing and windsurfing - you can go e.g. to Zalew Zegrzyński (less than 1 hour•
drive from Warsaw), or Masuria District (a few hours drive from Warsaw). 

Winter

Skiing - you don’t have to go all the way to Zakopane (although that would•
definitely be a great trip!). There are skiing options in Warsaw - e.g. Górka
Szczęśliwicka (http://gorka-szczesliwicka.com/) and two hours’ drive away - Góra
Kamieńsk (http://www.gorakamiensk.eu/). You can think of hiring an AZS
(Akademicki Związek Sportowy azs.pl) instructor for the group. 

Cross-country skiing e.g. in Lasek Bielański or Las Bemowski. Here you can find•
some information on where to go cross-country skiing and where to rent skis:

– http://www.tnbiegowki.pl/

– http://www.biegowkiwarszawa.pl/

– http://biegowkinamlocinach.pl/

– http://www.biegowkiwkampinosie.pl/

All Year Long

Escape Rooms - Warsaw has many challenging and fun escape rooms. This form of
integration activities has become very popular in recent years and is a great form of team
building, where a group of people has to cooperate in order to find a way out of a locked
room (this includes looking for clues, solving puzzles etc.). Search “escape room Warsaw”
in any browser and you will get many options. Most rooms do not require knowing Polish,
but remember to confirm that with a particular company before booking the event.   

Local Community Involvement

During the year there are different local community activities. You can encourage students
to take part in events such as e.g. Dzień Sąsiada (Neighbours’ Day)
http://inicjatywysasiedzkie.pl/nasze-akcje/dzien-sasiada/ or Dzień Ziemi (Earth Day)
http://www.dzienziemi.org.pl/2016/index.php. 
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There are also many options for volunteer work, which is a great opportunity for
integrating with others - both Poles and foreigners. You may think of organizing group
volunteering, e.g. working with children or elderly people, which can be a very meaningful
experience. You can find information about volunteering options in Warsaw here:
http://wolontariat.waw.pl/. 
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ENDING REMARKS
We hope that this handbook has given you a general overview of how to organize
adaptation and integration programs and provided you with useful information
as well as inspiration for events and activities. Specific ideas should of course be
adapted to the possibilities and circumstances of your institution as well as the
characteristics of your student group. Remember to check if your adaptation or
integration program meets the goals outlined in the introduction.  

Throughout the handbook we have stressed that good organization and the
support of authorities are key to success but also flexibility and positive attitude.
Good moderator skills as well as engaged and well trained volunteers are priceless
resources too. Hopefully by the time your own event comes, you will have
implemented many of the tips and guidelines presented in this handbook.
However, to make sure that you are really ready for action, here is a final checklist
that might be helpful when coordinating particular events. The rest depends on
your creativity.

Event Checklist

1. Have you booked a time and place?

2. Do you have enough budget?

3. Do you have enough moderators and volunteers?

4. Have the moderators and volunteers been trained for the event?

5. Have your invited guests confirmed their attendance?

6. Have you advertised the event properly among the students?

7. Do you know approximately how many people might attend?

8. Have you prepared all the necessary materials or presentations?

9. Have you arranged someone to take photos of the event?

10. Do you have any alternative scenarios for unexpected complications
(e.g. weather breakdown, absence of a key guest)?
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Appendix 1. Scheme showing how the game area should be organized in the Cat and Mouse
game.

CAT

SAFE PLACE

MOUSE
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Appendix 2. The Ferryman Challenge

The Ferryman

“A ferryman has a problem. He has to take a goat, a wolf and a cabbage to the other
side of the Wisła river. A goat can be eaten by a wolf; a cabbage can be eaten by the
goat. His boat is only big enough to carry one passenger at the same time. How can
he get them safely to the other side of the Wisła river without any of them being
eaten?”

Answer:
Take goat to side 2, come back and take cabbage, leave cabbage (side 2) but take back
goat (to side 1), leave goat (side 1), but take the wolf to side 2, come back to bring goat.
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Appendix 3. List of possible questions / statements for the “Have you ever…” game. 

Have you ever...

Have you ever climbed to the highest mountain in your country? •
Have you swum in 3 or more seas?•
Have you ever slept under the stars (outdoors)?•
Have you ever sung karaoke? •
Have you ever ridden a horse? •
Have you ever eaten frogs' legs? •
Have you ever been deep-sea diving?•
Have you ever been parachuting or bungee jumping?•
Have you ever talked to a celebrity (e.g. famous actor / sports person)?•
Have you ever baked bread?•
Have you ever seen polar lights (Northern Lights)?•
Have you ever seen a koala bear?•
Have you ever been to three countries in one day?•
Have you ever drunk coffee in Paris?•
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Appendix 4. List of countries and greetings for the International Welcome game

Greetings

Bangladesh – relaxed salute with the right hand •
Thailand – place your palms together in the level of chest and bow toward other•
person. The greeting is called “wai”  
Hawaii – shaka sign •
Brazil – firm, slightly long handshake mixed with eye contact •
China – First of all older people are greeted; grip the other’s person hand lightly,•
bow slightly; avoid eye contact  
India – bow with folded hands (saying Namaste) •
Japan – deep bow  •
France – quick and light handshake followed by kisses in both cheeks •
Tibet – stick your tongue out toward a person  •
Poland and most of other European countries – handshake  •
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Appendix 5. People Bingo chart - example

Is left handed Likes jogging Has a Teddy
Bear

Can drive a
motorbike

Doesn’t drink
coffee

Can sew or knit Has more than
two siblings

Can play the
guitar Is vegetarian Likes karaoke

Likes winter
best of all
seasons

Doesn’t like
chocolate Has a tattoo Likes to travel Can bake

a cake

Can speak more
than three
languages 

Has been to a
tropical island

Has been to
the cinema in
the last week

Can tie a sailor
knot

Likes getting
up early

Has ever won a
gold medal

Likes
sauerkraut

Doesn’t like
spicy food

Is bad at gift
wrapping  

Is not on
Facebook
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Appendix 6. Surgeon’s Dilemma - riddle and answer

Surgeon’s Dilemma

“A young man who had been badly injured in a car accident has been brought into
a hospital's accident and emergency department. The doctor determines that
emergency brain surgery is required. Accordingly, the brain surgeon is paged. Upon
seeing the patient, the surgeon exclaims, 'My God, I can't operate on that boy! He's
my son!' 

That is so, but the surgeon is not the boy's father. How can the apparent contradiction
be explained?”

Source: http://www.mwls.com/icebreakers/icebreaker.php?id=surgeon

Answer:
“The surgeon is the boy’s mother. Although there are many women doctors — and many of  
them prominent specialists — our cultural stereotyping tells us that doctors are men and nurses 
are women. The story could have just as easily been about a male nurse attending a patient 
because of the large number of female nurses.” 

Source: http://www.mwls.com/icebreakers/icebreaker.php?id=surgsol
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Appendix 7. Example questions for the “Ten Fingers” Game

Ten Fingers Questions

Have you ever fallen asleep during a lecture? 1.
Do you practice any sport? 2.
Can you cook? 3.
Have you ever been to Poland before? 4.
Are you punctual? 5.
Do you like this game? 6.
Have ever eaten pierogi? 7.
Have you already met someone you know you are going8.
to be friends with?
Do you like winter? 9.
Have you ever been to a tropical island? 10.
Do you like Warsaw so far? 11.
Do you like to travel? 12.
Have you ever gone camping? 13.
Can you start a bonfire? 14.
Can you sing? 15.
Do you know any poem by heart? 16.
Have you been to Paris? 17.
Do you like tea with milk? 18.
Do you like broccoli?19.
Can you wink with your left eye?20.
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Appendix 8. List of Polish difficult words and phrases for the Tongue Twister.

Tongue Twisters
Chrząszcz•
Grząść•
Szczególność•
Szczęka•
Trzeszczyć•
Szczebrzeszczyn•
Przebrnąć•
Zadzierzgnięty•
Powyłamywany•
Twarzoczaszka•
Zdziczeć•
Gżegżółka i piegża •
Gąszcz trzcin•
Poczmistrz z Tczewa•
Jola lojalna•
Kolorowe mirabelki•
Konstantynopolitańczykowianeczka (mała mieszkanka Konstantynopola)•
Krnąbrną Brdą brną drwa•
Kuropatwa z kuropatewiątkami•
Łzy złej zołzy•
I cóż, że ze Szwecji•
Dżdżownica•
Pora relaksu•
Przejedźże przez Przasnysz•
Rozregulowany kaloryfer•
Szczęk szczęk•

(source: “Wikicytaty - Łamańce językowe
https://pl.wikiquote.org/wiki/%C5%81ama%C5%84ce_j%C4%99zykowe)
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Appendix 9. List of example questions for The Question Web 

Questions for “The Question Web”

If you had a time machine that would work only once, what point in the future1.
or in history would you visit? 
If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go? 2.
If your house was burning down, what three objects would you try and save? 3.
If you could talk to any one person now living, who would it be and why? 4.
If you HAD to give up one of your senses (hearing, seeing, feeling, smelling,5.
tasting) which would it be and why? 
If you were an animal, what would you be and why? 6.
Do you have a pet? If not, what sort of pet would you like? 7.
Name a gift you will never forget? 8.
Name one thing you really like about yourself. 9.
What's your favourite thing to do in the summer? 10.
Who's your favourite cartoon character, and why? 11.
Does your name have a special meaning and or were you named after    12.
someone special? 
What is the hardest thing you have ever done? 13.
If you are at a friend's or relative's house for dinner and you find a dead 14.
insect in your salad, what would you do? 
What was the best thing that happened to you this past week? 15.
If you had this week over again what would you do differently? 16.
What is the first thing that comes to mind when you think about “fun”? 17.
What's the weirdest thing you've ever eaten? 18.
If you could change one problem in the world today, what would you like 19.
to change? 
What book, movie or video have you seen/read recently you would 20.
recommend? Why?

Source: www.insight.typepad.co.uk
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Appendix 10. Cards for Asterix & Obelix

Asterix
12 points

Obelix
11 points 

Gatefix
10 points 

Vitalstatistix
9 points

Cacofonix
8 points

Impedimenta
7 points

Geriatrix
6 points 

Fulliautomatix
5 points Unhygenix

4 points

Bacteria
3 points

Panacea
2 points

Idefix
1 point
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Appendix 11. Diagram - Multi Way Tug of War

(Drawing by Nessa Fitzgerald, based on the drawing at
http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/MultiWayTugOfWar.html)
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Appendix 12. Photo presenting how to arrange the cards in King’s Cup (drinking) Game

(Photo by Mateusz Machnij)
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Appendix 13. Additional roles in Mafia game

Policeman
Wakes up at night before mafia and points (without making any noise) at one of the
people – the story-teller nods whether it is a mafia member or regular inhabitant.
The policeman can reveal himself and say during the discussion who the mafia
member is but he risks his life as probably the next night he would be killed by the
mafia. No matter whether he decides to reveal him(her)self or not, the knowledge
he has can be used by him/her during discussions at the daytime. A member of mafia
can also call himself a policeman during the discussion and in this way make the
inhabitants choose a wrong person to be excluded, so the innocents have to be
careful before they decide to trust a person who calls him(her)self a policeman.

Lawyer
Wakes up before the dawn and points at 1 person that has to be protected during
the day – he/she cannot be voted for on this day.  

Locksmith
Wakes up every night (before mafia) and shows one person that has his locks broken
and so he/she cannot leave his/her house the next day and take part in the discussion
and voting. 

Reporter 
Wakes up only one night and gets the information from the story-teller about who
one of the mafia members is. The reporter during the daily discussion should gently
indicate to the inhabitants who the mafia member is. He/she should do it carefully
though as he might get eliminated by mafia the next night if they find out that he/she
was a reporter! 

Blackmailer
Only once during the whole game (at night), he/she raises his/her hand and
communicates to the storyteller that he/she wants to blackmail 1 person. The person
that is pointed to by him/her is informed by the story-teller (without making noise)
that he/she is being blackmailed and during the daily discussion he/she has to
protect the blackmailer and attack the same people as the blackmailer (he/she gets
to know who he/she is after opening his/her eyes).  

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mafia_(party_game)
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Sequence of checkpoints for different groups

Sequence for Group No 1: 1,2,3,4,5
Sequence for Group No 2: 2,3,4,1,5
Sequence for Group No 3: 3,4,1,2,5
Sequence for Group No 4: 4,1,2,3,5
Sequence for Group No 5: 1,3,4 2,5
Sequence for Group No 6: 1,4,2,3,5
Sequence for Group No 7: 1,2,4,3,5

Appendix 14a. Sequence of checkpoints for different groups for Warsaw Games
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Appendix 14b. List of Checkpoints in Warsaw Games

CHECKPOINT No 1.  
The first task is to post on Facebook a photo which shows everybody in the group in
front of platform 3 track 2 of Central Railway Station - with #WeLoveWarsaw
comment. The moderator should keep an eye on the group and take the photo.
For posting the photo each team gets 3 points. 

CHECKPOINT No 2. 
Moderators will stand by the Metro centrum entrance, with a map of public transport
of Warsaw and surroundings. Chosen or volunteer students are supposed to
pronounce stops: Świętokrzyska, Ratusz Arsenał, Warszawski Uniwersytet Medyczny,
Plac Trzech Krzyży, Stadion Narodowy.  
Extra points are given for saying/mentioning all sorts of public transport in Warsaw.
Each stop pronounced correctly equals 1 point. For enumerating all kinds of public
transport the team shall receive 1 point. 

CHECKPOINT No 3. 
Moderators stand nearby Zamek Królewski with a table of Polish specialties:
sauerkraut, "ruskie" dumplings, "schabowy" pork chop. Half of the group is supposed
to try at least one of the dishes. Each team shall receive one point for every dish which
was tasted by at least half of the team. Extra 2 points are given for explaining the
process of preparation of sauerkraut.

CHECKPOINT No 4. 
Nearby National Stadium groups are quizzed with ten questions about Poland, e.g. 

Who was Maria Curie-Skłodowska?  1.
Who is the current Polish President? 2.
Has Poland ever been world champion in football? 3.
What is Sękacz? 4.
How many Poles live in Poland? 5.
What is celebrated on 11th of November? 6.
How is Polish currency named? 7.
What is the highest mountain in Poland, how high it is? 8.
How old is Poland? 9.
What is the capital city of Poland? 10.

The group earns 3 points for correct answers to every question, for 5-9 correct
answers - 2 points, for less than 5 correct answers - 1 point.

CHECKPOINT No 5. 
Park Łazienkowski -  students are asked to find Chopin monument and to play the
song from the bench nearby, then they have to hum the melody to the moderator
to pass this quest. 2 points for correct melody, 1 point for trying. 



Warsaw Games 

Team Name

Names of the team members (first and last name)

Nationalities in the group

Starting time:

Ending time:
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Appendix 14c. Group instruction and score sheets for Warsaw Games 
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Instructions
The team should complete as many tasks as possible around the city centre of Warsaw
within 3 hours. Checkpoints will give you 5 points each, interactions will give you
4 points each, and observations will give you either 2 or 1 points each. Different
nationalities in the group will also give points. For every 5 minutes you spend extra
over the three hours, the group will lose 3 points.

Before you get started, you may want to have a team meeting and select a strategy,
but the clock is ticking. A hint is that the tasks are not in geographical order. Please
note that the group will probably not have time to complete all the tasks, so choose
wisely (only the checkpoints are obligatory).

Answers should be handed in at The Royal Łazienki Park checkpoint.

For any questions along the way, please ask at the checkpoints.

* Important: Please note that the team should be complete at all times. Splitting up is  
considered cheating. We have spies all over the city...

* Pictures: Take fun and creative pictures. Post them on Instagram by using #MUWOD

Checkpoints (5p.)
At each checkpoint, one of our volunteers will meet you. They will give the team a task
to complete. Please note that you have to "check-in" – get a signature and complete
the task – at all five checkpoints.

Metro – line, Station "Centrum" •
Central Railway Station •
Old Town Square •
National Stadium •
The Royal Łazienki Park – Fryderyk Chopin Monument •

Interactions (4p.)
Pat the rat 
Go to the Anatomicum building (you will have your Anatomy classes there;
Chałubińskiego 5 Street) and find the rat (ask students, they will know!). Take a picture
and send it to us at muworientation@gmail.com or post on Instagram using #MUWOD.
Don’t forget to include your team name. 

Sweet tooth
Find someone who likes “pączki” and ask them to recommend the place where you
can buy the best ones. Write down the name of the place:

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Find a ‘newcomer’
Find someone who has moved to Warsaw from another city/town in Poland. Ask where
he/she is from and find out what he/she likes best about Warsaw (3 things). Ask him/her
to sign your paper as proof.
1....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
2....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
3....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Where from?
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Signature:
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Be like a Polish gentleman 
Go to the Castle Square (perfect part of the city for romantic strolls). Find a Polish lady
and ask if you can kiss her on her hand (what proper Polish gentleman would do when
greeting a woman). Take a picture of the kiss and ask the person to sign your paper as
proof. Send the picture to muworientation@gmail.com or post it on Instagram
#MUWOD (you can send it after the games are done).

Signature:
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Polish Poem Performance
Create a poem or song consisting of at least 20 Polish words (in combination with other
languages if you want). When the group is ready to perform, gather 3-10 random
people on the street to listen/watch the performance. Please note that at least 50% of
the group has to participate in the presentation. Take a video post it on Instagram by
using #MUWOD (you can post it after the games are done or in McDonalds- they have
free wifi). Remember to include the group name.

Observations (1p.)
Go to one of the ZTM ticket machines (you can find them at many bus stops) and•
try to go through the purchase procedure (you don’t have to finish it and buy a
ticket) and find out what the student price for a bus ticket valid for 30 days and
90 days in the area “Strefa 1” is.

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

How many metro stations does the M2 line have? Name them from the 1st station•
to the last in chronological order:

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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What is the colour of the interiors of National Stadium metro station?•
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Find Kancelaria Prezesa Rady Ministrów. What’s written over the main entrance?•
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Find Bank PKO or “Rotunda” on Aleje Jerozolimskie. What is characteristic about•
this building?
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Whose monument stands on the side of Belweder Palace? •
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Go to Palace of Culture, and find out how much the ticket to go the balcony costs•
and how many floors the building has? 
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

When you leave Metro Centrum Station, you'll face one of the oldest hotels in•
Warsaw, situated on the corner of Aleje Jerozolimskie and Poznańska. What is it
called? 
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Find the cinema “Kinoteka” in the Palace of Culture and Science and write down•
two of the movies they show today: 
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Go to Central Railway Station. On the first floor, above the main train schedule•
display you will find one of the most popular grocery stores in Poland. What is its
name and what does it mean in English? 
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Find “Zlote Tarasy” shopping mall and describe its characteristic feature•
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

How many restaurants/cafes are in the most popular street of Warsaw - Nowy•
Świat?
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Find out which 3 buses from Dworzec Centralny bus stop go to Medical University•
of Warsaw main campus.
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Find out if it is possible to swim in Wisla river and if there are any beaches in•
Warsaw.
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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What is the most famous restaurant in Warsaw where the best traditional Polish•
dish ‘pierogi’ (dumplings) are served? (Hint: this restaurant is also located in Nowy
Świat)
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Go to any Polish restaurant and find out what “kompot” is.•
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

When in Lazienki park is the Chopin concert every week (which day of the week,•
what time?)
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Count the number of ‘cukiernia’ (cake shops) at Dworzec Centralny underground•
station and write down their names.
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

*** Questions which may be used if the University Banacha Campus is used as starting and ending point: 

Find out what ‘Smaczek’ is and where it is located (hint: look for it at MUW•
Campus!).  
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

On what floor (in the Dean’s Office building/Dziekanat) is the English Division•
Student Government headquarters? 
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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21 Degrees East

Team name:

Team members:

Welcome on this beautiful, sunny day! Please fill out the team name and members’
sections above. Make sure you have this sheet at all times as you will collect points
throughout the day. At each station you will be given detailed instructions by the
moderators and the awarded score will depend on how well you perform at the games.

Once this form is completed, please hand it in one of the moderators.

Start time:

Finish time:

Appendix 15. Score sheet for 21 Degrees East

Game Points

The 3 leg challenge

Tug of War

Blind Parkour

Cat and Mouse

Flying egg

Staffet

Balloon War

Ferry Man

The Living Bridge

MiniKubb

Tongue Twister

Total
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Appendix 16. List of Dares for Dare Night

Dare Night Dares

Dance the Macarena in a public place (can be a square, café, street) - the whole1.
team should do this. 
Hug a stranger. 2.
Take a photo with a bouncer at a club/barista in a café/waiter (one of those) -  the3.
whole team should do this. 
Carry one of your groupmates in your arms while skipping down the street.  4.
Guys serenade the girls in your group on one knee, in a public spot. 5.
Do a headstand while singing “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” 6.
Call a random person and sing the Happy Birthday song to them. 7.
Find a stranger who speaks English and ask him what is his favourite place nearby8.
and why? Take a photo with him/her.
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Map and Instructions sheet 

Image: Google Maps 
Names of buildings have been added to the image for the purpose of the game.

YOUR ROUTE:

MUW „Banacha” Main Hospital
Pulmonology ward – points:1.
ENT ward – points:2.
Basement – points:3.
Joker canteen – points:4.

Pediatric hospital
Hall (ground floor near the entrance) – points:5.

The Library
Lockers – points:6.
Reading room (czytelnia) – points:7.
Individual work room – points:8.

Dean’s Office
Dean‘s office – points:9.

BONUS STATION (this station is optional and you can go there anytime)
Didactic Centre basement (cloakroom) – points:10.

DIAGNOSIS:

POINTS - SUM:

Appendix 17a. Campus Game Map and Instructions sheet
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Appendix 17b. Patient information for the Campus Game

Patient information

wedding photographer•
married (7 yrs)•
30+ yrs old•

1st symptoms:
3 days ago during ‘strenuous physical activity’•
‘really dry throat’•
tongue: ‘blowing up’ sensation•
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Appendix 17c. Quiz for the Campus Game

Quiz
1.Which is the capital of Poland?

A.  Kraków
B.  Warsaw
C.  Katowice
D.  Wroclaw

2.Polonez is the name of Polish...
A.  Bird
B.  Plate
C.  Dance
D.  City

3.Which mountains are on the southern border of Poland?
A.  Alps
B.  Ural
C.  Carpathians
D.  Apenins

4.Which are the colours of the Polish flag?
A.  White and red
B.  Blue and red
C.  Red and white
D.  Blue and yellow

5.Which of these cities is not in Poland?
A.  Kiev
B.  Kielce
C.  Szczecin
D.  Poznań

6.Who was Karol Wojtyła?
A.  The Pope
B.  Famous writer
C.  An actor
D.  A president

7.How would you greet in Polish?
A.  Guten morgen
B.  Dobry den
C.  Do widzenia
D.  Dzień dobry

CORRECT ANSWERS: 1B, 2C, 3C, 4A, 5A, 6A, 7D (DO NOT PRINT ANSWERS ON QUIZ SHEET)
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Appendix 17d. False CT for the Campus Game

Source: Case courtesy of A.Prof Frank Gaillard, <a href="http://radiopaedia.org/">Radiopaedia.org</a>.
From the case <a href="http://radiopaedia.org/cases/8095">rID: 8095</a>

(DO NOT INDICATE TO THE TEAMS THAT THE CT IS FALSE AT STATION 3)
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Appendix 17e. Correct CT for the Campus Game

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulmonary_fibrosis
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Prepare a blood group crossmatch chart resource (Punnet Square Practice) –
e.g.http://www.swain.k12.nc.us/userfiles/270/Classes/4084/Blood-Type-Punnett-
Square-Practice.pdf

Appendix 17f. Blood group crossmatch chart for the Campus Game
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Appendix 17g. Patient blood tests results for the Campus Game
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Appendix 17h. Instruction in a locker in the library (Campus Game)

Go to the Reading room located on the second floor of the Library. Find a book called
Robbins Basic Pathology. Find information about Pulmonary Interstitial Fibrosis (PIF).
Write a short note (around 5 sentences) summarizing PIF. Moreover, find and write
down 3 diseases that can present with this condition.
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Appendix 17i. Plethysmography results for the Campus Game

Plethysmography results

Result: DECREASED FRC VALUE

FRC (Functional Residual Capacity) is a parameter which shows the volume of air
present in the lungs at the end of passive expiration. It is decreased when lung
stiffness increases as seen in pulmonary edema, interstitial fibrosis, and some other
restrictive lung disorders.
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Appendix 17j. Campus Game - Chest X-ray

Source: http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/301226-overview
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Appendix 17k. Campus Game – sequence of teams

5 teams version:
TEAM 1: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9
TEAM 2: 2-5-6-7-3-4-8-9-1
TEAM 3: 8-9-1-3-4-5-6-7-2
TEAM 4: 5-6-7-8-9-1-2-3-4
TEAM 5: 3-4-2-1-8-9-5-6-7

7 teams version:
TEAM 1: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9
TEAM 2: 2-1-5-6-7-3-4-8-9
TEAM 3: 8-9-1-2-3-4-5-6-7
TEAM 4: 5-6-7-8-9-1-2-3-4
TEAM 5: 8-9-2-3-4-1-5-6-7
TEAM 6: 5-6-7-8-9-3-4-2-1
TEAM 7: 3-4-2-8-9-5-6-7-1

Sequence of teams
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Warsaw Puzzle Game

Team Name

Names of the team members, first and last name

Nationalities in the group

FILLED BY MODERATOR:

Starting time:

Ending time:

Team number:  

Team moderator number:  

Appendix 18a. Instructions for teams in Warsaw Puzzle Game
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Instructions

The team should complete as many tasks as possible around the city centre of Warsaw
within 3 hours.

Starting point: Old Town Square
Ending point: PUB Solec 
Time: 3 hours measured since starting time written by the moderator at your departure
(have in mind that at any point you can drop the game and go to the ending point.
There will be someone waiting for you)

There are 7 checkpoints. At each you will find a set of puzzles designated to your team.
Your task is to collect all sets, bring them to the ending point and assemble the puzzles.
Each checkpoint set of puzzles will give you 5 points towards the total score.

There are 5 facultative stations – related to Warsaw and Poland’s history and culture. It
is not obligatory to visit them, but you can get extra points there (3 points each).

Bonus points:
different nationalities in the group (1 point per each nationality)•
the best name (2 points for the team having the best name according to the•
moderators)
the most creative photo posted at #MUWOD (5 points)•

Minus points:
for every 5 minutes you spend extra over the three hours, the group will lose 2 points

* * * IMPORTANT * * *
Please note that the team should be complete at all times. Splitting up is considered

cheating. We have spies all over the city...

Hints ;)
Before you get started, you may want to have a team meeting and select a strategy.
You will be given 5 minutes by your team moderator after the icebreaker. After that
remember that the clock is ticking!
The tasks are not in geographical order but to make it easier for you we already labelled
the stations at the maps you will find in your set.
Please note that the group will probably not have time to complete all the tasks, so
choose wisely (only the checkpoints are obligatory).

For any questions along the way, please ask at the checkpoints or call your team
moderator.
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Checkpoints (5p.)
At each checkpoint, you will find a set of puzzles prepared for your team. You will
either meet one of our volunteers or be given instructions where to look for the

puzzles and what task to complete.

View Tower/Wieża Widokowa
Version 1 You have to buy admission tickets to the viewing platform and climb upstairs.
The puzzles are hidden there. Climb the tower and find them!    

Version 2 In the set you were given at the beginning of the game you will find tickets
to the View Tower. On the tickets you will find a hint as to where to look for your puzzles.
Climb the tower and find them!

Sigismund’s Column/Kolumna Zygmunta
Make a group selfie with a stranger. Don’t forget to include Sigismund’s Column in the
photo! Send the photo to your group moderator via mms. The moderator will call you
back and instruct where to find the next puzzle pieces.  

Royal Castle/Zamek Królewski
Enter the Royal Castle courtyard – the moderators are waiting for you with a surprise!

Sanctuary at Świętojańska Street
This task will check which one of you has an eagle eye! Following Świętojańska Street
from Royal Castle carefully look around. You are looking for a ...bear!
Hint: it would be on your right, somewhere near one of the churches you are going to
cross by.  
Between the bear’s paws your next puzzle pieces await! Be careful to take the ones
labelled with the number of your group :)  

Viewpoint
Team’s set includes a key. This is a station where the keys would be used. Look for your
padlock (labelled with your team number), unlock it and take with you. The puzzles
are attached to the padlock.

Monument of Adam Mickiewicz/Pomnik Adama Mickiewicza
Ask passers-by about Adam Mickiewicz. Your task is to find out who he was. After
getting the answer, call the moderator to check if it is correct.
If yes, you will be instructed where to look for your next puzzles. If not, you will have
to try again ;)

University of Warsaw/Uniwersytet Warszawski
Find out how old the university is (hint: look around the campus). When you get an
answer go to Auditorium Maximus (follow the road signs). Our volunteer will wait for
you with puzzle pieces.
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/Version 2: If the weather is nice/ Find out how old the university is (hint: look around
the campus). When you get an answer go to BUW Gardens (follow the MUWOD road
signs). Our volunteer will wait for you with puzzle pieces and some refreshments!

Facultative stations (3p.)
St John’s Archcathedral
This is the place where, during the Warsaw Uprising against German Nazis in 1944,
a small mine-tank was used to blow up the cathedral wall. You can see a caterpillar
thread from this mine-tank that has been mounted. Look around, we have hidden here
some leaflets from the Warsaw Uprising Museum, take them with you.

Ministry of Health  
Find out what the name of the building is where the Ministry of Health is located. Write
it down below.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

BUW – Warsaw University Library
This is a place where you will for sure come back sooner or later – to study, to hang
out… Take the BUW rules and regulations leaflet, they might be useful soon. 
(Hint: look for the place where you can borrow books; an information desk).
Also maybe you would like to use this opportunity and sign in to the library right away
(10PLN person)? That would give your team 5 bonus points (5 points are awarded if at
least one person signs up to the library and shows the library card at the ending point)
have in mind it does take some time.

National Museum
Enter the National Museum and find the Information/Ticket Office. Take/ask for some
leaflets (in English).

EXTRA BONUS

If you are not fed up with all the tasks and are still in the mood for competition you may
be willing to take part in the last part of the game: WARSAW KNOWLEDGE QUIZ.
Each team after arrival at the ending point can sit comfortably, relax …and check their
knowledge of Warsaw! The multiple choice 10 questions will be related to what you had
just seen and done (hint: you may want to quickly go through the leaflets you collected
on your way). The winning team will be awarded 5 points, 4 points for the 2nd place,
3 points for the 3rd and 2 points for every team that decided to take part in it. 
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Warsaw Puzzle Game

General rules of the game
(also covered in appendix 18a: Instruction card for participants)

All participants are divided into teams (max. 8 ppl) (look for the way to divide
participants in the SUPP Handbook).
Each team is labelled a number (written on the participants’ instruction card by
moderator).
Each team has to complete as many tasks as possible around the city centre of  Warsaw
within 3 hours.

Starting point: Old Town Square
Ending point: PUB Solec 44
Time: 3 hours measured since starting time written by the moderator at team’s
departure.
Participants can drop the game at any point and go to the ending point. There should
be at least one organizer-volunteer all the time at the ending point. 

There are 7 checkpoints. At each, participants will find a set of puzzles designated to
their team. Make sure that each set is labelled with a number. Participants collect only
sets labelled their group number.
Each checkpoint set of puzzles is 5 points towards the total score.

There are 5 facultative stations – related to Warsaw and Poland history and culture. It
is not obligatory to visit them, but teams can get extra points there (3 points each).

Appendix 18b. Instruction Card for organizers of the Warsaw Puzzle Game
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Bonus points:
different nationalities in the group (1 point per each nationality)•
the best name (2 points for the team having the best name according to the•
moderators; the best name will be chosen by organizers at the end of the game
when all the teams give back their filled cards)
the most creative photo posted at #MUWOD (5 points) (chosen by organizers when •
all teams arrive to the ending point)
A good idea might be presenting all the photos made by the teams throughout the
game at the ending point during the integration part while all the groups gather after
the game (keep in mind that it would require organizing a projector and laptop)

Minus points:
for every 5 minutes the team spent extra over the three hours, the group will lose•
2 points

* * * IMPORTANT * * *
Please note that the team should be complete at all times. Splitting up is

considered cheating. The moderators should be around the checkpoints from time
to time checking discreetly whether the teams did not split up. If splitting up

noticed, the team get -5 points (the organizer should write -5 on the front page of
the instruction card of the team). If the team is caught cheating again it gets -10.

Checkpoints
View Tower 2 versions:
a) Participants have to buy admission tickets to the viewing platform and climb

upstairs. The puzzles will be hidden on top and the hint as to where the puzzles
sets are should be written in the instruction card for participants (Appendix 18a,
there is a space provided). 

b) Participants are given tickets at the very beginning of the game. On the tickets
each group has a different description of the place where to look for the puzzles.

Examples of the hint: “The puzzles are hidden in the area where you have the best
view for the National Stadium”.

The organizers during game preparation should visit the View Tower to hide the puzzles
and write down the hints on puzzles location.

Sigismund’s Column: selfie with a stranger
Participants’ task is to make a group selfie with a stranger and Sigismund’s Column
included. The photo has to be sent to the organizers via MMS. The organizers call back
to the group and instruct them as to where to find the next puzzle pieces (example:
the puzzles can be attached by tape to the bottom of the bench etc.).

Modification: moderator is present in the vicinity of the Column and after the MMS is sent
he/she shows up to give the puzzle set to a team.
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Royal Castle: team-building game in the castle courtyard  
The organizers choose 1 game/different games for each group from the SUPP Handbook.
It is possible that there would be more than 1 group at the same station at the same time
so the game that can be played with greater number of participants is suggested to be
planned.
The game should be finished with a quiz checking if the group members know each
other’s names. If yes, they are given the next puzzle pieces. If not, they have to play one
more game (SUPP Handbook - games to get to know each other) and are tested again.  

Note that this checkpoint may require presence of more than 1 organizer.

Sanctuary at Świętojańska street: bear statue (in front)
The puzzles should be hidden on the bear statue in front of the Sanctuary (between
the bear’s paws).

“Padlock” viewpoint
Team’s set includes a key. This is a station where the keys would be used. Preparation
of the station: organizers install the padlocks (either next to each other or scattered
among other padlocks but they must be made easy to notice - MUW OD stickers would
be a good idea or some other way to label them). There should be puzzles attached to
the padlock for each team (best: use tape and wrap around the puzzles attached to
padlock back). Also: a good idea, preventing teams from cheating and taking whatever
padlock they come across with, is attaching different puzzle sets to padlocks (then the
team has to be find their matching padlock as it will complete their puzzle set).  

Monument of Adam Mickiewicz  
The players are supposed to ask passers-by about Adam Mickiewicz - their task is to
find out who he was. After getting the answer, they should call the organizers on their
cell phone and confirm it. If they are right, they get the puzzle piece (they are informed
where exactly the puzzle pieces were hidden for them) at this station. If not, they
should ask someone else again.

The puzzles can be attached to the concrete handrail surrounding the monument. Make
sure it is not too visible or the participants may take the puzzles without completing the
task and calling the moderator. In that case the task should not be accepted as done at the
ending point (the moderator should be present at total score counting).

University of Warsaw/Uniwersytet Warszawski
The volunteer(s) should wait with puzzle pieces in the Auditorium Maximus. The
puzzles will be given to the team if they correctly answer the question: How old is
Warsaw University? Correct: year of game – 1816=…

Optional: Prepare some refreshments – sandwich, bar, water to drink, something small but
it is always a nice gesture. 
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/Version 2: If the weather is nice instead of Auditorium Maximus make the checkpoint BUW
Gardens. As it may be more difficult to get there prepare MUWOD roadsigns in advance. It
would be great if the refreshments were provided in a picnic mood – blankets on grass etc.

Facultative stations (3p.)

St John’s Archathedral: Warsaw Uprising History  
This is the place where, during the Warsaw uprising against German Nazis in 1944,
a small mine-tank was used to blow up the cathedral wall. At the station participants
find leaflets/materials from the Warsaw Uprising Museum.

Place the leaflets in a fairly visible place and make sure they are fixed into position (attached
by tape for example) so that wind does not blow it away etc. Also it might be a good idea
to prepare the leaflets in sets for every team (in envelopes, labelled with a team number).

Ministry of Health  
Participants’ task is to find out what the name of the building where the Ministry of
Health is located is (CORRECT ANSWER: Pałac Paca-Radziwiłłów). The answer will be
verified at the ending station when the organizers will be handed the cards filled by
the participants.

BUW – Warsaw University Library
The task: take BUW rules and regulations leaflet from the information desk/book
borrow place. 

Make sure while preparing the game that BUW does have the leaflets available there and
they are easy to find. If not you can print it out from their website and have 1 volunteer
there to wait for the teams and hand them the leaflets.  

Additional task at this station is signing in to the library. It will be granted 5 points at
the ending station (after showing the library card).
Mind that team is awarded 5 point only once (no matter whether 1 or 5 its members
signed in).

National Museum
The task is collecting the National Museum leafets available in English (from
Information/Ticket Office) and presenting them to the organizers at the ending point. 

Make sure while preparing the game that the National Museum does have the leaflets
available there and they are easy to find.
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EXTRA BONUS

WARSAW KNOWLEDGE QUIZ
Each team after arrival at the ending point can sit comfortably, relax …and check their
knowledge on Warsaw.
FORM: multiple choice 10 questions tests; questions related to the checkpoints and
materials collected on the way (facultative stations included).
The questions should not be difficult.
Teams are asked if they want to take part in it at arrival at the ending point. If yes, they
are given the test and can solve it – 15 MINUTES MAX – TIME IS MEASURED BY
MODERATOR. In the meantime the organizers can check the participant's’ card and
count their points collected during the game.
Each team can solve the test independently, at different times, soon after arrival.
The winning team will be awarded 5 points, 4 points for the 2nd place, 3 points for the
3rd and 2 points for every team that decided to take part in it.  The points are added
to the total score.

INTEGRATION
When teams arrive at the ending point they can wait for other teams by playing board
games (at least 1 moderator needed), watching the #MUWOD photos presentation etc.

RESULTS
If all the teams are present and willing to stay the results can be presented about half
an hour after the arrival of the last team (the organizers should be able to count the
total score by then).
If some of the teams are not present, a better idea might be informing that the results
will be announced the next day during the next MUW OD event.
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Warsaw Knowledge Quiz

1.  On which rondo we can see a palm?
a.  De Gaulle’a
b.  Daszyński
c.  Washington

2.  Warsaw airport is named after…?
a.  Nicolaus Copernicus
b.  Maria Skłodowska – Curie
c.  Fryderyk Chopin

3.  What are Warsaw’s city colours?
a.  Green & blue
b.  Red & white
c.  Yellow & red

4.  In which district of Warsaw is MUW (main Campus) located?
a.  Centrum
b.  Ochota
c.   Żoliborz

5.  From which country came king Sigismund III Waza?
a.  Spain
b.  Sweden
c.   France

6.  What is the name of the 1st league Warsaw football club?
a.  Lechia
b.  Legia
c.   Wisła

7.  What can you see on the Warsaw emblem?
a.  A Pony
b.  A bear
c.   A mermaid

8.  Palace of culture was gifted by which country?
a.  USSR
b.  USA
c.  Germany

9.  Where can we find bears in Warsaw?
a.  In the Zoo
b.  In the Zoo and near the Praski Park bus stop
c.  Bears are nowhere to be found

10.  On which river lies Warsaw?
a.  Vistula
b.  Warta
c.  Bug

Appendix 18c. Warsaw knowledge quiz - Warsaw Puzzle Game
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Appendix 18d. Map of Warsaw Old Town - Warsaw Puzzle Game

Source: http://www.warsawtour.pl/broszury
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Quarantine - stations and tasks

The Royal Castle in Warsaw: Students have to recite or come up with their own1.
version of the legend of origin of the name of the city – Wars and Sawa. Prop to
receive: grapes
Freta Street (Marie Curie House): The students will create “an element” in this2.
station which will later be used as the cure. The moderator mixes some apple and
some cherry juice into a third empty bottle and gives it to the team. Prop to
receive: 3 bottles, apple and cherry juice
Pawilony (Nowy Swiat 22/28 Street): A4 team will receive empty bottle as well as3.
a lime after proof of task completion at station LevelUp  bar (see No 7). The teams
are asked a set of 3 riddles (see table below). Must answer at least one correctly.
Props to receive: Empty beer bottle and/or cans. 
Market Square: Team B3 will receive eggs after proof of completion of task at4.
statue and heads up task for unknown soldier (envelope with word or phrase to
quess). Ask the team a set of 3 riddles (see table below). Must answer at least one
correctly.  Props to receive: pentyhose
Tomb of Unknown Soldier: The team will come to the moderator with an5.
unopened envelope containing a word or phrase that moderator can’t see.
Moderator opens the envelope, doesn’t look at the word and holds it facing them
on his/her forehead. The team must act it out and the moderator has to guess it.
Aka “heads up”. Props to receive: canned herring
Foskal: Team comes and must answer the age old question "What does the fox6.
say?" The answer was presented in song form (What does the fox say by Ylvis).
Props to receive: twigs
LevelUp bar: Teams have to find the bar and take selfie in front. Props to receive:7.
limes
Barbacan: Moderator’s task is to sing Polish song and have the team learn and8.
sing it back to him/her.  Can be as simple as "Sto Lat”. Props to receive: bottles
Opera: Teams run into the box office and see what play is being shown this/or9.
another day. Props to receive: balloons
Palm at de Gaulle Rondo (Skwer Stanisława Wisłockiego): Moderator asks the team10.
a set of 3 riddles (see table below). Must answer at least one correctly. Props to
receive: twiggs
Warsaw University: Moderator asks the team a set of 3 riddles (see table below).11.
Must answer at least one correctly. Props to receive: Noodles
Zygmunt Statue: Moderator asks the team a set of 3 riddles (see table below).12.
Must answer at least one correctly. Props to receive: toilete paper 
Presidential Palace: The team has to pretend one member is the president and13.
make a moving speech to convince your team to keep going. Props to receive:
cookies.

Appendix 19a. Quarantine - Scavenger Hunt - the list of the station locations and the 
task to do.
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Mikołaj Kopernik Monument: Team members walk around the statue like planets14.
in orbit and sing "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star". Props to receive: ball or another head
object.
Adam Mickiewicz monument: The team is given a closed envelope at the station15.
before it.  Inside is an excerpt of "Pan Tadeusz" (see Appendix 19d). They have to
read it out together in Polish (the English translation is provided only for better
understanding of the text) and record on a phone to show the moderator at the
following station. Props to receive: eggs. 
Cross Church: Go into the church and find out who’s heart is placed inside. Props16.
to receive: apple.
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Riddles for the Quarantine Scavenger Hunt

Riddle 1
Q: What goes up when rain comes down? 
A: An umbrella!

Riddle 2
Q: I’m tall when I’m young and I’m short when I’m old. What am I? 
A: A candle.

Riddle 3
Q: In a one-story red house, there was a red person, a red cat, a red fish, a red lamp, a 

red chair, a red table, a red bed, a red shower– everything was red! What color were 
the stairs?

A: There weren’t any stairs, it was a one story house!

Riddle 4
Q: If I drink, I die. If I eat, I am fine. What am I? 
A: A fire!

Riddle 5
Q: Marysia’s father has 5 daughters – Nana, Nene, Nini, Nono. What is the fifth daughters 

name? 
A: If you say Nunu, you are wrong. It’s Marysia!

Riddle 6
Q: If I have it, I don’t share it. If I share it, I don’t have it. What is it? 
A: A Secret.

Riddle 7
Q: What has hands but cannot clap? 
A: A clock.

Riddle 8
Q: A house has 4 walls. All of the walls are facing south, and a bear is circling the house. 

What colour is the bear? 
A: The house is on the north pole, so the bear is white.

Riddle 9
Q: What is so delicate that saying its name breaks it? 
A: Silence.

Riddle 10
Q: What kind of tree can you carry in your hand?
A: A palm!

Also:
Surgeon dilemma: see Appendix 6.
A ferryman riddle: see Appendix 2.

Source: http://www.funology.com/riddles

Appendix 19b. Bank of riddles for the Quarantine Scavenger Hunt
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Quarantine – TEAM A1
The probable whereabouts of our pathologists.

“Palm” – Skwer Stanisława Wisłockiego, seen for the last time close to Pomnik1.
Partyzanta (Guerilla Statue)

Kościół Świętego Krzyża – probably praying for salvation2.

Barbakan – a pathway from the old to the new town3.

Main campus of the University of Warsaw, last seen talking to the bronze Pomnik4.
Studenta (Student Statue)

Please head to the MUW’s pathologists in the given order. Be careful! We don’t know
what they are capable of. Whatever happens - play by their rules.

As soon as you collect the organs from all pathologists, head straight to the Didactic
Centre.

On the way, try to learn as much as possible about each other. It may save millions of
lives!

Quarantine – TEAM B1
The probable whereabouts of our pathologists.

Main campus of the University of Warsaw, last seen talking to the bronze Pomnik1.
Studenta (Student Statue)

Barbakan – a pathway from the old to the new town2.

Kościół Świętego Krzyża – probably praying for salvation3.

“Palm” – Skwer Stanisława Wisłockiego, seen for the last time close to Pomnik4.
Partyzanta (Guerilla Statue)

Please head to the MUW’s pathologists in the given order. Be careful! We don’t know
what they are capable of. Whatever happens - play by their rules.

As soon as you collect the organs from all pathologists, head straight to the Didactic
Centre.

On the way, try to learn as much as possible about each other. It may save millions of
lives!

Appendix 19c. Instructions for groups taking part in Quarantine Scavenger Hunt
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Quarantine – TEAM A2
The probable whereabouts of our pathologists.

Plac Zamkowy, seen for the last time dancing around Kolumna Zygmunta1.

Presidential Palace, last seen riding lions in front of the palace. We know that the2.
president’s security watched him closely. May already be arrested, but give it
a try.

Teatr Wielki Opera Narodowa (the National Opera House) – our lab diva used to3.
spend hours in Antrakt – a bar in the opera house building. That’s where she
feels safe so you’ll surely find her there.

Pomnik Mikołaja Kopernika (Nicolaus Copernicus Monument) – wondering4.
around reinventing the solar system.

Please head to the MUW’s pathologists in the given order. Be careful! We don’t know
what they are capable of. Whatever happens - play by their rules.

As soon as you collect the organs from all pathologists, head straight to the Didactic
Centre.

On the way, try to learn as much as possible about each other. It may save millions of
lives!

Quarantine – TEAM B2
The probable whereabouts of our pathologists.

Pomnik Mikołaja Kopernika (Nicolaus Copernicus Monument) – wondering1.
around reinventing the solar system.

Teatr Wielki Opera Narodowa (the National Opera House) – our lab diva used to2.
spend hours in Antrakt – a bar in the opera house building. That’s where she
feels safe so you’ll surely find her there.

Presidential Palace, last seen riding lions in front of the palace. We know that3.
the president’s security watched him closely. May already be arrested, but give
it a try.

Plac Zamkowy, seen for the last time dancing around Kolumna Zygmunta4.

Please head to the MUW’s pathologists in the given order. Be careful! We don’t know
what they are capable of. Whatever happens - play by their rules.

As soon as you collect the organs from all pathologists, head straight to the Didactic
Centre.

On the way, try to learn as much as possible about each other. It may save millions of
lives!
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Quarantine – TEAM A3
The probable whereabouts of our pathologists.

Grób Nieznanego Żołnierza (The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier), Plac Piłsudskiego1.
(Pilsudski Square) – seen for the last time warming up by the fire. Apparently the
soldiers did not approve. Might have been removed from the spot, but give it a try
anyway.
Rynek Starego Miasta (The marketplace in the Old Town), by Syrenka (the Mermaid)2.
– possibly talking to her in Mermish.
Adam Mickiewicz Monument at Krakowskie Przedmieście – one of the first of our3.
pathologists to get the symptoms. As the disease progress very quickly we cannot
be sure of her health current condition. Did not check in for over
12 hours.
A small park at the end of Foksal Street, where our close-to-the-nature pathologist4.
likes to hide and consider questions of the greatest importance.

Please head to the MUW’s pathologists in the given order. Be careful! We don’t know what
they are capable of. Whatever happens - play by their rules.
As soon as you collect the organs from all pathologists, head straight to the Didactic
Centre.
On the way, try to learn as much as possible about each other. It may save millions of lives!

Quarantine – TEAM B3
The probable whereabouts of our pathologists.

A small park at the end of Foksal Street, where our close-to-the-nature pathologist1.
likes to hide and consider questions of the greatest importance.
Adam Mickiewicz Monument at Krakowskie Przedmieście – one of the first of our2.
pathologists to get the symptoms. As the disease progress very quickly we cannot
be sure of her health current condition. Did not check in for over 12 hours.
Rynek Starego Miasta (The marketplace in the Old Town), by Syrenka (the Mermaid)3.
– possibly talking to her in Mermish.
Grób Nieznanego Żołnierza (The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier), Plac Piłsudskiego4.
(Pilsudski Square) – seen for the last time warming up by the fire. Apparently the
soldiers did not approve. Might have been removed from the spot, but give it a try
anyway.

Please head to the MUW’s pathologists in the given order. Be careful! We don’t know what
they are capable of. Whatever happens - play by their rules.
As soon as you collect the organs from all pathologists, head straight to the Didactic
Centre.
On the way, try to learn as much as possible about each other. It may save millions of lives!
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Quarantine – TEAM A4
The probable whereabouts of our pathologists.

Maria Sklodowska- Curie house (Freta Street) – wandering around, dreaming of1.
a Noble Prize. Or two.

Zamek Królewski (the Royal Castle) – seen for the last time at the gates,2.
convincing the guards to let her in to her house…

Level-up Party Centre Bar and Grill (Moliera Street) – one of the first of our3.
pathologists to get the symptoms. As the disease progress very quickly we
cannot be sure of his current condition. Did not check in for over 12 hours.

Pawilony - the area of little bars at the back of Nowy Świat street – a hiding place4.
of our pathologist who is coping with the whole situation in a slightly
pathological way.

Please head to the MUW’s pathologists in the given order. Be careful! We don’t know
what they are capable of. Whatever happens - play by their rules.

As soon as you collect the organs from all pathologists, head straight to the Didactic
Centre.

On the way, try to learn as much as possible about each other. It may save millions of
lives!

Quarantine – TEAM B4
The probable whereabouts of our pathologists.

Pawilony - the area of little bars at the back of Nowy Świat street – a hiding place1.
of our pathologist who is coping with the whole situation in a slightly
pathological way.

Level-up Party Centre Bar and Grill (Moliera Street) – one of the first of our2.
pathologists to get the symptoms. As the disease progress very quickly we
cannot be sure of his current condition. Did not check in for over 12 hours.

Zamek Królewski (the Royal Castle) – seen for the last time at the gates,3.
convincing the guards to let her -in to her house…

Maria Skolodowska- Curie house (Freta Street) – wondering around, dreaming4.
of a Noble Prize. Or two.

As soon as you collect the organs from all pathologists, head straight to the Didactic
Centre.

On the way, try to learn as much as possible about each other. It may save millions of
lives!
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Appendix 19d. Excerpt from “Pan Tadeusz” by Adam Mickiewicz - Quarantine Scavenger
Hunt

Litwo, Ojczyzno moja! ty jesteś jak zdrowie;
Ile cię trzeba cenić, ten tylko się dowie,
Kto cię stracił. Dziś piękność twą w całej ozdobie
Widzę i opisuję, bo tęsknię po tobie.
***
O Lithuania, my country, thou
Art like good health; I never knew till now
How precious, till I lost thee. Now I see
Thy beauty whole, because I yearn for thee.

A.Mickiewicz - "Pan Tadeusz or the last foray in Lithuania"
Translated by  Kenneth Mackenzie

London (1966)   J.M.Dent & Sons Ltd. - Londyn
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Appendix 20. Table Quiz Questions

General Knowledge
Which children's classic book did Anna Sewell write? BLACK BEAUTY•
In which city was Martin Luther King assassinated in 1968? MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE•
What is the only English language single word anagram of the word crouton?•
CONTOUR
What colour would Coca Cola be if you were to remove the artificial colouring?•
GREEN
What is Canada's national animal? BEAVER•
Which is the smallest member of the flute family? PICCOLO•
UNHCR is the United Nation's High Commission for what? REFUGEES•
What angle do the hands of a clock form at 4 o'clock? 12O DEGREES•
How is the number 5 written in Roman numerals? V•
Which three-digit number refers to the NOT FOUND error message indicating that•
HTTP server cannot find the requested item? 404
Who painted the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel?  MICHELANGELO•
Who painted the walls of the Sistine Chapel? RAPHAEL•
Minus 40 degrees Celsius is equal to how many degrees Fahrenheit? MINUS 40•
FAHRENHEIT
What colour to do you get when you mix red and white?  PINK•
What were the names of the 3 Bronte sisters? CHARLOTTE, EMILY & ANNE•
What organization uses the motto Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity? FBI•
What is the square root of 16? 4•
What is the name of the Australian stick or toy that is designed to come back to•
you when thrown? BOOMERANG
From what tree do acorns come? OAK•
What is the top colour in a rainbow? RED•
How many years are there in a millennium? 1000•
How many days are there in a fortnight? 14•
What was the first program aired on the British TV channel ‘Channel 4’?•
COUNTDOWN
Where on an item of clothing would you find the letters Y-K-K? A ZIP•
How many paintings did Vincent Van Gough sell in his lifetime? ONE - TO HIS•
BROTHER
In slang terms how much money (sterling pounds) is a “monkey’ worth? £500•
What are the little circles of paper that are cut out after a paper has been punched•
by a paper punch? CHADS
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Animals
How many tentacles does a squid have? TEN•
The llama belongs to the family of animals commonly called what? CAMELS•
What is infant whale commonly called? CALF•
A palmiped's feet are more commonly called what? WEBBED•
How old is a horse when it changes from a filly to a mare? FOUR YEARS•
What name is given to a female swan? PEN•
How many legs do butterflies have?  6•
What is a baby seal called? A PUP•
Which country is home to the kangaroo? AUSTRALIA•
Where in Scotland is there supposedly a lake monster called Nessie? Loch Ness•
What food do Giant Pandas normally eat? BAMBOO•
What animals young are called a kid? GOAT•
What animal can run the fastest out of the following? Elephant, squirrel or mouse?•
ELEPHANT (40km/hr)
True or False: Bulls dislike the colour red? FALSE•
How long does a cat usually stay in heat? 5 DAYS•
What explorer introduced pigs to North America? CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS•
What is a water moccasin often called, due to the white inside its mouth?•
A COTTONMOUTH (TYPE OF SNAKE)
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Music, Celebs & Entertainment Questions
Which reggae-singing star died 11th May 1981? BOB MARLEY•
What is the surname of the singer Rihanna born February 20, 1988?  FENTY•
Which celebrity couple have children named Apple and Moses? GWYNETH•
PALTROW AND CHRIS MARTIN
How many keys on a standard piano?  88•
Name the singer of "Absolutely Everybody"? VANESSA AMOROSI•
Name the Movie that the song "Can't Fight The Moonlight" came from? COYOTE UGLY•
Play "Waterloo" by ABBA. Question: Name the Group Members (1st Names Only)?•
AGNETA, BJORN, BENNA, ANNA-FREDA (ACCEPT FREDA)
Whose secretary was Miss Moneypenny? M (not James Bond)•
What was the first wholly computer generated film? TOY STORY•
What do the letters DVD stand for? DIGITAL VERSATILE DISK•
What's the only sequel ever to win a best picture Oscar? GODFATHER II•
John Ronald Reuel are the forenames names of which famous author? J.R.R.•
TOLKIEN (lord of the rings)
Freddie Bulgara was better known as which lead singer? FREDDIE MERCURY•
What is the name of the boy that visits the chocolate factory owned by Willy•
Wonka? CHARLIE BUCKET
What is the name of the toy cowboy in Toy Story? WOODY•
Who does (the animated character) Princess Fiona marry? SHREK•
What colour are Smurfs? BLUE•
In Jungle Book what kind of animal is Baloo? BEAR•
Name the artist and the song to which this lyric is taken from: “Closed off from•
love I didn’t need the pain”. BLEEDING LOVE, LEONA LEWIS
Who originally sang the song “The Final Countdown”? EUROPE (Not originally Bon•
Jovi)
What colour bow does Donald Duck wear? RED•
Who was the first to reach 20 million followers on Twitter? LADY GAGA•
What’s the minimum number of band members a band must have to be•
considered a ‘big band’? 10
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Food and Drink Questions
For which fruit is the US state of Georgia famous? PEACH•
What do the British call the vegetables that Americans call zucchini? COURGETTES•
What beer is marketed as the king of beers? BUDWEISER•
What is a famous dish of Poland beginning with P? PIEROGI •
What is the flavour of Pernod? ANISEED•
What is the American word for aubergine? EGGPLANT•
What does the American word biscuit describe in the UK? SCONE•
What do the Italians call their strong dark coffee served in small cups? ESPRESSO•
What sweet food made by bees using nectar from flowers? HONEY•
Which of the following countries is the biggest producer of whiskey: Ireland,•
Scotland or Japan? JAPAN
What does a crudivor eat? RAW MEAT•
On a menu what is Bombay Duck? FISH•
What is a snickersnee? A LONG KNIFE•
If you had Lafite-Rothschild on your dinner table, what would it be? WINE•
What is sushi traditionally wrapped in? EDIBLE SEAWEED•
What flavour is Cointreau? ORANGE•
What is allspice alternatively known as? PIMENTO•
What is the ingredient in fresh milk eventually devoured by bacteria, causing the•
sour taste? LACTOSE
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Geography Questions
What is the third major Balearic Island with Majorca and Minorca? IBIZA•
In which bay is Alcatraz? SAN FRANCISCO BAY•
In which State would you find the city of Birmingham? ALABAMA•
Which is the world's second largest French-speaking city? MONTREAL, CANADA•
Which is the only country to lie entirely within the Alps? LIECHTENSTEIN•
In TV's The Simpsons, what is the name of Ned Flanders two children? RON AND•
TODD
Where is Disneyland? CALIFORNIA•
Siam is the former name for which country? THAILAND•
The zloty is the currency of what country? POLAND•
Name the river running through the capital of Poland? VISTULA•
What is the second biggest city in Poland? WROCŁAW•
What famous Australian landmark was opened in 1932? SYDNEY HARBOUR•
BRIDGE
What is the national language of Iran? FARSI•
What is Pakistan's currency? RUPEE•
Which capital city lies on the Potomac River? WASHINGTON D.C.•
The pot-bellied pig is a breed of domesticated pig originating in which Asian•
country? VIETNAM
In what country are Pikeur cigars made? HOLLAND•
What is the capital of Nepal? KATHMANDU•
What is the capital of The Bahamas? NASSAU•
Where is the Sea of Tranquillity? ON THE MOON•
Saint Patrick is the Patron Saint of which country? IRELAND•
Pharaoh is the title given to the rulers of which ancient country? EGYPT•
Which Italian city is famous for its leaning tower? PISA•
Which planet in our Solar System is known for having a ring? SATURN•
What river flows through London? THE THAMES•
Where would you find the 25 km high Olympus Mons? MARS•
Which English phrase is the equivalent to “Ich liebe dich” in German and “ Eu te•
amo” in Portuguese? I LOVE YOU
Which continent has fewest flowering plants? ANTARCTICA•
Which country has more tractors per capita: Canada, Iceland or Japan? ICELAND•
Which continent is cut in two, fairly equal, halves by the Tropic of Capricorn?•
AUSTRALIA
What railway linked Moscow and Irkutsk in 1990? THE TRANS SIBERIAN RAILWAY•
Which is the largest and densest of the four rock planets? EARTH•
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Sport Questions
In American football, how many points is a touchdown worth? 6•
In Darts, how much is the Outer Bull worth? 25•
How many dots are there in total on a pair of dice? 42•
What’s the ballet term for a 360-degree turn on one foot? PIROUETTE•
What is the meaning of "malyszomania"? TERM USED TO DESCRIBED CRAZINESS•
OF POLISH FANS, WHEN ADAM MAŁYSZ (SKI JUMPER) WAS WINNING
What is Robert Kubica famous for? F1 DRIVER•
If one was to play Palant in Poland, what well-known game is it similar to?•
BASEBALL
What is the Warsaw football team called? LEGIA, POLONIA•
Who is Robert Lewandowski? POLISH FOOTBALLER, CAPTAIN OF NATIONAL TEAM•

Basic Medical/Science Questions
What is a basic definition of haemorrhage? BLEEDING, BLOOD LOSS•
Which is the most common blood type? O•
When someone has hepatitis, which organ is affected? THE LIVER •
What is cardiac arrest? FAILURE OF HEART TO CONTRACT•
What is the Flu?  RESPIRATORY INFECTION CAUSED BY A NUMBER OF VIRUSES•
Pathology is…. THE STUDY OF DISEASE•

What is the largest organ of the human body? THE SKIN•
Paralysis of 4 quadrants of the body is called? Quadriplegia•
Vascular system refers to… BLOOD VESSELS•
Which blood pressure reading is categorized normal for a typical adult? 120/80•
mmHg
What is Alzheimer’s disease? TYPE OF DEMENTIA THAT CAUSES PROBLEMS WITH•
MEMORY, THINKING AND BEHAVIOUR
A human’s thumb is as long as his or her nose? FALSE, THEY HAVE THE SAME•
LENGHT
In mph how fast does a sneeze occur at? 100MPH•

What’s the world’s biggest Island? GREENLAND•
What is the world’s longest river? AMAZON•
What is the world’s largest Ocean? PACIFIC•
What is the diameter of the Earth? 8000 MILES•
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In mph how fast does a cough occur at? 60 MPH•
Where are the smallest bones in the body found? EAR•
Where are the smallest muscles in the body found? EAR•
What word is rooted from the Latin word poneia? PAIN•
How many taste buds are on the tongue? 9000•
How many vertebrae do humans have? 33•
Which organ weighs the heaviest? THE LUNGS•
Where is the buccal cavity? INSIDE YOUR MOUTH•
There are two atria in the human body, where are they found? THE HEART•
What is the average lifespan of a human red blood cell? 4 MONTHS/120 DAYS•
How many bones are in the human hand? 27•
Spell the following word correctly: GONORRHOEA•
Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia is the fear of what? LONG WORDS•
What element begins with the letter K? KRYPTON•
What F-word is defined in physics as a ‘nuclear reaction in which nuclei•
combine to form more massive nuclei”? FUSION

Guess the logo
Requires downloading logos from the internet, e.g. 

Beats by Dre Headphones•
Dominos Pizza•
Android•
Burberry•
Cadillac•
Lexus•
Barclays•
Cartoon Network•
Nestle•
Carrefour•
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Name the famous people
Requires downloading pictures from the internet, e.g. 

Girish Karnard – Indian Theatre •
Paul Walker - Actor (fast and Furious)•
Madonna - singer•
John F. Kennedy - former President of USA•
Pope John Paul II•
Justyna Kowalczyk - ski runner•
Andrew Golota - Polish boxer•
Maria Skłodowska-Curie - Physicist, Nobel Prize •
Mr Bean aka Rowan Atkinson - British actor•
Robin Williams - actor•
Robert Lewandowski - famous Polish football player•
Frederic Chopin - pianist•

If you know participants’ nationalities, try to mix famous people from their  ountries
in equal proportions. If not - you may prefer to stick to famous Poles to keep it fair.

Listen to the music round
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0kG1EBRrPo 
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Alphabetical Index of Events, Activities and Games 

21 Degrees East, p. 178

A
All aboard, p. 89
Animal sounds, p. 90
Asterix & Obelix, p.  156

B
Backwards clump, p. 92
Balancing Act, p. 93
Ball of String, p. 95
Balloon War, p. 96
Balloons, p. 97
Birthday Line-up, p. 98
Blind Parcour, p. 100
Body parts musical chairs, p. 101
Book Sales, p. 87
Building Tower Game, p. 102

C
Campus Game, p. 181
Cat and Mouse, p. 103
Create your own Team-Building
activity, p. 162

D
Dare Night, p. 180

E
Electricity, p. 104

F
Ferryman, p. 105

G
Gordian knot, p. 107
Gossip Game, p. 108
Group Juggle, p. 109

H
Have you ever, p. 110
Hello in Different Languages, p. 111

I
Information Booths
and Presentations
by Student Organizations, p. 87
International welcome, p. 112
Intro, p. 114

K
King’s Cup (drinking) Game, p. 169

L
Living Bridge, p. 116

M
Mafia, p. 171
Matriculation, p. 81
Mine Field, p. 159
Mini Sport Day, p. 117
MiniKubb, p. 120
Mirror Image, p. 121
Mixing Game, p. 122
Multi Way Tug of War, p. 167
Mumblers, p. 123

N
Name + adjective, p. 124
Name that person, p. 126
Natural Orchestra, p. 164
Ninja, p. 127
Non-verbal Introductions, p.129
Noun Chain, p. 130

P
Paper Airplanes, p. 131
Pass the Hoop, p. 132
People Bingo, p. 133
Presentation by Anatomy
and Histology Departments, p. 85
Presentation by Dean’s
Office Staff Members, p. 84

Q
Q&A Session for Parents, p. 85
Questions in a Hat, p. 134

R
Runaway Egg, p. 135

S
Scavenger Hunt - Quarantine, p. 191
Screamer, p. 136
Similar and Unique, p. 137
Smugglers & Custom Officers, p. 158
Staffet, p. 138
Stressful Game, p. 140
Surgeon’s Dilemma, p. 141

T
Table Quiz Night, p. 193
Talking Behind Your Back, p. 175
Team Building Quotes, p. 163
Ten Fingers, p. 142

The 3 leg challenge, p. 142
The Craziest Thing, p. 143
The Question Web, p. 155
The Story of Your Name, p. 165
Things in common, p. 144
Tongue Twister, p. 146
Tossing Ball, p. 147
Transformers, p. 148
Tug of War, p. 149
Two truths and a lie, p. 150

U
U-boats, p. 166

W
Warsaw Games, p. 176
Warsaw Puzzle Game, p. 188
Welcome by
the Student Government, p. 83
Welcome Meeting
with the University Staff, p. 82
What if we slept
for 100 years?, p. 161
Who Am I?, p. 173
Who is missing, p. 152
Wink murder, p. 153
Workshops, p. 86

Z
Zipp-Zapp, p. 154
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